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ABSTRACT 
Lumped parameter modeling using finite differencing, form 
the basis for a C language simulation of a thermal system. The 
study of the earth-stationed satellite terminal includes an 
introduction to the system, derivation of the governing equations, 
development of a simulation, and a comparison of the results to 
empirical data. 
The analysis is undertaken with emphasis on the worst-case 
thermal environment, and with determination of the cooling loads 
and transient response as primary goals . . Comparing the predicted 
cooling loads to empirical data, and previous analyses, indicates 
an accurate simulation has been constructed. The computer models 
are offered as an alternative method in thermal design and analysis 
of electronic systems typical to the earth-stationed satellite 
terminal. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.0 Introduction 
Military communications equipment operates in varied environments, 
and must perform dependably through conditions much more severe than 
commercial equipment. However, there are many similarities, and the 
analytical techniques used in this research could be easily adapted to 
applications other than military equipment analysis. 
The research focuses on the thermal environment and performance 
of military earth-stationed satellite terminals. This first chapter 
will explain the purpose of the research, the configuration of the 
system, the approach to modeling, and the method of comparison to 
emp~rical. Following chapters will address in detail the derivation 
of the governing equations, development of a simulation model, method 
of solution, and empirical verification. The last chapter will draw 
conclusions based on the work, and will offer methods for improving 
the work. 
~ Purpose of the Research 
Many earth-stationed satellite terminals require similar thermal 
analyses to evaluate their performance. These analyses are typically 
lengthy and tedious. Hand calculation requires iteration for good 
accuracy, and opens the door for computational error. The equipment 
in the satellite terminal must be maintained within its operational 
temperature to ensure performance. The electronics employed in the 
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satellite terminal are for the most part solid state, and sensitive 
to high temperature. The equipment is expensive, and is usually 
protected with a thermal cut-off switch. However, a terminal may 
be very important as an element in a military communications network. 
Therefore, it is imperative that it not be taken off-line because 
of a thermal problem. Testing for all conceivable environments would 
be extremely costly, and therefore the thermal analyses are important 
as a means of exploring system performance in severe environments. 
The repetitive nature of these analyses ·and the tedious nature of 
the computations indicate that computerizing the analysis would be 
advantageous. 
Satellite terminals are generally made up of several large 
components. This work was primarily aimed at mobile systems which 
typically are composed of a mobile shelter, an environmental control 
unit (ECU), an antenna, and a power generating unit (PGU). 
The user of the equipment normally would specify the worst-case 
environment to be imposed on the equipment. The low temperature 
specification is usually not a problem because the equipment in 
the shelter dissipates enough heat to keep itself at an operational 
temperature. However, the high temperature specification requires 
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a careful analysis and design effort by the engineers developing the 
system because of the high temperature sensitivity of the electronics. 
The worst-case environment is given per Military Specifications, 
and must be met in two ways. First, the system must be operational 
in the specified environment. Thus, the ECU must provide enough 
cooling capacity to keep the equipment within its operating limits 
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during the worst-case environment. Second, the system must be able 
to become operational at any point in the worst-case environment, 
within a specified amount of time. Thus, the ECU must have a cooling 
capacity sufficient to bring the equipment within its operating limits 
within a given amount of time, at any time. 
Both of the above requirements are mission critical. That is, 
failure to meet either results in a nonoperational system. However, 
while the first requirement is straightforward, and always the same, 
the second requirment varies with the mission, and is usually 
specified separately by the customer. 
Computerizing and automating the thermal analysis would provide 
more flexibility, and allow more options to be explored in the ECU 
and cooling system designs. The models developed could serve as an 
ECU design aid, allowing extensive parametric studies to be undertaken 
in an efficient manner. Early in the design phase, the ECU could be 
accurately sized. This would ensure that mission requirements were 
met, and would allow time for ECU development and delivery. 
Additionally, if an existing terminal was to be modified, the 
models would be an invaluable tool in the analysis of the impact of 
the enhancement on the thermal performance. 
1.2 Description of the System 
As described in the previous section, there are several major 
components that comprise the earth-stationed satellite terminal. The 
normal configuration is illustrated in Figure 1, and consists of a 
mobile shelter, an ECU, an antenna, and a PGU. 
Figure L Earth-Stationed Satellite Terminal . 
The antenna and PGU are important components, but for the 
purposes of this study it will be assumed that they have already been 
qualified through the worst-case environment. Furthermore, it will 
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be assumed that the antenna and PGU do not influence the thermal 
environment. This is reasonable if .one assumes that the mobile system 
is operating outside, or in a well-ventilated area so that the PGU 
exhaust does not enter the ECU. Furthermore, one must assume that 
the aritenna dish does not shield the shelter from -solar radiation, 
i.e., the dish does not cast its shadow on the shelter. This is 
consistent with the worst-case philosophy used in the analysis. 
It is apparent that the study should be centered on the mobile 
shelter and ECU. The ECU of Figure 1, is shown as an integral part 
of the shelter. This is not always the case. Oftentimes, depending 
on its size, the ECU is a separate mobile unit. For this analysis 
it will be assumed that if the ECU is a separate unit, the cooling 
air enters the shelter at the evaporator discharge conditions. That 
is, any ducting between the ECU and shelter is adiabatic. If this 
is not the case, one may still employ the analysis, but must account 
for this loss. 
The ECU is essentially an air conditioner. Typically the 
ECU is a vapor cycle system employing refrigerant Type 22, and with 
specified power requirement and performance [l]. 
The shelter is a specially designed container for the electronic 
equipment. Shelters can have mobilizers, allowing them to be towed 
by other vehicles, or can be put on trucks and transported to the 
deployment site. 
Once integrated the system is used to relay satellite signals, 
perhaps with some signal conditioning. The nature of the signal and 
the conditioning are not important to this analysis, as long as the 
dissipations and thermal characteristics of the equipment are known. 
The mission itself, be it tactical or strategic, is not really 
important since the environment will be completely described by the 
Military Specifications. However, the analysis will assume that the 
mission requires consideration of nuclear, biological, and chemical 
(NBC) effects, as well as electromagnetic interference (EMI), 
electromagnetic pulse (EMP), and compromising emanations (TEMPEST). 
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Nuclear/Biological/Chemical, Electromagnetic Interference/Pulse, 
and Compromising Emanations pose the primary differences between 
military and commercial requirements on the system. There are some 
important impacts on the thermal system due to the need to design 
for equipment survival. The impacts of hardening against these 
effects will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2. 
The shelter contains racks of electrical equipment. The racks 
have a standard configuration that allow a slide-mounted chassis 
to be installed in the rack [2]. The loaded racks are mounted 
in the shelter, usually along either the roadside or curbside 
wall. The cooling scheme employs space above and below the racks 
for air flow. Figure 2 illustrates a typical shelter/rack/chassis 
design. Chapter 2 will address the heat flow paths available in 
such an arrangement. 
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Figure 2. Chassis I Rack I Shelter Arrangement. 
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~Approach~ the Modeling 
Historically the satellite systems, and for that matter most 
typical systems, have used handbook techniques in the analysis [3][4]. 
The lengthy nature of such calculations forced many analysts to make 
estimations that would speed the computations. A factor of safety 
would then be employed to ensure mission performance. 
The approach in this study will be to derive the governing 
equations, and use the computer to solve the simultaneous system 
of equations. The equations will result from a lumped parameter 
analysis of the system. The operational specifications will be 
examined by considering the steady state solution to the system 
equations during all times of the worst-case environment. The 
worst-case environment is time dependent, and thus it must be 
considered for a 24-hour period. There is one truly worst-case· 
environment which occurs when the specified environment makes its 
greatest requirement for ECU provided cooling air. The time of day 
that this occurs is not obvious since the relative humidity, solar 
radiation, and temperature all vary with time. One result of the 
steady state solutions will be the time that this truly worst-case 
environment occurs. 
The time of highest demand on the ECU, the truly worst-case 
environment, will be the environment used for the cooldown analysis. 
The solution technique will employ the Crank-Nicolson method to 
solve the transient part of the problem. The computer model will 
find the amount of time required for the electronic equipment to 
reach operational temperatures for a given ECU. 
It should be apparent that some iteration is still required. 
The steady state solution will provide the total ECU requirements 
for all time in the worst-case environment. The transient solution 
will provide the cooldown time for a given ECU. The designer will 
employ the steady state results as a first cut at ECU sizing. Then 
the transient results will serve to refine this estimate. 
1.4 Comparison~ Empirical 
Empirical substance will be added to the computer-modeled 
results by using available data to evaluate the performance of 
the model. There is a limited amount of data available for use 
in comparison. Although extensive testing has been performed on 
the terminals, test data from the exact environments of the models 
is not available. When tests are performed on military terminals 
under special environments, the results are not· publicized. 
For these reasons a compromise will be made. Instead of 
modeling the worst-case environment and attempting to find data 
that would provide a good comparison, the model will be forced 
to simulate environments for which test data can be obtained. 
Although this does not directly verify the model's performance 
at the worst-case environment, it will serve to add confidence 
in the results. The model results at worst-case will also be 
compared to previous analyses, and some conclusions about the 
performance of each method will be discussed. 
The following chapter, Chapter 2, will proceed to develop 
the equations that describe the earth-stationed satellite terminal. 
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CHAPTER 2 
GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
2.0 Derivation of the Governing Equations 
Chapter 1 described the earth-stationed satellite terminal 
and its major components. In this chapter the description will be 
developed further. The Nuclear/Biological/Chemical, Electromagnetic 
Interference/Pulse and Compromising Emanations considerations 
discussed in Chapter 1 will be addressed as they relate to the 
thermal performance. The lumped parameter model will be developed, 
and a block diagram that describes the model will be presented. 
From the block diagram, the governing equations will be derived. 
Chapter 3 will describe the modeling of the environment, and 
the analysis of the heat transfer coefficients. 
2.1 Implications of Hardening 
Hardening refers to special design features that enhance 
the probability of mission integrity during Electromagnetic 
Interference/Pulse, Nuclear/Biological/Chemical, Thermal 
Shock, or Overpressure events. Hardening against the effects 
of modern warfare is perhaps the most difficult challenge facing 
those who develop military communications equipment. The methods 
employed to enhance the survivability greatly impact the thermal 
performance. 
To protect operator personnel from Nuclear/Biological/Chemical 
threats, the racks are isolated from the operator compartment. That 
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is, as long as no chassis is slid out of the rack, the rack cooling 
air is isolated from the operator compartment cooling air. This is 
done with special gasketing, and a pressure differential. Also, as 
operator protection, the ECU interacts in a special way with the 
environment. 
The .ECU in Nuclear/Biological/Chemical (NBC) sensitive 
systems is typically interfaced with an added component. This 
added component, the NBC filter, removes threatening elements 
from air introduced into the shelter operator compartment. Because 
of the complexity of these filters, normally the amount of fresh 
air allowed into the shelter is held to that required by humans. 
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In this analysis, it will be assumed that this requirement is 20 cfm 
per occupant [5]. Additionally, it will be assumed that the only 
effect the NBC filter has on the air is that of eliminating the 
NBC threat. It is assumed that the air enters the ECU at ambient 
temperature and relative humidity. 
Electromagnetic Interference/Pulse, and Compromising Emanations 
protection is provided by ensuring that the shelter is shielded, and 
tightly sealed from the environment. All openings to the ECU and 
environment are done in a special way so as not to compromise this. 
This essentially means that there is no infiltration loss. This 
is further evidenced by the fording requirement. Most mobile 
military equipment, tactical or strategic, must be capable of 
stream fording. Testing this fording capability is typically 
accomplished by submersion of the system in water. Thus, if the 
system is water-tight, it would be a good assumption that it is 
air-tight. 
The thermal shock experienced during a nuclear event puts 
tremendous requirements on the surface treatment of the shelter 
outer skin. A special paint helps to protect the shelter during 
such circumstances. This paint also has some interesting abilities 
to protect from solar radiation. The paint appears green in the 
visible spectrum, but in the solar spectrum it has an absorptivity 
lower than most paints [6][7]. The absorptivity of 0.3 helps the 
shelter withstand a harsh solar insolation. 
A summary of the implications of hardening is as follows: 
1) Rack cooling air is isolated from operator compartment air. 
2) The shelter is tightly sealed (no infiltration). 
3) 20 cfm/occupant of air is introduced at ambient conditions. 
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4) The ECU is unaffected by Nuclear/Biological/Chemical filters. 
5) The shelter paint has an absorptivity of 0.3. 
The above assumptions will be used later in this chapter, 
and in the following one, as the governing equations are derived. 
2.2 Syste~ Block Diagram 
An extremely useful tool · in the system modeling is the block 
diagram. The block diagram, Figure 3, illustrates which heat paths 
are present and serves as an aid in the derivation of the system 
equations. Each path will be discussed, and the lack of some paths 
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will be addressed. The hatched arrows represent enthalpy fluxes. 
The enthalpy fluxes exist because energy is carried into, or out of, 
the control volumes with the flow of air. The heat transfer paths 
are represented by solid arrows. Each block in Figure 3 represents_ 
a lumped parameter. The "lumps" of the lumped parameter model 
communicate in many ways. 
A box enclosing the bulk of the diagram represents the boundary 
of the shelter. The cooling air lumped parameters ·are actually 
control volumes, with heat transfer to and from them, and with 
enthalpy fluxes in and out of them. 
The ECU, although occupying a block in the diagram, is not 
considered a lumped parameter. It is treated as a "black box," 
and assumed to provide whatever cooling is required by its energy 
balance. Determining this load is one of the primary goals of the 
model. 
The racks appearing in the block diagram are of two different 
types; internal racks, and external racks. This is not meant to 
imply that these racks are outside the shelter, rather it is a 
designation for the type of cooling air used by the rack. Some 
racks use ECU supplied air, and some use ambient air. This modeling 
allows the user to decide what air the racks employ for cooling, as 
well as where they are located, roadside or curbside. 
Electrical equipment in the racks is regarded as integral to the 
rack, and thus is contained in the same lumped parameter. Therefore, 
when the user sets up inputs to the model, rack dissipations, 
weights, and specific heats should be given for a fully equipped rack. 
Heat transfer between the shelter and its cooling air 
should be modeled. Likewise, heat transfer from the racks to 
their respective cooling airs should be modeled. The racks contact 
the shelter, directly, at their mounting points, and modeling heat 
transfer between the shelter and all the racks is thus indicated. 
In Figure 2 it is obvious that the shelter normally forms a surface 
in the rack cooling air plenum, and convection from this surface 
is evident in the block diagram. The front of the racks is in 
contact with the operator compartment. Convection from this 
surface to the operator compartment cooling air is also present in 
the model. The only remaining solid arrow accounts for convection 
and radiation heat transfer from the environment to the shelter. 
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The heat transfer paths have now been identified except for 
that from rack to rack. The racks are not usually in contact; the 
path of heat transfer from one rack to another must be accomplished 
through cooling air. This indirect path is modeled by heat transfer 
from rack to air, and air to rack. Thus, there is no direct heat 
transfer path (i.e., solid arrow) between racks. 
The block diagram elements are labeled with some abbreviations 
that will be useful in the development of the equations. Definitions 
of the abbreviations used in the block diagram are given in Table 1. 
Study of Table 1 should reveal the rationale employed in 
synthesizing the abbreviations. All heat transfer terms start with 
11 q, 11 and are followed by three letters identifying the path. An 
enthalpy flux starts with "e. 11 The three letters ·identifying the 
TABLE 1. BLOCK DIAGRAM NOMENCLATURE 
Nomenclature Meaning 
CEA 
CSE 
CSI 
CIA 
REA 
RSE 
RSI 
RIA 
ecso 
ecsi 
ecao 
ecai 
er so 
ersi 
erao 
erai 
eeeo 
eeeo 
esai 
qsce 
qcse 
qcsi 
qscs 
qsre 
qcre 
qcri 
qsrs 
qcea 
qcia 
qr ea 
qria 
qcsa 
qcec 
qrsa 
qrec 
qssa 
qenv 
curbside external rack cooling air 
curbside external rack structure 
curbside internal rack structure 
curbside internal rack cooling air 
roadside external rack cooling air 
roadside external rack structure 
roadside internal rack structure 
roadside internal rack cooling air 
enthalpy curbside external outlet 
enthalpy curbside external inlet 
enthalpy curbside internal outlet 
enthalpy curbside inetranl inlet 
enthalpy roadside external outlet 
enthalpy roadside external inlet 
enthalpy roadside internal outlet 
enthalpy roadside inetranl inlet 
enthalpy ECU outlet to environment 
enthalpy ECU inlet from environment 
enthalpy shelter cooling air inlet 
heat transfer shelter to cea 
heat transfer shelter to cse 
heat transfer shelter to csi 
heat transfer shelter to cia 
heat transfer shelter to rea 
heat transfer shelter to rse 
heat transfer shelter to rsi 
heat transfer shelter to ria 
heat transfer cse to shelter cooling air 
heat transfer csi to shelter cooling air 
heat transfer rse to shelter cooling air 
heat transfer rsi to shelter cooling air 
heat transfer csi to cia 
heat transfer cse to cea 
heat transfer rsi to ria 
heat transfer rse to rea 
heat transfer shelter to shelter cooling air 
heat transfer environment to shelter 
path have a general pattern. An 11 r 11 means roadside, 11 c 11 either 
curbside, or coo 1 i ng. An 11 i 11 stands for i nterna 1 or into, and an 
11 e 11 means external. An 11 s 11 usually means shelter, and an 11 a 11 air. 
The first letter, or two letters, in the path description should be 
indicative of the origin of the transfer. There are some slight 
deviations from this scheme to avoid duplicating a string. 
The direction of the arrows is rather straightforward in the 
case of an enthalpy flux. In the case of heat transfer it may not 
be obvious why a certain arrow direction was chosen. Experience 
with the systems has provided some indication of the direction of 
heat transfer, but it really makes no difference since in the 
following section the energy balances will properly account for 
the directions. 
2.3 Energy Balances 
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The energy balances provide the governing equations of the 
system. Solving the energy balances simultaneously ensures that the 
first law of thermodynamics is fulfilled, and provides the model 
with all the information required. 
The block diagram provides a basis for the derivation of the 
governing equations. An element may be isolated, as illustrated in 
Figure 4. From Figure 4, the energy balance for the roadside 
internal rack may be written as: 
Qin - Qout + Qgen = Qst 
dTrsi 
- qrsi - qria - qrsa + qrig = (Mrsi)(Crsi) { 1 } 
dt 
where: Mrsi=rack mass, Crsi=specific heat, and qrig=generation. 
qrsa 
1J. 
qria qrsi 
RSI 
Figure 4. Roadside Internal Rack . 
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For each heat transfer, let us introduce an overall transfer 
coefficient "u. 11 For purposes of notation, let each "u" be followed 
by three letters identifying it with a particular path. Chapter 3 
will quantify these coefficients, for now they will be considered as 
known quantities. 
From equation {l}: 
- ursi(Trsi - Tshe) - uria(Trsi - Tsca) 
dTrsi 
- ursa(Trsi - Tria) + qrig = Mrsi Crsi ------- { 2 } 
dt 
where: Trsi = temperature of the roadside rack 
Tshe = temperature of the shelter 
Tsca = temperature of the shelter air 
Tria = temperature of the roadside rack internal air 
Rearranging: 
dTrsi 1 
= ------- [(ursi)Tshe + (uria)Tsca + (ursa)Tria 
dt MrsiCrsi 
+ qrig - (ursi + uria + ursa)Trsi] { 3 } 
In a similar fashion, the remaining nine equations, one for 
each lumped paremeter, can be derived. Let "W be the inverse of 
the appropriate mass-specific heat product. The governing equations, 
fully describing the block diagram, are as follows . (equations {4} 
through { 13}) : 
dTrsi 
dt 
dTrse 
dt 
dTcsi 
dt 
dTcse 
dt 
dTrsa 
dt 
dTrea 
dt 
dTcia 
dt 
dTcea 
dt 
dTshe 
dt 
dTsca 
dt 
= M [ursi Tshe+uria Tsca+ursa Tria+qrig-(ursi+uria+ursa)Trsi] 
= M [urse Tshe+urea Tsca+urec Trea+qreg-(urse+urea+urec)Trse] 
= M [ucsi Tshe+ucia Tsca+usca Tcia+qcig-(ucsi+ucia+ucsa)Tcsi] 
= M [ucse Tshe+ucea Tsca+ucec Tcea+qreg-(ucse+ucea+ucec)Tcse] 
= M [usrs Tshe+ursa Trsi+xrai(erai-erao)-(usrs+ursa)Tria] 
= M [usre Tshe+urec . Trse+xrsi(ersi-~rso)-(urse+urec)Trea] 
= M [uses Tshe+ucsa Tcsi+xcai(ecai~ecao)-(uscs+ucsa)Tcia] 
= M [usce Tshe+ucec Tcse+xcsi(ecsi-ecso)-(usce+ucec)Tcea] 
=M[uenv Tenv+ucse Tcse+ucsi Tcsi+urse Trse+ursi Trsi+ussa Tsca 
+usce Tcea+usre Trea+uscs Tcia+usrs Tria-(uenv+ucse+ucsi 
+urse+ursi+ussa+usce+usra+uscs+usrs)Tshe + qsig] 
= M [ussa Tshe+uria Trsi+urea Trse+ucia Tcsi+ucea Tsce 
-(ussa+uria+urea+ucia+ucea)Tsca + xsai(esai-esao) + qsag] 
22 
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Notice that the enthalpy fluxes are multiplied by a newly 
introduced variable that begins with an 11 x. 11 This variable is 
representative of a mass flow rate, and is included in the equations 
because it is intended that the calculation of the 11 e, 11 enthalpy 
quantities, will be on a per unit mass basis. A full derivation and 
explanation of equations {4} through {13} is included in Appendix I. 
The preceding equations may be used to obtain both the 
steady-state and transient solutions. The steady-state solution 
is approached by lett i ng all temperature derivatives with respect 
to time go to zero. The transient solution technique makes use 
of the Crank-Nicolson method, where: 
p+l p 
p+l p 1 dT dT 
T = T + [---- + ----J(t - t ) {14} -
. 2 dt dt 2 1 
The steady-state and transient solutions may then be formulated 
in matrix form, to yield the following governing equations: 
[A]{T} = [CJ {15a} 
and 
p+l p 
[DJ {T} = [EJ {T} + [FJ {15b} 
Equations {15a} and {15b} are ful ly developed and explained in 
Appendix I. All the elements of all the matrices are also listed 
in Append i x I . The matrices must be re-calculated for every time 
(and at every iteration) since the matrices are functions of the 
temperature. It is now apparent how tedious this process would be 
if attacked by hand. 
The following chapter, Chapter 3, will develop the models of 
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the environment and explain the Military Specification involved. 
Additionally, the heat transfer coefficients, treated as knowns here, 
will be addressed, and the algorithms used for their computation 
will be explained. The final section in the following chapter will 
review some important assumptions that have been made. 
CHAPTER 3 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL 
3.0 Developing the Model 
Previous chapters introduced the satellite terminal system, 
and derived the governing equations. Here, the model will be 
developed further, with special consideration to the computerization 
of the analysis. The environment will be considered first, then 
transfer coefficients will be addressed. The chapter will close 
with a discussion of the important assumptions that have been made. 
3.1 Modeling the Environment 
Military specifications quantify the environment that the 
system must perform in, and test to [8][9]. The Military Standard 
Climatic Extremes for Military Equipment, MIL-STD-210, is usually 
imposed on satellite systems. The standard contains a great deal 
of information on ground, naval surface and air, and. world-wide air 
environments to 262,000 ft. The mobile satellite system is specified 
at surface environments, with varying altitude requirements. The 
specification includes ambient temperature extremes, relative 
humidity extremes, solar radiation extremes, etc. 
Each of the three environments, ground, naval surface and air, 
and world-wide air, are broken into three classifications: recorded 
. extreme, operations, and withstanding. The customer can require 
any of these be met. However, it is most common that the operations 
criteria be used. Therefore, this model will use environments for 
ground operations. 
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The specific environments chosen were Temperature Extreme 
for Ground Operations, and Compromise of High Relative Humidity 
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with High Temperature Extreme, shown in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. 
These tables are hour-by-hour specifications for the 
worst-case environment. Temperature, relative humidity, and solar 
radiation are given. The method for extracting the environment 
at a given time will be by linear interpolation into the tabular 
data of the specifications. There are no discontinuities in the, 
specificati.ons, nor any fast changes in the gradients that would 
indicate this to be inappropriate. 
Interpolation may not be the most elegant technique of 
deriving the environment for a given time, but there are ·advantages 
to the method. Interpolation requires only the assumption that 
the environment is continous, and has no fast changes in the 
gradient, both of which seem quite reasonable. The method is 
simple, and easily checked. Perhaps most importantly, by using the 
data from the table and interpolating, it would be very easy to 
change the environment by simply changing the entries in the 
function that performs this task. 
The environment will be handled by a discrete section of the 
model. This function, or routine, will be given the time and will 
return the temperature, relative humidity, and solar radiation. 
This will allow debugging at the function level. 
The function described above returns the solar radiation, but 
this does not really quantify the solar load. A second function 
will calculate this from the results of the first, and some user-
TABLE 2 - HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT 
Btu 
HOUR TEMPERATURE ( F) REL HUMIDITY ( % ) SOLAR RAD I A TI ON [-----] 
h ft"t 
01 95 6 0 
02 94 7 0 
03 93 7 0 
04 92 8 0 
05 91 8 0 
06 90 8 18 
07 91 8 85 
08 95 6 160 
09 101 6 231 
10 106 5 291 
11 110 4 330 
12 112 4 355 
13 116 3 355 
14 118 3 330 
15 119 3 291 
16 120 3 231 
17 119 3 160 
18 118 3 85 
19 114 3 18 
20 108 4 0 
21 105 5 0 
22 102 6 0 
23 100 6 0 
24 98 6 0 
TABLE 3 - HIGH TEMPERATURE AND ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY ENVIRONMENT 
Btu 
HOUR TEMPERATURE ( F) REL HUMIDITY (%) SOLAR RADIATION [-----] 
h ft'L 
01 79.7 100 0 
02 79.3 100 0 
03 79.0 100 0 
04 78.7 100 0 
05 78.3 100 0 
06 78.0 100 15 
07 81.0 94 73 
08 84.0 88 138 
09 87.0 82 200 
10 89.3 79.7 252 
11 91. 7 77 .3 286 
12 94.0 75 307 
13 94.3 74.7 307 
14 94. 7 74.3 286 
15 95.0 74 252 
16 93.3 76.7 200 
17 91. 7 79.3 138 
18 90.0 82 73 
19 87.7 86.3 15 
20 85.3 90.7 0 
21 83.0 95 0 
22 82.0 96.7 0 
23 81.0 98.3 0 
24 80.0 100 0 
provided data . . The user will provide the shelter dimensions, and 
this function will make the following assumptions: 
1) The shelter is located at the equator. 
2) The length dimension is oriented in a north-south direction. 
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3) The insolation in MIL-STD-210C is direct and diffuse (total). 
4) The sun is at solar equinox. 
At first appearances these may seem overly severe. However, 
although they impose an austere . geometry, the solar insolation 
is specified by MIL-STD-210, and thus is prescribed. This is 
consistent with the worst-case philosophy employed in the analysis. 
The function calculating the solar load on the terminal will 
also account for reradiation to the environment. This is done by 
use of an effective sky temperature. The sky temperature is assumed 
to be a function of the ambient temperature. Several correlations 
have been suggested, but the model will use one suggested by 
Swinbank [10]: 
T = 
sky 
1.5 
0.0552 T 
inf 
{16} 
The shelter skin is painted with a special paint, as discussed 
previously, and it will be assumed that this paint is diffuse, and 
grey. This is a conservative assumption in that one would expect 
the emissivity to be higher than 0.3 [6]. Thus the solar load may 
be somewhat overstated. Again, this is consistent with the spirit 
of the analysis. 
Since the next section will further develop the simulation 
algorithms, it seems appropriate to discuss some modeling goals 
in a notional way. The simulation will employ assumptions to 
reduce the amount of user-supplied input data. However, the 
values used by the model should have a sound basis, and should be 
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easily accessible to a user who wishes to alter them. The simulation 
should look for data that is conflicting, and should point this 
out as it runs. Furthermore, if the simulation starts producing 
numbers out of the range of the assumptions, e.g., if air properties 
indicate that the ideal gas assumption would be poor, the model 
ought to alert the user. If functions are asked to perform tasks 
out of their range, e.g., if the environment function were asked 
for the environment at 25.00 hours, the user should be informed. 
Inputs should be echoed for user review. The functions should be 
designed to be easily understood, altered, or replaced. Lastly, 
the inputs and outputs should be easy for a human to use. 
3.2 Analysis of the Transfer Coefficients 
The idea of the overall transfer coefficient was discussed 
-in Chapter 2 where these quantities were treated as knowns. The 
analysis of these parameters is undertaken in this section. The 
approach will be to first identify ·which transfers are similar, and 
may be analyzed as a group. Then the analysis will be approached. 
When one considers the physical interpretation of the Block 
Diagram presented in Figure 3, it becomes apparent that many of 
the heat transfers are very similar. The heat transfer from the 
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racks to their respective cooling air control volumes is an example. 
It would be judicious to make one function that will perform the 
computation for all of those heat transfers. Likewise, transfer 
from a rack structure to the shelter structure can be condensed. 
The paths from rack fronts to the operator compartment cooling 
air can also be lumped together. Although we could now change 
the notation to reflect this consolidated analytical approach, 
this will not be done. Now we may proceed to address the heat 
transfer coefficients, remaining cognizant that many can be 
analyzed simultaneously. 
3.2.1 Rack Structure to Rack Cooling Air 
Each rack is consists of a number of rack bays. The rack 
bays are those stations where electrical equipment is slide-mounted 
into the rack, as shown in Figure 5. The program will assume that 
the system has been properly balanced, so that the air flow has been 
distributed proportionately to the dissip9ting elements. System 
balancing is a normal activity, and the cooling design must allow 
this. If the system is not capable of properly distributing the air 
supply, some chassis will run cool, some hot. If the system is 
balanced and the ECU inputs are known, it is a simple matter to 
. calculate the velocity of the .air ·through the racks. This provides 
a good starting point for the analysis of the transfer coefficients 
between the racks and their cooling air streams. 
Essentially the problem is one of quantifying the convection 
heat transfer coefficient. The flow is internal and assumed to 
Shelter wall 
22" 
15" 
1. 5 11 
I 
· Chassis I 20. 5'' 
I 
Figure 5. Typical Rack Bay . 
be steady and incompressible. The velocity, hydraulic diameter, 
and temperature, would establish the Reynolds Number. It seems 
logical to have a function that would look at the Reynolds Number 
and decide what correlation is in order, but it must be kept in 
mind that the gap between the back of the chassis and the she lter 
wall contains a spaghetti-like bundle of cables. The flow would 
be tripped to turbulence even at relatively low Reynolds Numbers. 
Therefore, a correlation suggested by Dittus-Boelter for 
turbulent internal flow will be used [11]: 
where: 
.8 .4 
Nu = (0.023) Re Pr 
Re = Reynolds Number 
Pr = Prandtl Number 
Other investigators have suggested simpler correlations. 
For instance, Bibbero [12] recommends the following: 
.25 
h = 0.23 (T -T ) 
s inf 
{17} 
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Since the iterations will not be performed by hand, it is 
logical to use the correlation that best represents the actual 
transfer. Thus, {17} will be .employed. The air properties inherent 
in Re and Pr will be calculated at the air temperature as described 
by the iteration during which the function is called, and the method 
for extracting air properties will be by interpolation from tabular 
data. The functions that handle the air properties, Pr, viscosity, 
conductivity, and thermal diffusivity will be constructed to warn 
the user if unreasonable temperatures are being used. 
Thus far, the correlation has been presented, and some general 
discussion about fluid properties has transpired. To complete the 
effort of evaluating the overall heat transfer coefficient between 
the rack structures and rack cooling air, we need only to assemble 
the tools that have been presented. To do this, pseudocode will 
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be utilized. This involves listing the steps of the function that 
will accomplish the given task. The steps are listed in English, 
and the next step would be to translate the steps into actual code. 
Since building the simulation is the primary goal, a cognizance of 
the technique to be used in its construction leads to the pseudocode 
approach in a natural way. The algorithm is as follows: 
1) read number of bays, dissipations, and temperatures. 
2) using dissipations, assume proper balancing, find flow rates. 
3) assume area for flow per Figure 5, find flow velocities. 
4) assume geometry of Figure 5, find hydraulic diameter. 
5) determine fluid properties at the proper temperature. 
6) using properties, velocity, and diameter determine Re. 
7) determine Nus se lt Number ·(Nu) from { 17}. 
8) . using properties, and Nu, find convection coefficient (h). 
9) using number of bays, find area available for convection. 
10) use area, and h to get the overall heat transfer coefficient. 
11) return this value, "u, 11 to the calling function. 
The function .will calculate the overall coefficient for 
any rack to cooling air transfer. With some slight modification 
it may also be used to calculate the shelter structure to rack 
cooling air transfer. A new variable could be passed to indicate 
whether the function was to calculate the rack to rack cooling air 
or shelter to rack cooling air coefficients. The difference in the 
two is the area available for convection (refer to Figure 5). 
3.2.2 Rack Str~cture to Operator Compartment Cooling Air 
The front panels of the racks convect heat to the operator 
compartment air as seen in Figure 5. The flow conditions in the 
operator compartment are very hard to discern, and can vary greatly 
with the mode of operation. Previous thermal analyses [13] have 
made the assumption that the convection heat transfer coefficient 
for surfaces to the operator compartment air is: 
Btu 
h = 1.4 ----------
hr ft ft F 
Making use of the same assumption leads to some very simple 
pseudocode: 
1) read the number of bays. 
2) using the number of bays, determine the area for transfer. 
3) knowing the area employ the assumed h to calculate 11 u. 11 
4) return this value, 11 u, 11 to the calling function. 
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This is very easily implemented by assuming a standard 19 11 
rack, 6 feet tall. Furthermore, this function could be implemented 
in a slightly different manner, and used to find the overall heat 
heat transfer coefficient between the shelter structure, and the 
operator compartment cooling air. Accomplishing this would only 
require that the area for convective transfer be appropriately 
changed. The program will use the same algorithm, but will retain 
different names for these functions in order to avoid confusion. 
For the shelter to operator compartment coefficient, the 
area will be assumed to be: 
A = 2 ( length of shelter + height of shelter ) 4.0 
This is based on an effective 4 foot wide aisle. Most of 
the military terminals do not have aisles quite that wide. Some 
margin has been added to compensate for the door area, rack ends, 
and other areas not specifically addressed elsewhere. 
Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 have covered all transfer coefficients 
that involved convection, with the exception of the transfer from 
the shelter to the environment. This was incipiently discussed in 
Section 3.1, and will be completed in Section 3.2.4. The following 
section, Section 3.2.3, will address structure-to-stucture transfers. 
3.2.3 Rack Structure to Shelter Structure 
The transfer that occurs between the shelter structure and the 
rack structures is typical for all the racks, assuming the racks are 
mounted in a similar manner. This transfer is very dependent on the 
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mounting design, and the simulation user should remain cognizant 
of the approach used here. The primary assumption is that the 
racks are not mounted on shock isolators. There is some controversy 
over whether the isolators are an attribute or a detriment. This 
argument should be mostly concerned with the mission, but the trend 
is to omit isolators in favor of hard-mounted racks. Because of 
this, the simulation will assume that the racks are mounted via a 
structural interface. If this is not the case, a close examination 
of this function is in order. 
The function computing the structural transfer coefficients 
will use an interface coefficient suggested by Steinberg [14] of: 
Btu 
h = 2800 ----------
i hr ft ft F 
Thus, the only remaining information required is the area of 
transfer. It will be assumed that the area is 0.10 square feet per 
rack bay. The pseudocode is: 
1) read the number of bays 
2) calculate the area using of the number of bays. 
3) determine the transfer coefficient. 
4) return the value, 11 u, 11 to the calling function. 
The only remaining transfer coefficient is the one describing 
the transfer between the environment and the shelter. 
3.2.4 Environment to Shelter 
Section 3.2 described the military standard specification of 
the environment. Solar loading was discussed, but the convection 
transfer between the shelter and the environment was not addressed. 
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This transfer is obviously dependent on the wind, ambient temperature, 
and shelter surface. In keeping with the worst-case philosophy, it 
is assumed that the shelter is in an environment with no wind, and no 
forced convection is present. Shelter manufacturers document the 
transfer coefficients for shelters. Typically these range from 0.3 to 
0.4 Btu/hr/ft/ft/F for a shelter in still air. The simulation will 
assume a coefficient typical of shelters in this application [15]: 
Btu 
h = 0.35 ----------
hr ft ft F 
It is not necessary to write pseudocode. The function need 
only know the shelter dimensions to return the overall heat transfer 
coefficient. 
3.3 Summary and Assumptions 
This chapter began with a discussion of the specification 
of · the environment. Two environments were chosen for simulation, 
and linear interpolation into the tabular data was given as the 
method of extracting the environment. 
Some severe geometry assumptions were made to ensure worst-case 
simulation of the solar load, and the implications were br~efly 
discussed. The effective sky temperature was also discussed. 
After a presentation of some general 11 user friendly 11 goals, 
the transfer coefficients were addressed. Some similarity made 
the analysis much shorter than expected, with essentially four 
groups of transfer coefficients emerging: 
1) Convection with internal flow. 
2) Convection with external flow. 
3) Convection to the environment. 
4) Conduction between structural elements. 
The analysis was based also on some subtle assumptions that 
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did not come up in the course of developing the algorithms. For 
example, radiation heat transfer within the shelter was neglected. 
Although this would not be a good assumption for an analysis of 
chassis-level transfer [16], the small temperature differences at 
the rack-level, approximately 35 F, makes it a reasonable assumption 
for this simulation. 
The assumption of incompressibility was used throughout 
the chapter. For the temperature differences of the air, applying 
the ideal gas equation of state reveals density changes of about 
5%. Furthermore, it is certainly true that one expects Mach numbers 
well below 0.3. Thus, the assumption is reasonable. 
The remaining functions are for the most part concerned with 
the enthalpy fluxes, and the solution of the system of equations. 
These will be explained as they are required. The following 
chapter, Chapter 4, will continue the development of the simulation 
with an emphasis on the method of solving the governing equations. 
CHAPTER 4 
METHOD OF SOLUTION 
4.0 Method of Solution 
Previous chapters developed the system of equations that 
describes the satellite terminal's thermal performance. This 
chapter will continue to develop the details of the simulation, 
and will present the method of solving the system of equations. 
Chapter 2 developed the system of governing equations, 
and Chapter 3 quantified the overall heat transfer coefficients. 
Before completing the development of the simulation by presenting 
the method of solution, a revisiting of Figure 3 is in order. 
The enthalpy fluxes appearing in the block diagram are of 
two basic types, those that represent a heating of air, and those 
that represent the conditioning of fresh air for humans. Ideal 
gas behavior will be assumed for all heat transfer rates other 
than that for fresh air. This is done because the temperature 
differences within the shelter are relatively small, and no water 
is removed from the air within the shelter. However, the fresh air 
enthalpy flux involves interfacing with the environment. The 
ambient temperature and relative humidity can differ significantly 
from that of the shelter air. Therefore, the function that will 
calculate the fresh air enthalpy flux will make use of a more 
sophisticated algorithm. The algorithm will account for the water 
in the air, and is applicable over a wider temperature range. 
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The enthalpy fluxes that represent sensible heating of air 
will be calculated using: 
Ah = C AT 
p 
where: C is the specific heat at constant pressure. 
p 
The fresh air enthalpy flux will be handled as suggested 
in the ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals [17], and the pseudocode 
is as fol lows: 
1) read temperature and relative humidity. 
2) check to see if temperature is within ASHRAE limits. 
3) compute the saturation pressure per ASHRAE. 
4) compute the absolute humidity. 
5) calculate the enthalpy of the mixture. 
6) convert to consistent units and return to calling function. 
All the supporting functions required to simulate the thermal 
system have been explained. Now, the method of solution can be 
explored. 
4.1 Steaqy State Solution 
Equation {15a} describes the thermal system of the 
satellite terminal for steady state. It is noteworthy that 
the coefficients are functions of temperature. Because of this 
dependence, an iterative technique will be employed in the 
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solution of the equations. The system of equations will be 
solved the first time by assuming air temperatures are all 
equal to the environmental air temperature. Then the system 
of equations will be solved assuming the air temperatures of 
first solution. This will continue until an acceptable percentage 
of change in the solutions is found. The percentage of change 
will be calculated by: 
previous solution - present solution 
error = -------------------------------------- {18} 
previous solution 
Equation {18} will be applied to all the temperatures of 
equation {15a}. When the percentage of error (error I 100) is less 
than 0.01, the iteration will cease, and the environment of the 
next time period will be considered. After one full day of the 
environments of MIL-STD-210, at half hour intervals, the simulation 
is complete. 
The solution of linear equations is a well-established 
procedure [18] [19]. The function used may be found in 
Appendix II, along with the steady state, C language, code 
derived from the pseudocode in Table 4. 
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TABLE 4 - PSEUDOCODE FOR STEADY STATE MAIN 
1) set up input/output, and math library. 
2) define ECU (i.e., temperature, relative humidity, flow rate). · 
3) call function to determine inlet air enthalpy. 
4) initialize time to local solar time = 0.0, convergence to NO. 
5) call function to extract environment from MIL-STD-210. 
6) initialize temperatures to ambient temperature. 
7) call functirin to read input from file. 
-number of occupants 
-heat dissipated by lighting. 
-heat dissipated by electronics in aisle. 
-shelter length, width, and height. 
-RS/CS internal/external racks: 
o number of bays 
o dissipation by each bay 
8) 
9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
check for convergence: - if yes increment time. 
check to see if end of day- if yes stop. 
ca 11 environment at present time. 
load lie II matrix of {15a} by ca 11 i ng appropriate functions. 
load 11a11 matrix of {15a} by calling appropriate functions. 
save a 11 data, if this converges it is needed for output. 
ca 11 function to solve matrix equation {15a}. 
set convergence to NO. 
16) check error: -if acceptable convergence = YES, print output. 
17) return to step 8. 
The steady state solution is solved by using the pseudricode 
presented in Table 4. The output of the simulation consists of 
system temperatures, ECU loads, and heat transfer rates at half 
hour increments through the entire day of MIL-STD-210. 
The user can choose which of the two modeled environments the 
simulation will consider, and with little trouble can change the ECU 
parameters, time increment, or any transfer coefficient. The code 
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is presented in Appe~dix II, and is discussed further - in section·4.3. 
4.2 Transient Solution 
The previous section described the approach to the steady 
state solution, i.e., the solution of equation {15a}. Here the 
focus will be on equation {15b}, which describes the satellite 
terminal's transient response. 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the derivation of equation 
{15b} involved the Crank-Nicolson method. The Crank-Nicolson 
method was chosen for several reasons. The method exhibits 
good solution stability behavior since it makes use of present 
and past time steps. This is very important for this simulation 
where the time constants of the racks can differ greatly. The 
simulation will require some additional data to perform the 
transient analysis. 
The data required to perform the transient analysis 
consists of the data required for the steady-state analysis, 
and the mass and specific heat for all the lumped parameters. The 
pseudocode is very similar to that required for the steady-state: 
TABLE 5 - PSEUDOCODE FOR TRANSIENT MAIN 
1) set up input/output, and math library. 
2) define ECU (i.e., temperature, relative humidity, flow rate). 
3) call function to determine inlet air enthalpy. 
4) call function to read input from file. 
* same as steady state with these additions. 
-mass for racks and shelter. 
-truly worst-case environment (time of occurrence). 
5) call function to extract environment from MIL-STD-210. 
6) printout initial conditions. 
7) initialize elapsed time to theta=O.O; sstate = NO. 
check to see if sstate = YES. -if yes stop. 
load "F" matrix of {15b} by calling appropriate 
load "E" matrix of {15b} by calling appropriate 
load "D" matrix of {15b} by calling appropriate 
8) 
9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
perform matrix operations of right-hand-side of 
solve new matrix equation of form [D]{T} = [G]. 
14) print output. 
15) check for steady state -if so set sstate = YES. 
16) return to step 8. 
functions. 
functions. 
functions. 
{15b}. 
In t his case the initial conditions are known. The 
temperature dependent matrix elements of equation {15b} will 
be calculated at the temperature of the previous solution. 
There will be no iteration, and the criterion for a complete 
simulation will be when all the temperatures are changing less 
than 1% between time steps. This is actually longer than the 
simulation needs to run, in that, one hopes to reach operational 
temperatures before reaching steady state. However, the user can 
still determine the amount of time required to reach operational 
temperatures, and has the added advantage of being able to see 
that the steady state simulated ·by the transient solution matches 
that of the steady state solution. 
The simulation of the transient response makes use of most 
of the functions that support the steady state simulation. However, 
some new features must be added. 
The steady state analysis was not .concerned with the mass, or 
specific heat of the terminal or racks. The transient simulation 
must be provided this information. The masses are given as inputs 
in the input file. The simulation will assume the specific heats to 
be 0.2 Btu/lbF, which is based on approximately half steel, and 
half aluminum in the structure. · This assumption has . been used in 
previous thermal analyses of satellite terminals. The transient 
analysis must be given the time of day as well. This information 
is found from the steady state solution, and is the time at which 
the highest demand on the ECU is made. The transient solution does 
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not let t he environment time advance while the transient solution 
progresses. In other words_, the environment stands still while 
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the time advances in the cooldown analysis. This is a conservative 
approach, since the worst-case environment is a transient environment, 
and the real environment would be mitigated. 
Another noteworthy difference between the steady state and 
the transient solutions is . the way the dissipations are used . 
. The steady state analysis represents a terminal that is operating, 
whereas the transient analysis models a terminal that is approaching 
operation. Therefore, in the steady state analysis all the heat 
dissipaters are expected to be on, but in the transient model the 
chassis would be turned off. This does not mean that the transient 
analysis needs no dissipation information. That information is 
still required so that the air flow may be distributed. 
The steady state and transient solutions have both been 
presented in the form of pseudocode, with some discussion of 
details previously unaddressed. The following section will 
provide details concerning the implementation of the pseudocode. 
4.3 Computerizing the Solution 
Pseudocode was presented in the previous chapter and 
was useful in the explanation of the solution technique. The 
implementation of the pseudocode could be approached in many ways, 
and in many languages. The fine details of the implementation can 
be found in Appendix II, where the C language code is presented. 
Engineers and scientists have commonly used the formula 
translation language (FORTRAN) for applications such as this. The 
C language was chosen in this study instead of FORTRAN for many 
reasons. Before explaining these reasons, some history on the C 
language will be given, so that a reader not familiar with the 
language might gain some insight into where it came from, and why 
it was developed. 
C was developed by Dennis Ritchie of Bell Labs in 1972 [20]. 
The language was derived from the B language of Ken Thompson [21]. 
It was developed as Ritchie and Kernighan were designing the UNIX 
operating system. C was created as a tool for working programmers. 
It is a compiled (versus interpreted) language, and has been used 
to write compilers and interpreters for FORTRAN, APL, Pascal, LISP, 
Logo, and BASIC. The language has also been used in some other 
very interesting ways, such as in animating sequences in movies 
like "The Return of the Jedi" [22]. The language has found wide-
spread usage, and is portable and power1ul. 
The C language's power and portability lie in many features, 
including the preprocessor, the high and low level input and 
output functions, the standard libraries, and the special way 
that variables and addresses are handled. However, there are 
some drawbacks to the language. 
There has been no accepted rigorous definition of the language 
to date. Although the language is considered among the most 
portable, the ambiguities in the language allow incompatibility 
between some compilers [23]. Another problem is the lack of some 
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operators in the definition of the language. For instance, the 
exponentiation operator does not exist in the definition of the 
language. This means a library with the required mathematical 
functions must be accessible, or created. Although, the Version 7 
of the C language has a math library that includes all the functions 
this simulation would need, the math library is not availible on 
all systems [24]. 
Overcoming these drawbacks was not particularly easy on the 
system used to run the simulations. A Harris 1000 computer, using 
the VULCAN operating system, was used with the C language code 
presented in Appendix II. Some details of the code are worth 
discussing. 
C's lack of math functions required an interface with the 
FORTRAN library on the Harris system. This was accomplished by 
the creation of a 11 header 11 file. In C, header files are those that 
the programmer uses on a regular basis, and does not want to have 
to explicitly put in every program. A file called 11 math.h 11 was 
created with the C commands needed to make the simulations use 
the extensive FORTRAN library. The file is then included in the 
C language program by employing a preprocessor command "#include." 
This helps to underscore some of the power of the C language. It 
is a relatively easy task to make the C program use other language 
code as part of the C code. 
Another command that is recognizable as a preprocessor command 
is the "#define" command. The first word after the define command 
is what is being defined, the second word is the definition. 
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Appendix II illustrates the use of this command, as applied to 
ECU parameters. 
The C language is much like FORTRAN in formula translation, 
but the syntax is different. Some other important differences are 
apparent in the passing of a variable to a function. The function 
is actually passed a variable address, not a variable. The use of 
the 11 &11 is evidence of this. The 11 &11 in front of a variable name 
designates the address of the variable. This is a very natural, 
and convenient feature. 
The input and output in C are handled differently than in 
other languages, as shown in Appendix II. The control of program 
flow much resembles PASCAL, or FORTRAN, but a new operator is 
introduced. The ++ operator increments by one. Also important 
in the understanding of the program is the statement: 
a += 5 
The equivalent statement in FORTRAN would look like: 
a = a + 5 
With this very quick introduction to the C language, and a 
knowledge of FORTRAN, the code of Appendix II can be understood. 
The programs make extensive use of comment statements, and do not 
use any extremely esoteric code. 
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Appendix II contains the math.h file used to interface the 
C code with t he FORTRAN library, a steady state input, the steady 
state simulation code, a steady state output, a transient input, 
the transient simulation code, and a transient output. 
This chapter began with some attention to calculation of 
r 
the enthalpy fluxes. The methods of solution for the steady state 
and transient analyses were discussed. Pseudocode was presented, 
and some further assumptions were made. The final section discussed 
the implementation of the pseudocode, and the use of the C language. 
The following chapter, Chapter 5, will present the results, and 
comparisons to empirical data. 
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CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS AND COMPARISON TO EMPIRICAL 
5.0 Results and Comparison _!Q Empirical 
Thus far, the thermal system has been analyzed, and a C 
language simulation has been constructed. This chapter will 
outline the environment for which data is available to compare 
with the simulation. The method of forcing the simulation to 
model that environment will be discussed, and then a comparison 
will be made between the actual, and modeled responses. The 
final section of this chapter will present the complete modeling 
and simulation results for a satellite terminal. 
5.1 Available Data 
As previously discussed, there is a limited amount of available 
data on satellite terminal thermal performance. At the exact 
environments of MIL-STD-210, there is no available data. The 
data that is available does have limits on its nomenclaturing. 
The most complete set of data was taken by R. B. Strock, Lead 
Engineer at Harris, during the thermal testing of a satellite 
terminal [25]. The testing was performed by an outside laboratory, 
and was part of a low-temperature performance verification. 
However, some high temperature data were also taken in an effort 
to establish a baseline performance, and to locate hot spots. The 
terminal was in a psychrometric chamber, and was instrumented with 
I 
a Fluke model 2240C data logger, and type T thermocouples. The 
thermocouple locations are given in Table 6. 
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TABLE 6 
THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS DURING TESTS BY R. B. STROCK [25] 
NUMBER LOCATION 
1 - 7 curbside internal rack cooling air 
15 ambient 
16 roadside external rack cooling air 
19 roadside external rack cooling air 
21 - 24 roadside external rack cooling air 
31,32 roadside external rack cooling air 
42 shelter cooling air inlet (from ECU) 
43,44 operator compartment, (far end from ECU) 
45 - 47 curbside external rack structure 
50 - 52 ambient 
53 curbside external rack cooling air 
55 - 57 ambient 
58 roadside external cooling air 
The locations of Table 6 are specified using the designations 
of previous chapters, and the conventions used in the derivation of 
the model. The thermocouple numbers missing in the table are 
ones that were assigned to locations not addressed by the models. 
Although, not all of the simulation's output is represented in 
Table 6, a large portion is, and this will certainly serve to 
help establish the performance of the computer simulation. The 
steady state temperatures for Table 6 are presented in Table 7. 
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TABLE 7 
STEADY STATE TEM PERATURES TESTS BY R. B. STROCK [25] 
NUMBER TEMPE RATURE ( F) NUMBER TEMPERATURE ( F) 
1 117 .0 32 103. 2 
2 11 2 . 2 42 76.9 
3 118 .0 43 98.4 
4 117 .'8 44 99 .6 
5 117 .0 45 105 .8 
6 118 . 2 46 109 .2 
7 119. 2 47 104.9 
15 90 .1 50 91.4 
16 11 2. 4 51 86.0 
19 88 .0 52 84. 7 
21 105 .0 53 117. 5 
22 100 .4 55 108. 2 
23 127 .3 56 88.0 
24 122.9 57 87.1 
31 101. 7 58 108.6 
Averaging the temperatures that represent s i mu· 1 at i on lumped 
pa rameters , the following results: 
Operator compartment cooling air: Ts ca = 99.0 F 
Roadside external rack cooling air: Trea = 107 .7 F 
Curbside external rack cooling air: Tc ea = 117 .5 F 
Curbside internal rack cooling air: Tcia - · 117 .0 F 
Curbside external rack Structure: Tcse = 104.9 F 
This data was taken in an average ambient, Tenv, of 90.8 F. 
The ECU in use on this system is per military specifications. The 
evaporator discharge temperature measured during these thermal 
tests differs significantly from that of MIL-A-52767 which is 
applicable here. This contradiction will be resolved in f~vor 
of the empirical data, and the temperature of the shelter inlet 
air, TEIN, will be set to 76.9 F. 
This decision was based .on the fact that often the ECU 
performance varies outside the specifications for a time, and 
our concern is not with that fact, but rather with an accurate 
description of the data. The measured temperature is felt to 
better represent the ECU performance than does MIL-A-52767. 
The ECU evaporator discharge temperature is not the only 
contradiction evident in the empirical data. An examination 
of the temperatures reveals that the curbside external rack 
cooling air, Tcea, is hotter than the curbside rack structure. 
This would indicate that heat is transferred from the air to 
the rack. This is doubtful, and thus some caution is needed 
in the use of this data. Since all other temperatures seem 
to be of proper relative magnitudes, excepting the rack structure 
temperature, a low confidence will be placed in the curbside 
rack structure temperature data. 
The following section will describe how the computer 
simulation was forced to model the environmental conditions 
of this thermal test. 
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5.2 Forcing the.Model 
Simulating the environment of the empirical testing was 
easily accomplished, because of the flexibility of the C code. 
Since the code was written to simulate two separate environments, 
per MIL-STD-210, the choice of the environment was made by use 
of a "define" preprocessor command (refer to Appendix II). The 
normal choices were "envirl" or 11 envir2. 11 To accommodate this new 
, environment, a third function "e.nvirO" was added to the simulation, 
and the "define" command was changed accordingly. 
The added function is very simple, and returns the same 
parameters as the previous environmental functions. The values 
for the environmental parameters were set as follows, by the 
new function: 
Tenv = 90.8 F 
Relative Humidity = 50% 
Solar Insolation = 0 
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These values are intended to model the environment experienced 
by the satellite terminal during thermal testing. Another parameter 
needed to be addressed to properly simulate the thermal test. As 
discussed in the previous section, the shelter cooling air inlet 
temperature measured during the test differed from the Military 
Specification. As such, this temperature, TEIN, was also set 
by a "define" statement to be 76.9 F. 
This is all that is required in modifyi~g the assumed 
parameters. The output will be presented in the following 
section, and a comparison with the empirical results will 
be made. 
5.3 Comparing the Results 
The empirical data discussed in previous sections is 
well-suited for comparison to the computer model because it 
was taken at points that are represented by the model. The 
results of the computer simulation, and the empirical data 
are presented together, for comparison purposes, in Table 8. 
TABLE 8 
COMPARISON OF EMPIRICAL ANO COMPUTER SIMULATED 
LOCATION EMPIRICAL SIMULATED 
Se lter cooling air 99 87 
Roadside external rack cooling air 117 97 
Curbside external rack cooling air 118 96 
Curbside internal rack cooling air 117 88 
Curbside external rack structure 105 116 
With the exception of the curbside external rack structure, 
the computer simulation consistently predicts lower temperatures 
than were measured duriing thermal testing. While this is not 
ideal, it can easily be explained. 
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There are two important facts that the computer simulation 
cannot adjust for in this case. Both involve assumptions 
made by the simulation. The first is that the lumped parameters 
are themselves isothermal with respect to space. The second is 
concerned with the effective sky temperature. 
The model assumes that the cooling air within the racks and 
aisle is well-mixed, and uniform in temperature. Naturally, the 
air at . the discharge is hotter than the air at the inlet. Also, 
hot spots occur within the rack when one chassis is a very large 
dissipater. The measurements taken by R. B. Strock were mostly 
concerned with the large dissipators since these are the thermally 
critical components in the racks. Therefore, although this may not 
completely account for the discrepancy, it is not surprising that 
since the empirical data was designed to establish the hot spots 
it should exhibit higher temperatures than the computer models 
which do not consider hot spots at that level. 
The second difficulty that the computer simulation had with 
this problem was with the sky temperature. The simulation 
assumes an effective sky temperature based on the environmental 
temperature. This is then used in the calculation of the net 
radiation exchange with the environment. Although the solar 
flux was forced to zero, the -aigorithm used to determine the 
effective sky temperature is no longer valid. This is not easy 
to overcome since the temperature of the chamber wall is not 
known. Therefore, one would expect some error in the net 
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radiation exchange. Although this would not be a major 
impact, it could influence the overall predictions by a few 
degrees. 
The combined effect of temperature variations within 
the lumped parameters, and the improperly modeled sky 
temperature could easily account for the 10 to 20 F difference 
between the modeled and empirical temperatures. 
Another way to build confidence in the computer simulation 
is to model the performance of a terminal through the varied 
environment of MIL-STD-210, and observe its reaction. Some 
determination can be made as to whether the simulation is 
behaving in a logical way, and the predicted ECU requirements 
can be compared to those predicted in previous hand analyses. 
This effort is undertaken in the following section. 
5.4 Full Simulation Results 
The previous section compared. the computer simulation to 
the empirical results for a thermal test, and found that the 
simulation predicted temperatures somewhat lower than those 
measured. Here, a full simulation will be developed, and 
some discussion of the results will address the performance 
of the computer simulation; 
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The model requires as inputs the number of bays per 
rack, the dissipations per bay, and the weight of all the 
internal and external racks. The shelter dimensions, weight, 
number of occupants, and dissipations are also required. The 
format for the input file is completely explained in the code 
for the input function, and can be found along with examples, 
in Appendix II. 
Using the configuration, and dissipations of the terminal 
previously modeled, the simulation will be run for the two 
environments of MIL-STD-210. The input file, computer code, 
and output files for these simulations are presented in Appendix II. 
The data presented in the output files of Appendix II is 
extensive, and presentation of the complete simulation results 
is prohibited by available space. The most significant results 
of the model are the ECU requirements with time. This was one 
of the primary goals of the simulation. The ECU requirements 
with time, for both environments of MIL-STD-210, are presented 
in Figure 6. 
The internal racks of the model use aisle air for their 
cooling air. The external racks use ambient air for cooling air. 
The rack cooling air inle~ temperatures are important because most 
of the electronics are specified to a maximum cooling air inlet 
temperature. The o~erator compartment air temperature and 
the ambient temperature versus time are illustrated for the 
high temperature environment, in Figure 7. 
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It is noteworthy t hat the high temperature environment places 
a higher demand on the ECU than does the high temperature - high 
humidity environment. Conceiving a configuration where this would 
not be the case is not difficult. The high humidity environment is 
more important when the number of occupants is higher. This is due 
to the fact that the humidity becomes important as the fresh air 
requirement goes up. 
The peak load on the ECU does not occur at solar noon, but 
this does not indicate improper behavior of the model. The 
radiation exchange with the environment is a function of the 
ambient temperature, so the reradiation decreases significantly 
during periods of high ambient temperature. Furthermore, the 
convective heat transfer from the shelter is very much influenced 
by the ambient temperature, so it becomes apparent that the 
ambient temperature drives the heat exchange with the environment. 
The environmental temperature, per MIL-STD-210, reaches its 
peak at a local solar time of 16.0 hours. The ECU load also 
reaches its peak at solar hour 16.0. The peak load, 33052 Btu/hr, 
is below the actual capacity of 36000 Btu/hr. Therefore, the ECU 
system is adequate, for the steady state, per the computer 
simulation. It is interesting to compare this analysis with 
the previous analysis, done by hand. 
The hand analysis estimates the maximum ECU load to be 
26581 Btu/hr. However, the previous analysis made assumptions 
in an effort to make the hand calculations more manageable that 
neglect some important effects. For ~xample, the previous analysis 
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assumed that heat transfer from the front of the external racks 
to the aisle was negligible. The computer simulation predicts 
this to be approximately 11200 Btu/hr. The assumption that this 
is negligible is not valid, and one would expect some error in 
the hand analysis. The fact that the ECU evaporator discharge 
temperature, TEIN, was in contradiction to the military 
specification temperature of 56 F is perhaps indicative of the ECU 
approaching its capacity. Certainly if the load were as light as 
predicted by hand, the ECU should be performing better. This serves 
to add confidence in the computer-simulated ECU load, which is about 
92% of the rated ECU capacity. 
Another interesting fact to note is that although the model 
was observed to predict temperatures below the empirical results, 
the computer simulation predicts higher ECU demand than the hand 
analysis does. This lends credence to the conservative nature of 
the computer simulation. 
The primary purpose of the computer simulation was to 
determine the ECU load versus time, and to determine the time 
at which the ECU load was a maximum. This information would then 
be passed to the transient analysis which would model the 
system's behavior with time. 
The truly worst-case environment was determined to be the 
-
high temperature environment of MIL-STD-210 at solar hour 16, as 
shown in Figure 6. This information was passed to the transient 
simulation. As previously stated, the Crank-Nicolson method 
was employed for the transient simulation, partially because 
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of the stability behavior 9f the solution. Normally, 
employing the Cra~k-Nicolson method ensures stability by the 
elimination of the dependance of the coefficient matrix, the 
[DJ matrix of equation {15b}, on the temperature of the past 
time step. However, the method of constructing the model 
precluded the complete elimination of this dependence. 
The coefficient matrix still contains the temperature 
dependent heat transfer coefficients, and since these functions 
must be passed a temperature, the simulation has no choice but 
to use the temperature of the past time step. This dependence 
is also exhibited by the enthalpy flux calculations, which 
assume the temperatures of the past time step. For these 
reasons, the Crank-Nicolson method cannot be expected to remain 
stable for all time steps. For that matter, neither would the 
Euler, or Pure Implicit methods. By making use of the past 
time step's temperatures, an instability is· introduced, and 
this instability is inherent in the manner in which the heat 
transfer coefficients must be calculated. 
The solution exhibits more instability as the difference 
between the initial conditions, and the temperature of the ECU 
provided air increases. In an effort to increase the stability 
of the solution, and to make the ·simulation more realistic, the 
ECU model needs to be altered. It is not reasonable to expect 
I 
the ECU to start up and immediately produce air at its rated 
evaporator discharge temperature, especially when this means 
the ECU would have to perform above its capacity. Because of 
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this, the transient model of the ECU was changed so that the 
ECU was not allowed to perform above a given capacity. This 
was accomplished by using the temperatures of the past time 
step, or initial conditions, to establish the ECU load before 
loading the system matrices. If the ECU load was determined to 
be above capacity, the ECU was limited to its capacity. 
Limiting the capacity of the ECU allowed the temperature 
of the ECU provided air to now be calculated. As a result 
I 
the difference between the initial conditions, and the temperature 
of the ECU provided air decreased, and the solution exhibits 
stability at reasonable time steps. 
For this particular simulation the solution will remain 
stable up to time steps of 2.3 seconds. The solution exhibits 
stable oscillations at time steps of 2.2 seconds, and unstable 
oscillations at time steps of 2.4 seconds. No oscillations are 
perceptible at time steps of 2.0 seconds, and this time step 
was chosen for the transient simulation . . If a time step large 
enough to produce an oscillatory response is chosen, the time to 
reach steady state may be driven by the decaying oscillations, 
and thus will not be representative of the real time behavior. 
The transient simulation gives the temperatures at 
. various time steps. The aisle temperature versus time is 
illustrated in Figure 8. This temperature versus time curve 
I is important for the reasons previously discussed. Again, 
this represents the inlet temperature for the internal racks, 
and thus, the equipment can become operational only when 
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the operator compartment has cooled to a specified level. Almost 
always, this will be the criterion upon which satisfying the 
11 time required to become operational 11 requifement will be based. 
The rack equipment is a~sumed to be turned off. The only heat 
generated is that produced by humans~ and operator compartment 
lighting. The racks exhibit a much higher thermal inertia, as 
expected. And although the operator compartment cooling air has 
reached steady state by 128 seconds, the racks and -shelter do not 
attain steady state until 562 seconds. This is expected since 
the racks and shelter have a larger thermal mass than the cooling 
air. The results of the transient simulation are presented more 
completely, in the form of a computer output, in ~ppendix II. 
The simulation results having been presented, the following 
chapter will focus on improvement of the simulation. 
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CHAPTER 6 
IMPROVING THE SIMULATION 
6.0 Improving the Simulation 
The previous chapter presented the results of the computer 
simulation. Although the models performed well, some shortcomings 
were found. This chapter, the final chapter, will discuss the 
simulations, with attention to improving the performance. 
6.1 Improving the Modeling 
The modeling of the heat transfer within the satellite 
terminal was undertaken by use of lumped ·parameters. During 
the simulations of the previous chapter, it was noted that the 
isothermal assumption for each parameter was not a good _one. An 
obvious improvement to the modeling of the system would be to 
break the system into lumps of smaller thermal mass. For example, 
one could break the system down to the chassis level, with a 
control volume for each chassis cooling air. The matrix equation 
would now get much larger. 
The main problem encountered with using smaller lumps for 
the analysis arises in considering the tradeoffs between power 
and generality. It would be ideal to have the simulation handle 
any case the user gives it. However, this presents a very tough 
problem to the programmer. For example, suppose the programmer 
allows the user to have 100 chassis in the terminal. Furthermore, 
suppose the user has only 10. There are two problems. First, 
the program is now very inefficient. It is off checking on 90 
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chassis that do not exist. Second, the matrices of equations 
{15a} and {15b} will contain ·zeros on · the diagonal. This will 
require some careful programming . to avoid a divi.sion by zero during 
the solution to the linear equations. 
A similar problem is experienced in the present model~ The 
simulation allows up to two internal and two external racks. 
However, if the user does not have a rack, as was the case in the 
simulation of Chapter 5 (there was no roadside internal rack), the 
simulation must still be passed parameters for this rack. At this 
level it is easy to overcome; the user need only pass a fractional 
number of bays, a very small weight, and a very small dissipation. 
For instance, in Chapter 5, the roadside rack had 0.1 bays, weighed 
1.0 lbs, and dissipated 1.0 Watts. While tQis is inconvenient, it 
does allow a reasonable amount of flexibility as the tradeoff. 
As another example of the tradeoff between power and 
flexibility, the simulation decides for itself how to divide 
the available cooling air. It assumes for itself that this shDuld 
be done in the most efficient way. This may be overly intelligent, 
and perhaps the user would rather divide the cooling air flows up 
in a different manner. The simulation should give the user ·the 
option, "either tell me what the flow rates are, or I will decide 
them for ·you. 11 
This does not mean that every powerful feature would be at the 
the expense of generality. If the simulation could look at the 
Reynolds Number, and then make its own decisions as to what heat 
transfer correlation to use, no generality would be lost. 
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It was expected that there would be room for improving the 
details of the modeling. However, as the modeling and simulation 
process was going on, a more basic change suggested itself. The 
algorithm used for the steady state analysis could have been more 
representative of the real problem by changing to a transient 
technique. It is apparent that the steady state model does not 
account for the thermal mass since the system response does not 
lag the environment. This is intentional, and the simplification 
was justified by assuming that the time constants would be small 
enough so that this would serve as an accurate model. The model 
performs well, but it could be improved by applying the transient 
solution technique. The solution at time zero could be assumed, 
and then the simulation could proceed through an entire worst-case 
day, letting the environment change as required. At the end of 
the first day the temperature vectors would be compared. If the 
difference was unacceptable, the time zero temperature would be 
reguessed at the new solution, and the whole process repeated. 
This iteration would result in a simulation of the day that would 
exhibit the thermal inertia response that occurs in the real 
problem. This is a fundamental change to the modeling, and the 
present model will produce ECU requirement estimates higher than 
this new technique would. Again, the conservative nature of 
this analysis is justification for its use. 
I 
The above are suggestions for refinement of the actual 
modeling. Since this was also an effort using a relatively new 
language, some suggestions will be made along those lines. 
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6.2 Improving the Computer Program 
One reason the C language was chosen was because of the 
power and flexibility it affords in input and output routines. 
However, the i~put was done in a very rudimentary fashion, reading 
data out of an input file as if it were on cards. There is room 
for large improvements in this area. This is the only 11 cryptic 11 
part of the code, and although the routines are well commented, 
it is impossible for a first-time user to run the simulations 
without looking in the comments for what is required. One of the 
few good points of the input function is that the data need not 
be structured in the file in any special way. The only important 
points are that all the right data for each line is on the line, 
and that there is at least one space between the entries. Even so, 
the input is not 11 user friendly, 11 and could be much improved. 
The simulation does not have any graphical output. The 
output is only in tabular form, and must be closely examined to 
extract the interesting data. The addition of some graphics 
routines would be a good improvement. 
Although some of the programming may seem overdone, that 
is, the program is not efficient and tends to use 11 brute force 11 
techniques, this was done purposely. The advantage to very 
basic code is that it is easy to follow and easy to change. The 
more the program becomes specialized, the harder it is to make a 
change without impacting other code. 
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6.3 Conclusions 
The computer simulation of the earth-stationed satellite 
terminal's thermal performance provides a conservative estimate 
of the ECU requirements for the environments of MIL-STD-210. The 
computer predicted ECU requirements for the modeled terminal were 
greater than those predicted by hand, and are felt to be a more 
accurate estimation of the ECU loads. Therefore, the computer 
simulation may be applied as intended, to serve as a design and 
analysis aid. The previously employed technique of hand analysis, 
and the application of a factor of safety can be replaced by the 
computer simulation. 
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This simulation makes use of a considerable amount of knowledge 
that it holds concerning the satellite terminal system, and the heat 
transfer within the system. However, the modeling should continue 
to be an evolutionary process with new performance data employed in 
a heuristic manner to improve and educate the simulation. 
Both the steady state and transient analyses have met the goals 
set forth for them. The application of these simulations should 
provide the user with a useful tool in the design and analysis of 
these systems. 
APPENDIX I 
GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
The governing equations are derived by using energy balances, 
and the Crank-Nicolson Method. This will done for all elements in 
the block diagram of Figure 3: 
For the roadside internal rack, the energy balance is: 
dTrsi 
= Mrsi [ursi Tshe+uria Tsca+ursa Tria+qrig 
dt 
-(ursi+uria+ursa)Trsi] 
Applying Crank-Nicolson gives: 
p+l p t 
Trsi = Trsi + Mrsi [(ursi Tshe+uria Tsca+ursa Tria+ 
2 
p 
qrig - (ursi+uria+ursa)Trsi) + 
p+l 
(ursi Tshe+uria Tsca+ursa Tria+qrig-(ursi+uria+ursa)Trsi) ] 
For the roadside external rack, the energy balance is: 
dTrse 
= Mrse [urse Tshe+urea Tsca+urec Trea+qreg 
dt 
-(urse+urea+urec)Trse] 
Applying Crank-Nicolson gives: 
p+l p t 
Trse = Trse + Mrse [(urse Tshe+urea Tsca+urec Trea+ 
2 
p 
qreg - (urse+urea+urec)Trse) + 
p+l 
(urse Tshe+urea Tsca+urec Trea+qreg-(urse+urea+urec)Trse) ] 
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For the curbs i de internal rack, the energy balance is: 
dTcsi 
= Mesi [ucsi Tshe+ucia Tsca+ucsa Tcia+qcig 
dt 
-(ucsi+ucia+ucsa)Tcsi] 
Applying Crank-Nicolson gives : 
p+l p t 
Tcs i = Tcsi + Mesi [(ucsi Tshe+ucia Tsca+ucsa Tcia+ 
2 
p 
qcig - (ucsi+ucia+ucsa)Tcsi) + 
p+l 
(ucsi Tshe+ucia Tsca+ucsa Tcia+qcig-(ucsi+ucia+ucsa)Tcsi) ] 
For the curbside external rack, the energy balance is: 
dTcse 
= Mcse [ucse Tshe+ucea Tsca+0cec Tcea+qceg 
dt 
-(ucse+ucea+ucec)Tcse] 
Applying Crank-~icolson gives: 
p+l p t 
Tcse = Tcse + Mcse [(ucse Tshe+ucea Tsca+ucec Tcea+ 
2 
p 
qceg - (ucse+ucea+ucec)Tcse) + 
p+l 
(ucse Tshe+ucea Tsca+ucec Tcea+qceg-(ucse+ucea+ucec)Tcse) ] 
~ so 
For the roadside internal cooling air, the energy balance is: 
dTria 
dt 
= Mria ·[usrs Tshe+ursa Trsi+(xrai)(erai-erao) 
-(usrs+ursa)Tria] 
Applying Crank-Nicolson gives: 
p+l p t 
Tria = Tria + Mria [(usrs Tshe+ursa Trsi+(xrai)(erai-erao) 
2 
p 
- (usrs+ursa)Tria) + 
p+l 
(usrs Tshe+ursa Trsi+(xrai)(erai-erao) -(usrs+ursa)Tria) ] 
For the roadside external cooling air, the energy balance is: 
dTrea 
= Mrea [usra Tshe+urec Trse+(xrsi)(ersi-erso) 
dt 
-(usra+urec)Trea] 
Applying Crank-Nicolson gives: 
p+l p t 
Trea = Trea + Mrea [(usra Tshe+urec Trse+(xrsi)(ersi-erso) 
2 
p 
- (usra+urec)Trea) + 
p+l 
(usra Tshe+urec Trse+(xrsi)(ersi-erso)-(ursa+urec)Trea) ] 
~l 
For the curbside internal cooling air, the energy balance is: 
dTcia 
= Mcia [uses Tshe+ucsa Tcsi+(xcai)(ecai-ecao) 
dt 
-(uscs+ucsa)Tria] 
Applying Crank-Nicolson giyes: 
p+l p t 
Tcia = Tcia + Mcia [(uses Tshe+ucsa Tcsi+(xcai)(ecai-ecao) 
2 
p 
(uscs+ucsa)Tcia) + 
p+l 
(uses Tshe+ucsa Tcsi+(xcai)(ecai-ecao) -(uscs+ucsa)Tcia) ] 
For the curbside external cooling air, the energy balance is: 
dTcea 
= Mcea [usce Tshe+ucec Tcse+(xcsi)(ecsi-ecso) 
dt 
-(usce+ucec)Tcea] 
Applying Crank-Nicolson gives: 
p+l p t 
Tcea = Tcea + Mcea [(usce Tshe+ucec Tcse+(xcsi)(ecsi-ecso) 
2 
p 
- tusce+ucec)Tcea) + 
p+l 
(usce Tshe+ucec Tcse+(xcsi)(ecsi-ecso)-(ucsa+ucec)Tcea) ] 
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For the shelter structure, the energy balance is: 
dTshe 
= Mshe [uenv Tenv+ucse Tcse+ucsi Tcsi+urse Trse+ursi Trsi+ 
dt 
ussa Tsca+usce Tcea+usre Trea+uscs Tcia+usrs Tria-
(uenv+ucse+ucsi+urse+ursi+ussa+usce+usre+uscs+usrs)Tshe+qsol] 
Applying Crank-Nicolson gives: 
p+l p t 
Tshe = Tshe + Mshe[{qsol+uenv Tenv+ucse Tcse+ucsi Tcsi+ 
2 
urse Trse+ursi Trsi+ussa Tsca+usce Tcea+usre Trea+uscs Tcia+ 
p 
usrs Tria-(uenv+ucse+ucsi+urse+ursi+ussa+usce+usre+uscs+usrs)Tshe} + 
{qsol+uenv Tenv+ucse Tcse+ucsi Tcsi+urse Trse+ursi Trsi+ussa Tsca+ 
usce Tcea+usre Trea+uscs Tcia+usrs Tria-(uenv+ucse+ucsi+urse+ 
p+l 
ursi+ussa+usce+usre+uscs+usrs) Tshe} ] 
An energy balance for the shelter cooling air is: 
dTsca 
= Msca[ussa Tshe+uria Trsi+urea Trse+ucia Tcsi+ucea Tcse+ 
dt 
(xsai)(esai-esao)-(ussa+uria+urea+ucia+ucea)Tsca+qsag] 
Applying Crank-Nicolson; 
p+l 
Ts ca 
p 
Tsca + 
t 
Msca[{ussa Tshe+uria Trsi+urea Trse+ucia Tcsi+ 
2 p 
ucea Tcse+(xsai)(esai-esao)-(ussa+uria+urea+ucia+ucea)Tsca+qsag} + 
ussa Tshe+uria Trsi+urea Trse+ucia Tcsi+ucea Tcse+(xsai)(esai-esao) 
p+l 
-(ussa+uria+urea+ucia+ucea)Tsca+qsag} ] 
Putting these in the matrix form cif equations {15a} and {15b}, 
the nonzero elements are as follows: 
a(l,l) = -(ursi+uria+ursa) 
a(l,5) = ursa 
a(l,9) = ursi 
a(l,10)= uria 
a(2,2) = -(urse+urea+urec) 
a(2,6) = urec 
a(2,9) = urse 
a(2,10)= urea 
a(3,3) = -(usci+ucia+ucsa) 
a(3,7) = ucsa 
a(3,9) = usci 
a(3,10)= ucia 
a(4,4) = -(ucse+ucea+ucec) 
a(4,8) = ucec 
a(4,9) = usce 
a(4,10)= ucea 
a(5,l) = ursa 
a(5,5) = -(usrs+ursa+xrai*Cp) 
a(5,9) = us rs 
a(5,10)= xrai*Cp 
a(6,0) = xrsi*Cp 
a(6,2) = urec 
a(6,6) = -(usre+urec+xrsi*Cp) 
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a(6,9) = us re 
a(7,3) = ucsa 
a(7,7) = -(uscs+ucsa+xcai*Cp) 
a(7,9) = uses 
a(7,10)= xcai*Cp 
a(8,0) = xcsi*Cp 
a(8,4) = ucec 
a(8,8) = -(usce+ucec+xcsi*Cp) 
a(8,9) = usce 
a(9,0) = uenv 
a(9,l) = ursi 
a(9,2) = urse 
a(9,3) = ucsi 
a(9,4) = ucse 
a(9,5) = us rs 
a(9,6) = us re 
a(9,7) = uses 
a(9,8) = usce 
a(9,9) = -(uenv+ursi+urse+ucsi+ucse+usrs+usre+uscs+usce+ussa) 
a(9,10)= ussa 
a(lO,l)= uria 
a(l0,2)~ urea 
a(l0,3)= ucia 
a(l0,4)= ucea 
a(l0,9)= ussa 
a(l0,10)= -(uria+urea+ucia+ucea+ussa+xsai*Cp) 
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c(O) = environmental temperature 
c(l) = -qrig 
c ( 2) = -qreg 
c(3) = -qcig 
c ( 4) = -qceg 
c(9) = -qsol 
c(lO)= -qsag-xsai*esai 
In the transient analysis the matrices are typical excepting 
for a 11 1, 11 which has the element of 11 [a] 11 either added or subtracted. 
The transient analysis also moves all the enthalpy fluxes to the 
11 [c] 11 matrix. Since the analysis has coefficients of the present-
time-step matrix dependent on the past time step, this does not 
have a significant impact on stability. 
APPENDIX II 
COMPUTER MODELING 
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F i rs t to be pres en t e d w i 11 be the i n put f il e 11 term i n . 11 • 
This file is used for the transient and steady state analyses. 
Following the input file is the steady state listing, and 
steady state outputs for the empirical, high temperature, and 
high relative humidity environments, respectively. 
The transient simulation code is then listed, along with 
output for the modeled terminal. 
The input file has the following form: 
Card 1: SHELTER 
number of people in shelter 
heat dissipated by lighting (W) 
heat dissipated by aisle equipment (W) 
shelter length (ft) 
· shelter width (ft) 
shelter height (ft) 
Card 2: ROADSIDE INTERNAL RACK 
numbar of bays 
heat dissipated by bay 1 (W) 
heat dissipated by bay 2 (W) 
heat dissipated by bay 3 (W) 
heat dissipated by bay 4 (W) 
heat dissipated by bay 5 (W) 
Card 2: ROADSIDE EXTERNAL RACK 
Typical format to card 2 
Card 4: CURBSIDE INTERNAL RACK 
Typical format to card 2 
Card 5: CURBSIDE EXTERNAL RACK 
Typical format to card 2 
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1. 0 27 8 .0 a~e .o 16.0 8.0 8.0 
0.1 1.0 0 0 0.0 000.0 000.0 0.0 
6.0 755.0 6071.0 6071.0 525.0 0.0 
3.0 310.0 1268.0 1 9 25.0 000.0 o.o 
4.0 2800.0 1900.0 1900.0 0000.0 o.o 
16.0 2.0 3000.0 1.0 2000.0 1500.0 2000.0 
-I• This function will solve the steady state ter~1nal c~oltng l~ad •I 
I• reQuire~ e nts for ~IL-STD-210. The techntque inwolves • lump~d •I 
I• par a ~~ter ~od~l1ng ot the syste~, and a solution to the ~atrf• •I 
I• eQudtioos that follov fro~ an energy balance on the syste~ •I 
I • 
I • 
I• 
Not e the follawin~ definition of wari~oles: 
I• T[C J = Te ll' ceratur!! of the ~nvironment CF) •/ 
'" TC lJ = Te mperatu,.e of th~ rllad~;de internal rack CF> •/ 
I• r: 2 ) = Te11oe,.ature of the radds;de external rad: Cf="> •I 
I • T C 3 ] = T ~ T. p e ,. a t u r e o f t h e c u ,. b s Li e i " t E> r" a l r a d: < F > • I 
/• r: 4] = Temperature of the curbside external rack CF> •/ 
I• TC5] = Temperatur~ of th~ rs internal rack cooli,g air c=> •/ 
I• T C ~) = Temperature of the rs external rack cooling a\r CF) •/ 
I• TC7J Te~perature of the cs 1nt~r-nal rack cooling air c=> •I 
I• TC BJ = T~mperature of the cs eKternal rack: coolt:ig atr Ci=) •/ 
I• TC~] =Temperature of the shelter structure <Fl •I 
I• TClOJ= Temperature of the shelter c~oling ~'r (F) •/ 
~include<stdta.h> 
~1nclude•c-~ath.h• 
ltdefine NJ J 
•define E S l 
Udefine : ~ C.2~ 0 
~define T~ I ~ ~G .0 
~ cefin~ ~~ I N u.S J 
•de f ine v= r ~ 1170.0 
#deftne s1z:: 11 
#define CENV envir2 
float w; 
FIL:: •in,•out; 
~.3i .., () 
{ 
~ath interface ~/F~~T~AN Library •I 
I• Specific heat of air ?,tu/lh~ •I 
I• •I 
I• ; : U FA RA '1': Tr .~ S •I 
I• •I 
I• Defines the envfronme-nt to be used •I 
fl ·n t T ( 1 1 J , c ( 11 J , ~ [ 11 J[ 11 J • as d ve[ 1 u: 1 : ) , c sa veC 11 J , a[ '5 )[ 6 J, e nv ( 4); 
fl o 3 t t tie t tl, T ~n 11, es a i • K rs i < J • K ca I < ) • JC cs i < > ; 
flo3t QS'll(),xsai< > tutsa(),ur ~ a<>,utss< >; 
float uenv<>,ussa<>~xraiC>,inoutc>,err~r,output<>; 
do u :> le a i r < > , en v i r l < > , en.vi r 2 < l , <;au s :; C > ; 
int i ,j tntconverge'lce,1tcoul'lt; 
out : fop~n<•termout•,•w•>; 
in = topen<•terMin•,•r•>; 
~s~i = aircr::rN,~HI~>; 
en v C a J = o • ·J ; 
c:: ~J <en v >; 
fJr Ci: !J ; i<=lO; i••I 
TC1] = env(l); /• 
hr <i= o ; i<=lQ; i••li 
for (j: o:: ; 1<=1:;; J••>; 
.~ C i J: j J -= c [ I J = ': • (l i 
tnp:JtCq>; 
I• pointer to the output file •/ 
I• p~inter to the tn~ut file •/ 
I• enthalpy of ::::u evap disch •/ 
I• set 1st ele'llent of env::ti111e•/ 
I• eictract environ:11ent fr 210 •I 
A l l T' s ! n it i a lt z e d t => en v i r t e11 p •I 
!• ~ ~ trices to z~ro •f 
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for <theta = o.o; thetil<=2~.o; theta ·= 0.'5> 
{ 
e,v:')J = thet3; 
!:::~v<env,; 
T env = env( l J; 
c>nvergence = ~~; 
Hcount = o; 
~ntle C!converge"ce> 
( 
Tenv; 
I• 
I• 
I• 
I• 
I• 
I• 
I• 
input ti 11e into env v~ctor 
c dl l the environment at this 
set Ten If equal to envir temp 
s '!t conlf~rgence to NJ 
set the 1 t t>rat ,on eoun t er to 
t terate while conlllfergence :: 
fHl the •c• matri1 
ti 111e 
z ~ro 
NJ 
cc 0 J = 
c ~ l J = -Cq[lJClJ • q[1JC2J + ciCl.)[3] + Q[lJ(4) • o[lJC:SJ>; 
c[ 2] 
c~ 3) 
c: ~ ) 
t: s] 
c: 0 ] 
t C 7J 
cc ~] 
cc 3] 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
-(Q[2][l J. -J[2Ji:'.:2]. Q(l](3]. Q[2)('+] + Q(2)[~]>t 
-<1JC3JClJ • ~C3J:2J • q[jJi:3J • oC.3JCn • QC3JCSJ>; 
-<c[~J[l J .. ~[(fJ[2J • q[~J[3J • o(~J[~J • Q[~JtSJ>; 
a. 'J; 
0. '.); 
a.a; 
G • 0; 
-qsol<TC7J,th~ta1e'lv[2110>; 
cClOJ= -qC J ][ l ] - q[ I) }[ 2 ]- q[ I) ] r::;; J- ( x sa i (VF I ~n. :- p. T:: r N) ; 
forCi=:Ji i<=l'.'.l; i•-» 
f o r < j = ·) ; i < = 1 J i j - - > 
a[ i J[ j J = J • a; 
a[OJ(OJ i.o; 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•/ 
•I 
•I 
I• 1 rov filled •I 
-3 Cl J[ 1 J = - < u ts s c q[ l J[ Cl J) + u ts a< q [ lJ[ OH • 
urs3(l,q,TCSJ,1>1: 
a[l][5J = ursa<ltQr ~ CSJ,l)i 
a(l]['?J = utss(q(lJ[OJ>; 
a(lJ(lO~= utsaCq(l][OJ>i 
a(2J[2J = - <utssCo(2JUJ> • utsa<q[2J[ IJ J> • 
ursa< 2 .~eT(£.Jtl> >; 
a(2 )(€.] = •Jrsa< 290tTCE:Jel>; 
a[ 2 1( ~ J = u tc;:; < ~[ 2 }[ 0 J > ; 
a[2JCliJJ= utsa<o['Z~[~J>; 
'3 ( n [ 3 ) = - ( u t 5 s ( c[.'5J: :; ~ ) • u t s a ( q [ 3 1 [ 0 J ) • 
ur ::;o <~.a.E7J.1>>; 
a(3][7J ursdC3,a,'!'(7JrlJ 
aC31[3] 11tss(q(.3J[OJ,; 
a(.3J[lQJ:; utso<q[JJ[OJ>; 
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a(4l(~J 
a[•)(3] 
- CutB(Q(4J['J]) • utsaCqC•n(C]) • 
ursa<'t.QtHaJ,l> H 
= ursaC4tQ1T[8J1l, 
u t c; s ( Q( 4 )( c J) ; 
aCSJC11 = ursa<l,<.lfHSJ,u; 
a[5J:s1 - Cur:o.J<.._, .~,rcsJ , ~ > • 
I• 5 row filled •I 
ursa(l,q,T( 5J tl> • xrai<q)•CP>; 
a(i)(~J = ursa<1,q,T[')J12>t 
a(5J(luJ= •raiCQ>r:~; 
a(S j;:Q J = icrsi<Q>•.:P; 
a(S ~( 2) = ursacz,q,i(61,l>; I• 6 row fHled •/ 
3[SJ(6J = - lursa<~,q,T[;J,2> • ursac2,q,T[6J,1> • xrsi<q>•CPH 
aC!:.J[9J = ursa<2,q,T[?l.Z> i 
a(7 J(3 J = 
a[ 7 JC 7 l = 
a(7J[9J 
a(7J[lC]: 
ursa<:5,q,T(71tl> i I• 7 row filled •/ 
- <ursac:s,a,T[7), 2 > • ursa<J,q,T[7Jtl> • xca1Cq>•CPH 
ursa<3,q,T[7],2> 
xcai <a> .. ,:?; 
llCSi (Q)• (~ j 
d[3][1t] 
a[ l31:RJ 
t,c ~ ~c-.; l 
.Jrsa<41Q1H9~ol>i I• 8 row filled ~1 
= · <~rs a (41 <.l t".° CS J, : > • ursa<'HOtTC S J,l> • xcsi<a>•CP>; 
= i..1rsaC 't1Q1TC8J,.:> 
a['3)(Q] = uerwCq>; 
a[':J(l) = utss«.~::: ... :UJ>; 
a[ ':? J[ 2 J = u ts s < aC 2 J[ !i J , ; 
aUJ(3) ·- utss(Q[:3J(0]1i 
a C 3 J( 4 J = u ts s < q( 4 JC O J > ; 
.3[=] ( 5 ] = urs-3(l.a1T[Sl.2> 
ursa<.? .o.T[o]1 -~ >; 
.. rsa<1,:i,:"[7J. 2 1; 
ursa(~1 ·_:i,T[.:\J121; 
I• '3 row filled 
aUJ~6J 
au J[ 7J 
a[ 1 )(.3 J = 
aC?J[51 -<ue~.1<ql • ~tss(q[31[0)) • utss<qC~J((i]J • 
utss<a( 2 )(0)> • utss<aClJ[OJ> • 
ussa<a> • urs;:i(~,~,r[>;J,2> • ursaC2,Q,T(6),2l • 
1Jrsa(J,q,f(7J,2> + Ut"SdCltQtT(5Jt2>>; 
a(~J[lJ]: USS3(Q)i 
•I 
I• row 10 ftll~d •/ 
d[ 1 o Jt: 1 J = u ts a< q[ 1 ](a 1 > ; 
~ [ l 0 J[ 2 J = u ts a < a( 2 J ( 0 J > i 
a [ 1 G ~ ( 3 ) u ts 3 ( Q[ ~ J( 0 ] > ; 
3[l C)('+J uts~<a[i>J[OJ>; 
a ( l 0 J[ 9 J us s ,~<QI ; 
a[lO](lOJ= -Cussa<q> 
• utsa{o[11~:~> • utsa<a[21:0J> 
• 1Jt'.>.1<.::CJJ( 0 ~) • utsa<q[.\J[OJ> 
• x!'>aiCVF!l'H•C?>: 
n = SI? :- - 1: 
for<i ~1 : 1<=1:; i-•l 
( 
CSdlft"( fJ : C[ f J; 
/r sav~ the a matrix •I 
I• save the c ~atrfx •/ 
I• in case of co~verQ•I 
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I• 
,_ 
I• 
I• 
I• 
I• 
!• 
I• 
I• 
I• 
I• 
I• 
I• 
} 
} 
for-(j:O; J<:10; J••> 
asave( iJ( jJ = a( 1J[ j J; 
gauss<a,cen>; 
conver-~ence = Y~S; 
1tcount +•; 
for <1= ·: ; 1<=1 11 : i+•) { . 
error= Cc(iJ - TtiJ>/c[iJ; 
ff (( er-ror <= - O.OOJCJl > :: 
convergence = NO; 
} 
1 f C convergence 
{ 
I• Syst~1 eQ"s s,lved•I 
I• convergence : T~ S •/ 
I• fncr-ell!ent 1ter cnt•/ 
1~ c t-.ec.k. for com1er;e~1 
error >= o.0~0001 )) 
I• if no conver-gence •I 
I• set cinver-gence=NO*/ 
printt<• Hi Jacobi, t converged at TIM~= l.2f \n•.tneta>; 
output<asave.csave,env,TeQtitcount>; /• pr-intout if Y~S •I 
itcount = o; 
} 
else 
{ 
for <i=o; i<=10; i••> 
{ 
TC i J = c ( i J; 
} 
} 
} 
This t J:-1 ct ; 1)0 re:!ds d .3 ta f rol!l 1 fit~ • t:er11 in• <'.!'1C d'.i!i': .. ,,bles it in •I 
a :!! .:i t rt x • o•. ~ is :i ll:. and ; ; definej as follows: 
l 2 3 ~ 'S 
0 s he yp <H 'Je L w H 
l r si llbdVS ~bl Gb2 a b3 Q:J4 0:>5 
2 r St> #bays ') ol ~b2 1 b~ Q~4 Qb5 
3 c~1 :t~ays (;bl Qb2 G b3 Q'.) q Q~ 5 
~ cse #bays Qbl Cb2 Qb3 Qb4 Qb5 
Data r~Quired for input ar-e: 
card 1 - #people, Ql1qhtO::t QeQuip~Length,~fdth,ie1Qht 
cares 2 to 5 - all 
flo3 t i npuU Q) 
float q[5J(t,); 
{ 
data 
extern FIL~ •in,•out; 
1nt i,j; 
for li=J; i<="i i••) 
r-eQuil"t!d 
f Jr ( j =J i l < ='5; l · •) 
Q( ' ][ J ) = 0. 0 ; 
I• zero input ~atrlx 
•/ 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
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-I• 
for Ci=Oi t<=.\i 1••) 
( 
I• r~ad input fr/terM1n•/ 
f s c dn f ( 1 n t • l f I t I f I f I t I f • t 
\ IJ( 1 )[ t)]' ~ Q( , )( 1 J' & Q( 1 J( 2 J 'l.Q[ 1 )(3 J, 'Q[ 11( .\ J, & Q( 1 J( s :u ; 
qetchar<>t 
I• ecno 1~p•Jt to ter'llout f:>r verific3tion •I 
forintf<out1•\f\n\n\n SAT~LLITf r:~~l~Al T~~?~AL AN4LYSIS\n•>; 
forlntf<out,•\n\n\~\n The following were read fr~m \•ter~in\•\n•>; 
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fprintftaut."\n The numb~r of occupants 1s: ~.ot•,q(Q](OJ>i 
fprintf<out,•\n The heat dissipated ::>y liy'lting is: "(.21 w•,o(OJ[lJ>; 
fprintf<out,•\n The heat dissipated by op. air is: 1.21 .i\n\n•,q(0)(2J>t 
fprintf<out,• The shelter 1s l.2f ft long, %.2f ft tallt and X.2f ft wide.•, 
q(JJ(3],q(0](5],q[~]( ~J>; 
fprintf<out,•\n The heat diss1pated by the RS int. rack bays ts: Xa2f w• 
, ~c l JC 1 J • ac 1 JC 2 J • q( 1 JC 3 J •qr 1 Jr.\ J • qC l JC s J> ; 
fpr1ntf<out,•\n The heat dissipated by the RS ext. rack :>ays is: Xa2f w• 
, q[ 2 JC 1 J •o( 2 ][ 2 J •q( 2 Jr: 3] •q[ 2 J( .\ J • o[ 2 J [ 5 J > ; 
fprintf<out,•\n The heat dissioated by the CS ,nt. rack oays is: X.2f w• 
, c; '.: ~JC 1 J• q[ 3 Jr 2 J· o( :! ~C 3:. q[ 3 JC 4 J+q[3 J( 5 J >; 
fprintf<out,"\n The heat d1ssic3t~d by the~~ ext. rack bays is: %.2f •• 
,q[4 ](l ]· 0~4 ][21-q[ 4 J(3 ]•Qi:'+ J[-t ]•q(4 ](5 )) ; 
q [ .) J C .:; ~ 2 S C • D i 
(J[ :! J c l J 3 • 4 1 3 i 
Q( '; ] [ 2 J • = .3 • ~ 13 ; 
f'lr <i=l; i<=,.; i••) 
} 
f3r <J=l; j<=s; I··• 
a c i JC J J •.: 3. ,.1 3; 
I• T~is function is c ~ lled only u~on convergence, und it writes the •/ 
I• output file ftr ~ q~aurft •/ 
I• 
flo:tt outout<asa11e1csave.en11,T t<ltitcount> 
tla3t =tSdve[llJ[ll ],csave[ll J,env[~J,T[ ll]•Q~5)[61; 
int 1 tcountt 
{ 
extern FIL~ ~ out; I• set output p~intr•/ 
fl::>3t ecu,air<>,xra1C>,xcai<>, .•sai< >; 
I• output to ter~out•I 
forintf<out,•\nl \n\n\n 3AT~LLIT: T~R~fNAL TH~R~~L ANAYSlS R~SULTS•>; 
fprintf(Out,•\n\n\~ Th~ local Solar time's: le2fhr \n\n•tenV(~))t 
fprintfCoutt• The arl:tii~nt tereperature ts: 1:.2fF\n\n•,T(C)li 
forintt<out,• Th~ \ft~a;nc>\• reouir~d Xd iterations to converge.\n\n•, 
t;:riritf<out.• 
f~rintf<outr" 
fpr1 ntf Cout," 
it count>; 
~ ystem te~peratures ar~ as foll~ws:\n\n•>; 
~:; lP. tt>rn3l ri i:'< ~ tructwre Trs1 = t.2f;:"\n\.,ft,T~1J>i 
q:) :: d~rrial r3ck ,_;tructure Trse = ~.2fF\n\-.•,rt:2J>; 
fprintf<out,• C'.> Internal rack structure Tc s; : i.2fF\n\.,•,rc 3J>; 
f p r 1 n t f < ou t , " cs '.:•ternal r~ck structure Tcse = l.2fF\,,\l'l•oTC,.J); 
fprintf(out,• RS Int. rack cool i :i g atr Tri a = l. 2t F \n \., •, T( S)) ; fprintf<out,• ~:; :: lC t. rack cooli~g di,. Tr ea = l. 2 ti=' \n \:i • t T( 61) ; 
fp rl n t f (OU t t • ,.. -... .:> Int. rac It coolin~ air Tc 1a = i. 2 f := \n \,•,TC 7J1 ; forintf<out•" i: .) ::: I( t. rd ck t'Jolinq 3' r Tc ea = 1.2tF\n,,•,rcaJ>; 
fprintf<out,• 011cc>rctl l 3 helter s tr uc t u re T she = :r..2F \n\n• ,T( 91> i 
fprintf<out,• Slielter cooling air (OO) Tse a = '.!: • 2 t F '\n \, " , T[ 1 0 ] H 
I• c1lculate ::cu l>ad fr:>!!! e-balince •I 
ecu = xrai<a>•C?•T(5J • •cai<a>•~P~T(7) - xsafcv=INt•CP•TEI~; 
ecu•=<2J.G•0. 1 75•60.~•<air<env(lJtenw(3J>-air<T~l~t~~IN>t>~a : DJ[0)/250.; 
I• out~ut ecu load along with data •I 
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fprtntfC>ut,•\n\n\n The cooling load an the ~CU 1s: 1.2t Btu/~\n\n•,ecu>; 
,. 
tprintf<out,•\n\n\n 
fp ri n t f (OU t t • 
fprintf<out,• 
fprintf <out,• 
fprintf<out,• 
fp r int f (OU t t • 
fprintt<out,• 
f n rintt<out,• 
f p rintf<out." 
fprintt<out,• 
fortntf<out,• 
fprintf<out,• 
fpr1ntf Co;;t ,• 
fprintf<out,• 
f;:>rtntf<out,• 
f;:>,.intf (out,• 
} 
TABL: O~ H~AT T~~NSF:RS <~tulhr>\n\n•>; 
Osol = l.2f\n",-csave(9]): 
IJ rs i l • 2 f\ n" , <TC 1 J-T P J > • as av eC".i J[ l J); 
Qrse x. ? f\n• ,er: 2)-T[ 9) >•as.1v~( ~)( 2) >; 
Qcsi = l.2f\n",(T(.3J-TC3J>~asawe(3)(31H 
Ccse x. 2f\n•.cr: 4J-T C9Jl-as311e[9](4)); 
'.; s ,.s 
Qsre 
Q'.icS 
Qsce 
Qe'lV 
Gssa 
Q rei:I 
Qcea 
aria 
]c id 
l. :: t \n • , < T: "J J- T ~ 5 J J •as 3 v e( '1 )[ 51 > ; 
= l. 2 f \ n • , <T ~ 9 J-T[; J > • a !3 ave[ 9 J( 6 1 > ; 
= ~.2f\n",<TC::iJ-T[7Jl>as3ve::;J(7J>; 
= l.2f\n•,<TCJJ-T[~)>•asave(9)(8J>; 
= 1.2f\n•,n:0J-H~J>•as3ve[ ~ )(CJ>; 
= l.2f\n",<T ~ '11-TU0Jl•:isave('?)(l!J)Ji 
l. 2 f \ n" , < i : 2 J - r: l O J l .. d sa veC 10 J: 2) > ; 
= 1 • 2 t \n • , < TC 4 1-TC l a J > • :i s ave ( lo J: 4 J > ; 
:t; • .'.! f\n•, c: c 1 J-Hl ~)}•as ave!:lO ]( l J); 
X. :: f \ n" , (T : ~. J - T ( 1 r • . ~ l •et s :n1 e [ 1 iJ J: :n >; 
I• This tu~ction will tind the ~verall ,eat transfer coefficefnt •/ 
I• tor t~e rack stucturt- to the shelt~r structure. •I 
I• •I 
fl~at utss<oays) 
float baysi 
{ 
fla:it a.ti•,u; 
a = c.10; 
ht= 29 :: 0.a; 
u=bays•a•hii 
re t J rr- < u); 
} 
I• 
/• 
The area of contact per bay •/ 
Int~rface coeff;cient/Ste1nberg•/ 
I• •I 
I• This fu,ction will c1lculdte the U fro~ the rack face to the •/ 
I• operJtor compart~ent a\r. :'ploying the hist3r1cally us~d ~ •I 
I• •/ 
f" 
fl'J:lt utsa<bays> 
flodt bays; 
{ 
flolt clthtUt 
a b3ys•6.0•(l~.0/1Z.Ol; 
h ~ i • ~ i 
u -: h • a; 
ret.Jrn< u>; 
} 
I• ~ssu•es 6' tall x 19" ~,de •I 
I• ~~ke~ use of Nh1storical• ~ •I 
I• 111ass flul( into shelter 
I• 
•I 
VFI~ d~fined in ma'"' std at~ assu~ed •/ 
.. , 
I• 
fl:Ht xsai() 
111f = \/FIN• o.:75 " 5~.Q; 
returri< 'llfl; 
} 
I • ~ as s f l u x 1 n t o r s i n t e r n ;i l r a c le l b d il fh r 
I• 
flJat xral<q) 
flHt Qr::5J[S]; 
{ 
flJ:it r a ck.tot3ltra t i'J•'T'fi 
int ' ; 
I• 'Tlf in lbda/hr •/ 
rac< =total= ratio= :.:.Ji 
for< i=l i i<=Si ; ... , 
I• A proportional air bal •/ 
I• 
t '.) t d l • = Q[ 11( iJ • q[3 )[ i J ; 
for< 'i=l i i<=Si ; .. . } 
rack. •= Q[l][iJ; 
ratio = rack I total; 
mf = v=rN •ratio• ~.crs • 60.0; 
retJrn<mt>i 
} 
f• ~ass flux into rs externdl rack l od .1 /hr 
•I ,,, 
f• •/ 
fl:>at xrsi(q) 
fl 0 3 t Q [ 5 ]( 0 ] ; 
{ 
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I• 
floit rack..total,rat1o.mf; 
int '•H 
rack = total = r~tio = o.o; 
for<i:1; i<='; 1••) 
f<>r(j.:i; j<=":· ; J••> 
t o t .;. l • = qC i J ( J J ; 
for"C1:1; i<=5; i•+> 
r"Hk •: ~( :'.?)( 1 ); 
ratio= rack I total; 
~f = V~IN * ratio • O.J75 * 50.0; 
re tu r-n< !'11 f>; 
} 
I• ~ass flux into cs Internal rack. lbda/hr 
I• 
I• 
float xcaHq> 
floJt q( 5)( .:,] ; 
{ 
fl~nt raclc,total,ratio.mf; 
int i ; 
r3ck : total : · ratio: C.O; 
for<i=t; i<-=5; i••> 
L> ta l •: q[l )( iJ + Q[ 3 J( i J; 
tor< 1:1; 1<=5; i++) 
"3Clt •: q(.l]( l]; 
ratio = rac~ I tot3l; 
mf.: v=I N -t r-atio • ').j75" so. 0 ; 
ret.JrnC ;n f>; 
} 
I• ~ass flux into rs external rack lbda/hr 
I• 
float xcsi<q> 
float Q(5J[C.]; 
{ 
fl,,at raclc, total, r-at 10,r:if; 
int i,j; 
I• assumes atr flow on •/ 
I• the oroer of what a •I 
I• st~1lar dissipat)r in•! 
I• the shelter would get•/ 
.,. 
•I 
•I 
I• a proportional bat •/ 
•I 
•I 
•I 
rac< = total = ratio = 0.0; 
for<i=l; 1<:iq i••) 
fHCJ:l; j(:'j; J••) 
I• as~u~es atr flow thJt is•/ 
I• typical of a d1ss1pator •I 
I• within the shelter •I 
t o t " L • = ,, r ; Jr i 1 ; 
for<i=l; i~.::s: 1-•> 
nck. •.:: ~[a\J[iJ; 
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r3t'o = rack I totdll 
mt : \IFIN • ratio• 0.075 • e.o.c; 
ret:Jrntmt>i 
} 
I• •I 
I• This fJnction will return the Pnthalov for ~ qiven t~~o CF> •/ 
/+ The h~~iaity rdtio is t hdt found for the shelter cooling air •/ 
I* •I 
I+ 
fla3t efl1t.<temp> 
float temp; 
{ 
exter11 float w; 
tlo.3t r"aci 
I• this is set as external with the•/ 
I• first call to the •3ir• function•/ 
I• calculate the enthalpy re ASHRAE•/ 
rac = Q.2~0 • te~p • w • <1Q61. C • ~-~~~ • temp>; 
ret u rn< rac >; 
} 
I • Thi s fun c t i on ca l cu l at es t h ~ r ad i at i 'l n lo a a e> n the she l t er fr 011 • / 
1~ t ~~ en ~iron ~e~ t. ~hi3 is c~n3titute d ~t the solar load a"d •I 
I• rerJJi~tion to the ;icy. •/ 
I• •I 
flo3t qsol<t,theta,insol,q> 
#define .::11 Q.3 
fl:Bt t.th~tatinsol,a('5)[6)1 
{ 
float w1,w2,qs,qr,an,tk,ts,c1; 
wl = (12.J - theta> • lj.J; 
w2 = w l + q 1J • . J ; 
wl ·= 3.141'::926/18:.a; 
w2 •= 3.1~15926/180.C; 
wl : C'.lSC&wl>; 
w2 = COS<&w2>; 
if( wl < Q.,O ) 
, ... 
, .. 
, .. 
I• 
I• 
, .. 
I• ~mtsdvity 
I• the paint 
Th~ hour a n •1 le 
c?mp l i ment of 
: oriversion to 
:o.,versio:o1 tJ 
cos,ne of the 
cosine I) f its 
Jf the o:dnt •I 
is soeci al •I 
local solar •I 
t !'I e hr angle •I 
r~dLins •I 
r~dians •I 
hour angle •I 
c>111pli11rnt •I 
wl =-wt; 
if( w2 < o.o > 
I• The absolute value ts needed•f 
w2 = -w2; 
as 
/• Solar rad1atio~ absorbrd 
ins o l •.::: "'• < q( Q J [ 3 J• a( O J[ 4J•w1 • ~ ( O JC J J• Q ( Q J[ "i )• "2 > ; 
tk <t•460.0>ll.8; 
cl= 3.012.0; 
ts ').0552•?0W<~tti;, .~cl>; 
cl = -.c; 
tic •= 1. B; 
ts•= i.s; 
I• ~eradiat1on to sky 
or .: O.l 71'4J~-13·:.:M· (~(OJ(JJ•q( OJCiJ•2.u+q[OJ::3J•q[) )[~))• 
•I 
.. , 
•I 
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Qn ::: ·~s - Qr; 
return(Qn); 
. } 
<PJ~<,tktlcl>-P1W<&ts,&cl>); 
I• the net r3a1at1>n transfer •I 
I• •I 
I• This funct i:>n c3lc:.ilatt"s the 011eral l heat transfer coeftltient •/ 
I• bet.een the r~c~s and their cooling air, and betwe?n the •/ 
I• shelter and the rack coolf,,g air. :ieter to text of report •I 
I• The •co~tf• variable tells the functton whether the heat trans •/ 
I• coefficient to ~e determined involves the r3cks or the s~elter •I 
I• •I 
float t, q( 5 J( o J; 
int num,coeft; 
{ 
float rack,total,ratio,vf,a,velocity; 
flo1t re,cl,c2,c),nu,h,u,ac,p,oh; 
fl.:l3t conae>,pranC>,vfsco<•; 
int i,j; 
racr; : tOt'.ll =ratio= 'J.Q; 
fer< i=l; i<=4; i• ... ) 
hr<l=t: }<:::=; ; !-·> 
t 0 t ·.l l . = ~( i ]~ J J; 
forCi:1; f<=S; 1••• 
r H le •: q!: num 1( t J; 
ratto = rack I total; 
vf = VrIN •ratio; 
a = 1. 2 • ~ [nu -:i ~[ ~ J; 
we l > c i t y ::: 11 f I :1 ; 
velJcity I= cs~.J· 3. 2S~8 ) i 
ar.= l. 2 /lJ.7630>; 
:J = 2 . =n i; 
dh= tt.J .. ac/p; 
I• Settiny up to alot a flow •/ 
I• :'.)roportion::il to tt-. e dt •. ss •I 
I• ~rea for flow in ft•ft 
I• Velocitt in tt/~tn 
I• llelocity i:1 T1/s 
I• ~rea per bay for flow 
I• wetted perime-ter m 
I• hydraul1c dia~et~r m 
I• Reynolds <l.225 kinem 
•I 
•I 
•I 
'"m •I 
•I 
•I 
vis•/ 
re 
cl 
c2 
e3 
({velocity • 
4.G/S.:J; 
2.ors.c; 
d h >Iv f s ca < t) > • l. 2 25 0 ; 
cran<t>i 
I • ~ u s s e l t N um be r I &. 0 p ~ 4 0 o * I 
nu 'J.:l23•;:.'JW<&re,,cl t•POW<&c31&c2 ); 
~ : nu ~ c~nd<tl I nh; 
1fCeoeff 
- -
l> I• coeff 
--
l 11eans the cal c •I 
u = :: --'<+•:iCnum][ ! ]•h; I• i <; for rack st rue to afr •I 
etc;e 
u = l. ·'J ~· :-iC nu1T1JC J J•h; I• coef f ! = 1 rneal"ls the c: ale •I 
U": l • :.: ~ ... ' i I• 1 s for sl' el st rue to air •I 
rt't.Jrn<u>; 
} 
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I• Retur~> t he o~erall h~at transfer coefficlent of the shel to env •I 
I• •I 
I• The C~~IG shelt~r specificat1o~s gfve this as 0.35 to o.~ •I 
I* •/ 
fl Ht u env < Q > 
flo~t Q[5 J [ 6 ); 
{ 
tlJ3t J,h,u; 
a= 2.:i•oCJJC3J•oCGJ[SJ•2.a•o[oJr:~J•q[JJ[5J•~[OJC:n•o(CJ[~Ji 
h = 0.35; 
u = u • h; 
re t .J rn < u >; 
} 
I• ~ote that in this area calculation •/ 
I• ft has been assu~ed that the botto• •/ 
I• af the shelter is not available tor •I 
I• for con11eetion. Normally 't is 011 •I 
I• the ground, during operation. •/ 
I• •I 
/• Assu~~ ~~ area pe r th~ discus~ e d algoryth~, and assume h per the •I 
1~ historically UGe1 val ue . ?~turn• U <~tu/h~) for shelter to Goer •I 
I• compartment cooling air. •/ 
I• •I 
tl :B t u ssa < o> 
fl:>; t o Cs JC:, J; 
{ 
fl 0 ;! t .1 '(.;; 
u 3 • i.~; 
re t .J rn Cu>; 
} 
I• Area of transfer ftft •/ 
I• ~ffective ~ft aisle •/ 
I• This function 1s to return environmental parameters far a given •/ 
I• local >olar ti ~ ~. The function takes a ~xl vector as an argument.•/ 
I• In the first ~leftlent Is the le>cal solar time, the funct,on wHl •/ 
I• then r~turn the vector with t~e ti~e unchanged. and the other •I 
I• three elt!111enti filled as foll:>ws: •/ 
I• •I 
I• 
I• 
I • 
I• 
rec;p[l] 
reso(2J 
reso[3J 
= a~bi~nt t~mperature CF> 
= snl~r fnsolatl~n <Bt~/h.F> 
r~lat1ve humidity <fraction> 
1~ Per ~I--~T~- 2 1 ~ 9 c:~se l> CTA3L~ I p '5> 
Jouble ~1v\rl<r~~o> 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
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do u b l e r :- s p C J; 
do ~.D le t fme; 
I• pri~tf(" enwirl \n•>; •I 
if<«tf!:!e >= IJ.)> ''<time<= S. 0 )) :: «the>-= ~ C. G > ~' (th1e <= 2~.0»> 
resJ[2J = .J.o; 
if<t<t\me > :; • . J> U, <ti111e <= 5.'l>l :: «time>= 19.0> "' <th1e < 20.0»> 
{ 
ifCti11e < 12.0> 
res;:iC2J = o.a + 18.0•(ti!'lle - 5.~n; 
els!' 
resoC2J = o.o • 1~.C•<20.0 - time>; 
} 
ifC«ti :11!' > 6.;;> && <time<= 7.H> n «time>= ia.o)~, <tt•e < 19.D>» 
c 
if<time < 12.0> 
r~spC2 J = 18.0 • 57 • .J•<ti!'lle - 5.J>; 
el;; e 
resp(2J 
} 
ifC<<ti'!!~ > 7.J> ~& <ti'lle <= fl.".l) :: «ti~e >= 17.0> \& <ti!'fte < 1q.Q))) 
{ 
if<time < 1 2 .u> 
r~sp[2) as.a • 75.0•<ti~e - 7.u>; 
else 
resp[2J SS.a + 7S.J•<lS.O - ti~e>; 
} 
1f<«ti;11e > a.a> Ii& <time<= ::J.0)) :: «the>= 16.0> && lti!!!e < 17.C»> 
{ 
if<ti'ne < i.:.o> 
r e s;:>(2] = 160.0 • 71.'J•<ti!r.~ - ~ • . )); 
el"''! 
r~so(2) = 160.0 • 71.0•Cl7.0 - tt~e>; 
1 f < < < ti •'!:~ > 9. a > & & < t i me <:: l O • .::; > > : : < c time > = 1 5. ~ > ~' < t f me < l 6. O > > > 
{ 
if< the < 12.0> 
r~sp[2J = 231.0 • 50.0•Ctime - 3.0>; 
else 
resp[2J = 231.0 • ~0.1•Cl~.a - time>; 
} 
tfCCCti~e > 10.~> && <time <=11.0>> :1 <<tt~e >= i-.a> ~'<time< 15.0>>> 
{ 
lf<time < 12.0> 
r~sp(2) 2•n.o .. )7.J•<t11"e - 10.0); 
else 
ifCCCtl.,,~ > 11. J ) &.~ <tl :r. e <-=1~.'})) :: CCthe >= 13.".:l H, Cthe <: 1~.C»> 
{ 
tf<tim~ <=12.0> 
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r~sp:2J 3,o.o + 25.~•Ctime - 11.o>; 
elie 
resp(2 J: 33C.O + 25.0•<l'+.O - ttme>; 
} 
1f<tttme) 12.C> U <ti11E:' < lJ.O» 
re~oC2J = 3;:,S.J; 
I• The a~oient te~perature will b~ acdressed now resp(l J 
if((tt~e >= o.o> ~& (ti~e < l.0)) 
1":"50'1):: 9~.Q • JoJ-(titnP- J. J >; 
if<<ti~e >= l.C> ~~ <ti~e < 2.j)) 
r~s:J[ l] = 93.0 - l.:J•<time- l.O>; 
it<Cti~e >= 2.0> ~& (tim~ < 3.~>> 
resp[l]: 34.0 - l.G•<ttme- 2.0>; 
ifCCti~e ~= 3.0) ~\ <ti~e < ~.Q)) 
r~sp[lJ = 93.0 - 1. o ~<t1~P- ~.0>; 
if<<time >= 4.~> && Cttme < 5.0>> 
resp(!]= 32.0 - l.O•<time- ~.O>i 
ff(( t~me >= 5.0) tg, (titl!e < o. ·1» 
resp[lJ = 31.0 - 1.0•<ti~e- 5.CJ; 
if<Cti11e >= G.Ol ~& <time < 7.C->> 
re s p: 1 ) = 3 0 • 0 • 1 • 0 • C t i 111 e- 6 • 0 ) ; 
ifCCti~e ): 7.~> ~& <time < 9.:>> 
resp[l] = 91.J • ~.O•<time- 7.J>; 
1fCCti11e >= s .:> ~ ~ <time< '1 •. ~» 
resoClJ ~ 95. 0 + s . o ~<ti~e- ~.o>; 
if<<ti~e >= ?. J > ~~ <t;~e <10.~>> 
r e s;:iCl] =!01. 0 • ~ • . :·<tim~- :;. : >; 
ifC<time >= l ·J.J> i~ <time <11. 0 )) 
reso(l] =tos.o + 4. GrCtime-lJ.o>; 
HCC time>= 11.'.i> u. <time <12.c» 
resp:lJ =110.IJ • 2.C .. <time-11.0l; 
if<Cti'lle >= 12.0> '& <time <13.~>> 
r~spClJ =112.0 + 4.~~<ti~e-12.a>: 
it<Cti11 ~ >= 13. ;: > .;.~ <tir.1e ".'.l.+.'.)l> 
r~i;;>[l) =:i:;. J • :: .:><ti'll~-13.1l; 
1fC<ti~e >= l~.~> ~~ (time <lS. 0 >> 
resoClJ =1113.0 + l. :? -<time-1.+.0>t 
it < < t i .'!I e >:: 15. J > i. & < t i or. e < 15 ;o > > 
reso C lJ =113.0 • l.C·<ti'll~-1:.c>; 
if<<ti~e >= 16.Q) ~&<time <17.C>> 
resp[lJ =120.0 - t.u•<ti~e-16.0>i 
if ( ( t i "'e ) = l 7. a ) ~ & ( t; Ille < 18 • u ) ) 
respC l] =119.0 - t.O•<ti~e-17.u>; 
H<<ti:11e >=is.a> u. <time <19 • .:» 
reso[l] =118.0 - 4.J•Cti~~-1=.a>; 
if ( ( t ' i 'Tl e ) :: 19.;) ) !. & ( ti me < 2 0 • u ) ) 
r~soCll =114.0 - 5.Jr(time-15. :J>; 
if<<ti111e >= 20.0> && Ctime <21.J>> 
resoCl) =108.0 - J.J•Ct1me-2 'J. :n; 
HC<the >= 21.0> '!.&<time <.22.0» 
re-sp(l.] =luS.:J - J. ·~'ltime-21.:>; 
if((time >= 22. 0 > ~'- <ti!!'e ~23. ·~ >I 
r~so[lJ =1 02.0 - 2.:•<ti11p-22. s >; 
i f < < t i m e > = 2 .'5 • -: > ~ .t < t i ~ P. < -: 2 4 • ,, I > 
r~so(lJ =10 0.a - 2.0•<tt~e-2~.o>; 
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•I 
I• fhe relative humidity will be addressed, returned as a fraction •/ 
if < l t '"' e > = 0. a > & & < t 1 me < l • o > , 
r~spC 3] = .06:J; 
t f < < t I 'II e > = l • 0 ) \ & C t i me < 2 • I) ) > 
r~so(3J ~ .060+.0lO•ttime- l.:J>; 
if<<t1'~ >= 2.0> ~~ <t;me < 3.Q)J 
r~sp('5] = .)1');' 
ifClti~e >= 3.0> ~~<time< 4. J >> 
ri::;p:31 = 
if((time >= 
r~sp[3J = 
if((time >= 
r~sp[ 3) = 
if<Cti111e >= 
.~7J•. )10,<timc- ~. ~ >: 
~.J> ~~ <time< 5.C» 
• 08:J; 
s.o> ~& (time < 6.0>> 
.(180; 
6.0> '' Ctime < 7.0>> 
r?sp~ 3) :: .OAQ; 
if<<ti~e >= 7.0> ~' <time < a.C>> 
r~sp(3J: .08C-.Q20•Ctime- 7.:>; 
1f<<ti'lle >= 8.0> t~ (time < 9.)>> 
resp(3) = .060i 
if<Ctime >= 9.0> && <time <10.J>> 
reso(3J = .060-.31C•<time- 9.0>; 
ifCCtime >= 10.C> \~ <time (11.J>> 
r~spC3J = .osa-.:i:C•<time-10.j>; 
H«tirne ):: 11.G> ~&<time <12.2» 
r~sp: 3) = .IJ4:J; 
if<Cthe >= 12.0) ~~ Cti.,,e (13.'Jl> 
resp[3]-= • .;4 .J-.;10 .. <tfr~-12.-:>; 
if<Cti~e >= 13.0> ~& <time <14.0>> 
r~sp:3J = 
if(( ti'lle >= 
r?sp[3] = 
iH<tiiie >= 
r .~so( 3 J = 
ifCCti-:ie >= 
r ~ ~ ::>~ 3 ~ = 
if((tirr~ >= 
r~sp[3J = 
if« time>= 
r~spC3J = 
if(( t1:ne >= 
.o .)i); 
l 'l . ~) 
•• ~ 30; 
15.0> 
.o :}IJ; 
1 s. iJ, 
•:.JC ; 
17.iJ) 
.03Ji 
l B. a> 
.a.Jc; 
19.0> 
!'..! <ti ll'!e <l'5.'J)) 
u <ti '!le <16.0)) 
.a t ti .~e <11.;» 
!U. <ti ~e <l~.".')) 
H <time <u.::» 
u Ctim~ <20 • .j)) 
r?sp: 3) = 
if<Cti11e ): 
.03~~.01o•<ti~e-1?.o>; 
20.0> !_g, < t1 me <21.~)) 
r~ sp[ 3 J = 
if«ti~e >= 
.040•.0lO•<t1~e-20.o>; 
21.0> ~~ <time <22.0» 
resp[ 3 J = .cso•.JlC•<tim~-21.J>; 
if(( t1111e >= 22.0> 
• c .;a; 
23.0) 
resp( 3] = 
lf«the >= 
r!'SP[3J : .J5j; 
&& 
\&. 
<the <23.'J)) 
< time<=2• . ·:J >) 
I• To C3tch an imposs1~le solar time ••• •I 
if((tt~e < o.o> :: <ttm~) 2~.Q)) 
{ 
r ':' s ::> ( ·: ] = resp( l J = r f's~[ 2 J = r ~so [ 3 ] ='j • 0 i 
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~rt~tfC•\n\n•••FlTAL••• S'lar ti~e i~p~ssible in envirl •••=lTlL•••\n•>; 
} 
} 
I• This function f s to return environmental parameters for a given •I 
I• local iOlar ti~e. The function takes a ~xl vector as an argument.•/ 
I• In th~ ftr-;t <!lement .1s tr.e local ;olar ti me, the funct1~n will •/ 
I• then r!t~rn the vector with t~e ti~e unc~~nged, and tne other •/ 
I• three elements filled as follows: •/ 
I• •I 
reso[l] = ambi~nt temperature <=> 
reso(2J = solar ins~lation <Bt~lh.F> 
reso(3J = relative hu~idity <fraction) 
I• Per ~I~-sra-210a <Case 2> <re: TASL~ VII p 51> 
double e,v1r2<respl 
double r~sp~ J; 
{ 
dou:> le t 1me; 
I• priitt<• Im in envir2 \n•>; 
ti111e = reso[aJ; 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
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if<Ctti'n '! >= c.:> &3. <tbe <= 5.~)) .. «the>= .20.c-> && Cth1e <= 2~.CH> 
re::; :i C 2) 
1f<«ti!!'le > 
{ 
= J. Ji 
5.0> &~ <time <= o.Q)) 
H<time < 12.J> 
:: <<time>= 19.C) && tt1M@ < 
res~C21 = o.o • is.o~cti'ne - ~.J); 
else 
r~sp:2J =a.a. 15.~+(20.~ - ti~e); 
} 
20.Q))) 
1 f < < < t i 'Tl e > 6. ll > ~ ~ < t i .,, e < = 7 • ·) > > : : < < t i n e > = l a • '.J > S. 6. ( t i me < 1 '?. J > I > 
[ 
it<time < 12.0> 
resp(2J = 15.:J • 58.0•<time - 6.J>; 
els~ 
r~sp[2]: 15.J • sg.G•<l9.0 - time); 
1f(((ti .11:? > 7.0> && <the<= 8.0» :: ((time>= 17.0) U Cthe < 18.0))) 
{ 
1f<t1111e < 12.C> 
r!sp:2J = 13.0 • 65.J•<time - 7.CJ; 
els= 
resp(2) 73.0 • o5.0•<l9.0 - ti11eH 
) 
1f<<<t1~~ > a.a> &.& <time <= 9.0)) :: <<time>= 16.0) '' <ti•e < 17.0>>> 
{ 
1f<t1!11e < 12.0> 
r~sc(2J : 13 3 .J • s:.O•<t1me - a.01; 
el:;t-
r~ 3p: 2 J = 13 ;; .a + :,2, ·~ •<17. 0 - time>; 
} 
1f«<time > 9.0> && <ti:ne <=10.C» :r <<time>= 15.0> '' Cti111e < 16.0))) 
{ 
tf<t hie < 12.0 > 
r~sp(2 ) = 200.0 • 52.il•Ct1me • 9.0>; 
else 
resp~2J = 2;0.0 • 52.C•(l~.a - time>; 
} 
1f((<the > 10.:n ~~ <t'"'e <=11.::i» :: «ti"'e >= 14.0> !& <tlme < 15.0»> 
{ 
H<the < 12.0> 
r~•o[2) 252.0 • 34.~•<ti~e - 11.C>; 
else 
r~spC 2] 252.0 • 34.0•<lS.O • ti~e>i 
} 
1f((<time > 11.0> U, <ti,,e <=12.0» :: ((the>= 13.0> '' ct111e < l'\.0))) 
{ 
if<the <=12.0> 
resp[21 = 285.0 + 21.0•<tfme - 11.0>; 
els~ 
resp[2] = 285.0 + 21.0•<14.0 - time>; 
} 
if((tfme > 12.00> && <time< 13.0>> 
resJ(2J : 307 • .J; 
I• The a~bient temp~rature will be acdresseo now resp(lJ 
if<<ti ~e >= ~ . c > &~ <time< l. O>> 
resp [ l] = 30.0 - a.3•(ti~e- o.~>; 
ir<<time >= l.O> && <time~ 2.u)) 
r~ 50:1 J = 7~.7 - C.4~Cti~e- l. J >; 
if<< time>= 2.0> '' ltime < 3.0>> 
r~sp [ l] = 79.3 - o.~·<t1me- 2.0>; 
if<<time >= J.OJ &' <time < 4. 0 >> 
resP:lJ = 79.0 - IJ.3•<ti11e- .3.t)); 
H« th1e >= 4.0> &t <time < s. :J )) 
r~so:lJ = 1a.1 - C.4•<time- 11.'J>; 
1 f c r t i ,. ~ ) = 5. J > '- l. < t i me < s • i: > l 
r ~ s ;:> [ i ] = 
if(( t i'!'e >= 
re>n:lJ = 
1f«the >= 
rec;p( l] = 
H«ti~e >= 
resp[ l J = 
if<ttime >= 
7S.3 - J .~•<ti~e- :.o>; 
6 • J > .~ ~ Ct i 11e < 7 • '.l > > 
76.C • J.O•Cti~~- 6.u>; 
7.0> ~& <time < a.~» 
81.0 • 3.0•<tt:ne- 7.C>; 
8. ·) > !it & < ti me < 9 • C > > 
a~.o + 3.0•<t1me- a.o>; 
9.C> \& <time <10.J>> 
resp~l] :: 87.0 • 2.J~<tl11e- ~.a>; 
1 t ( < t \me > = 10 • 0 > & & ( ti me < 11 • " > > 
r~sp[l] = 39.3 • 2.••<ti~e-10.n>; 
ff(( t111e >= 11.0J U, (t;me <12.l'>> 
r?sp~l): 91.7 • 2.3•<time-11.o>; 
ifC<time >= 12.0> ~~<time <13.0» 
r?sc: 11 : 9~.o • o.3•< ttme-12.01; 
ff<<ti~e >= 13.G) ~~ Ctime <l~.GJ> 
reso[l) = ~~ • .3 • o.4..CthP-1.3.0>t 
1f<Cti~e >= 14.G) && <time <1s. : >> 
r~s~~l) = ?4.7 • J.3•<time-l~.o>: 
if<Ct1~e >= 15.C> ~~ Cti~e ( lS. n >> 
r?s;:>[lJ = ?5.J - l.7·Cti:ne-l:.c>i 
•I 
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1f < < th t- > = 16. o > ~ & c t tme < 17 • a > > 
f't'SD(l]: 93.3 - 1.6•(the-16.Q)j 
tf(Ctime >= 17.0> 1& Ctfme <18.0)) 
r~sp(lJ = 91.7 - l.7•<ti~e-l 1.0>; 
1f<Ctt~e >= 18.0> &1 <ttme <19.0>> 
r~~p [l ] = 90.0 - 2.3•Ctime·l~.O>i 
1f<Ctime ): l~·C> rt.~ <tim~ <<:O. J » 
r·~ ;>C lJ = a1.1 - 2.4 .. cthe--1~.an 
H«the >= 20.0> 5- & <time <21.'l)) 
f'?SPClJ = ~"J.3 - 2.3r(ti'Tl~-:2).0>; 
if<Ct111e >= 21.1> ~&<time <22.~>> 
respClJ = 83.r, - l.J•Ctt~e-21.c>; 
if<Cti11e >= 22.0> &' <time <23.0>> 
resp(l] = a2.o - 1.0•<ti~e-22.0>; 
1t<<tfme >= 23.0> '' <t1me<=24.0>> 
r~sp[lJ = 81.0 - l.O•<ti~e-23.o>; 
I• The relattve humidity will be addressed, returned as a fract•~n •/ 
1f<<tt'e >= O.Q) !.& Cttme < l.O>> 
resp[JJ =1.000; 
1f«the >= 1.0> && <time < 2 .o)) 
resp(3J =1.000; 
if<Cti11e >= 2.0> ~& <time < 3 • n)) 
resp[ 3 J =1.000; 
ff CC time ): 3. 0) ~!. < t 1 me ( 4. 0), 
r~spC 31 :1.000; 
HCCttme ): q. :J) u. <time < 5 ,(')) 
r ~s pC3J =l.G ·1C i 
if« the >= s. fj ) "~ <time < 6. J )) r~sp~ 3) =1.oco; 
iftCthe >= 6.0> &II. Ctfme < 1. :n, 
resp[3] =1.000-.JSO•<time- 6. rJ>; 
if<Ctime >= 
resp(3J = 
tf<Cti'!le >= 
r''?Sp~3] = 
H<<t;me >= 
resp( 3) = 
it<Cthe >= 
reso::n = 
1f« time >= 
r~sp:3J = 
tf«ti'lle >= 
resp(3J= 
1f((ti'lle >= 
r~sp[..3) = 
H«t1111e >= 
respC3J = 
if(( time>= 
resp[3J:: 
H<e time >= 
re so: 3) :: 
1f((tfme >= 
7.0) && <time < 8. 0)) 
.~40-.0:J~•<t l11e- 7 • () ) ; 
3. c) &~ < t 1 :ie < -:; . : )) 
.q90-. ~;Q •(tim e - s . 01; 
9 • G ) ~ ~ < t i me < l 'J • ': > > 
.32J-. J2 3•<t1m~- 9. J >; 
lJ.0> t~ <time <ll. 0 ll 
.797-.C:4•Ctime-lO. G>; 
11.0l t& <ttme <12. 0 >> 
.773-.023•(time-ll.v>; 
12.0> && <time <13. 0 >> 
.7S0-.~~3•Ct1me-12.D>i 
13.0> '' <ti~e <14.0>> 
.7~7-.0D4•<t1me-13.~>; 
14.0> ~& <time <15.0>> 
.743-. 0 0~•Ctime-14.:>; 
15.0> ~& <time <15.~>> 
.74~·.~27•Ct1~e-1S. 0 >i 
16.0> &t <time <17.1>> 
.1:.1-.02s•<tiMe-1s.r,>; 
17.0> i& <time <lg.OJ) 
r~~o:n = .7•J•.'J27•<t\me-17.~>; 
ifCCthe >= 18.0> ~". <time <19.C)) 
resoC3J = .d2r.+.J~3•Ctime-19.::ilt 
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1f«the >= 19.0) ~& Ctime <20 •• :n> 
r~sp(3J = e863•.044•<t1111e-19.0>; 
if<Ct'\me >= 20.0) u. <t1me <21.1n 
r~sµ: 3J = .907•.:i4.3•<t1111e-20.c1; 
lf((the >: 21.0 j i& Ct1111e <22.0» 
r~sp(3) = .'1SJ•.Jl7•<time-21.o>; 
if<<t1~e >= 22.0• && <ti~e ~23.0>> 
resp[J] = .5 ~ 7·.jlf•<time-22.C>; 
ifC(timP >= 23.Jl && Ctime<~24.Cl> 
resp(J] = o'7i5 .3•o'.:l7•<ti11e-23.')); 
I• Tu Cltch an i~oossible solar tt~e ••• •I 
if«time < J.O> :: <the> 24.0» 
( 
r!sPCOJ=reso(lJ:respC2J=resptJJ=J.o; 
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printf(•\n\n•••=~T~L••• S~lar ti~e ;~possible in e~vtr2 •••FATAL•••\n•>i 
} 
} 
I• •I 
I• Th1s fu~ction takes as an argu~ent the temperature a"d relative •I 
!• humidity. The enthalpy is returned in 3tu/lbda. •/ 
,. 
do u :> le a i,. < t , r h > 
~define:~ -5 R00. ? 2a s 
~ aefine :3 1 • .3914 1 ~.3 
~define :to -J.c4;64J2.37 
~define :11 J.4l75•76~e-4 
#define :12 -O.l4452093e-7 
'define :13 S.5453673 
dt)u:>le t.rh; 
{ 
t-•tern float w; 
I• 
I• 
/+ 
I• 
, .. 
I• 
•I 
The constants are defif'ed •I 
f-,,. use i" the Psat algcrytti111 .. , 
u s ed oelow. The algoryth-, fs •I 
sugges teo b)' A 5 H" ~:: rONQt;)Q!( •I 
1781 FUND'4~::NTALS. •I 
•I 
ao.J::J le ~at ~ 1tr,tc,tk,arq,psat,pw,raci 
I• pri1tf(" air \ n" >; •I 
pat11 = 1~.;'"12; I• at mosph"ri c press:ire psi a •I 
tr t•'+6 Q .~; /• tr is T <R) •I 
tic tr/l.8i I• tit is T (K > •I 
tc t1c-21J.o; I• tc is T ( c) •I 
if ( ( t c >= J. Q.) u. <tc <= 200.0» I• LimHs on ASHFIAE al go •I 
{ 
arg = LOG<&tk>; 
arg = <CS/tk • C9 + ClO'*tk + Cll•tk•tk + Cl2•tlt•tk:•tlc + Cll•arg>i 
ps3t = ~XP<&drg>i 
ps~t •= 0.0001~5; 
} 
el s :! I • I f l i m 1 t s a re pa s s e d •I 
printtC•\n\n FAT~L from c-alr- ••• T Gut Gf range '" Psat.\n\n•>; 
if<rh <' O.JOOOl> /• If ory air •/ 
w = ·J.Oi 
els~ 
{ 
pw = rh•osati 
w 0.~ 2 1~8•pwl<pat~-p~t; 
I• R~ Cefiniti~" g,v~s Pw•/ 
I• Sy Jefinition and ~n •I 
I• pr1itfc• ~ere in air w=Xf\n•,w>i 
r3c: 0.2~0•t • w•Cl061.0 • O.'\'t<\•t•i 
return< rac >; 
} 
I• Sugg~~ted by ASHRl~ 
I• £nthalpy returned 
I• Done •••• 
I• •I 
I• This Jor lrd~ is to return the abs~lute vi s cosity of air for a •I 
I• 11ven te~per~ture in ~ ~gr~es ~ . rhe r. rogra~ was written fro• •I 
I• data :lrwided in ~ppef'ldlx ~of Incrop~ra !. 'JeWitt, •Fun~a111entals •I 
I• of Heat Transfer•,wiley 1 81. •/ 
dou:>le visco<t> 
double t; 
{ 
dou~le tr,tk,abvisci 
tr = 
tic 
• H11J.O; 
tr/l.8i 
•I 
I• Co~vert T to Rankine •I 
I• :onvert T to Kelwin •I 
1f« tk >= ioo.c> && <tk <= 250)) /• Interoolate in Table •/ 
a:lvisc = 132.5 • <1s~.6 - 13 2.S >•<tk - 2GO.C>IC2~0.0 - 2J~.o>; 
el s! if«tk > 25J.C> & .~ <H <= 300. ~ » 
3bvi~c = 159.6 • <13 ~ .6 - 159.EJ•<t~ - 2:c.c>t<3JO.o - 250.C>; 
el:>! if«tk > 3 JO •. J> ~~ <tk. <= 3'5J.O>J 
a~visc = 184.6 + (2 ~H .2 - l8~.6>~<tk - 300.Q)f(350.0 - 300.0>; 
els! it<Ctk > Jsa.c> && <tk <= 40~.0>> 
~:lvisc = 2oa.2 • C23J.l - 208.2>•<tk - 35C.O>l<3SO.o - -oa.o>; 
els~ if«tk > ~OO.~> u. <tk <= 450.0)) 
a ::i"' 1 s c = 2 .3 o • 2 + < 2 s a. 1 - 2 3 a • 2 > • c t It - .\ o o • o >I < .\ o o. o - :35 o. o > ; 
el:>e if<<tlt > 450.a> ~\ <tk <= s c:.C>> 
'Dllisc = 2':0 .7. <27 ~ .1 - 2'::G.7>•(tk - 4'5C.C>f<"; ~ 0.0 - 4i!J.O>; 
el:oe 
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:JrinttC"\n\n •••r4T.ll••• r (F> out of range in visco •••rATAL•••\n\n•>; 
abwisc •= l.Oe-07; 
ret'.Jrn< abvi sc>; 
} 
I• N ·')T~! I hdve returned in 'llU [N.s/'11.11] •I 
I• •I 
I• This fJnction solves ~atrix eQuations of the tor~ -·3=C· The A •/ 
I• Matrix is the coefficient matrix, ~ is the solutio" matrix, a"d •I 
I• C is tie constant matrix. The arguinent.s are altered by using •f 
I• ~ointers, thus before callin9 this fu,ction a~~in the ~atrices •I 
I• must oe reconstructed ••• ou NOT FO~G:T ALSO call with num=srz:-1 •/ 
I• •I 
aouble g;i:.Js:>< cot"fftans,n;;m> 
int num; 
double c:>~ff[ J[SIZ::J, ans[ Ji 
( 
1rit k,j,L; 
do;.;::le te11::i; 
f• oriritf<" gauss \n•>; •I 
I• f>r(k:O;k<=numik••) 
I• < 
I• for<J=o•J<:numiJ••) 
•I 
•I 
•I 
I• printfc• The fnput ts: a<Xdtld) 
I• } 
= %f\n•,1t,Jtcoeff(kJ:JJ,i•/ 
•I 
I• f>r<k:O;k<=num;k+•) 
I• printf<• The input f<>: c<td) = 
} 
I• 
I• 
I• 
for<k = o; k <= num; k+•) 
{ 
temo = 1.0 I c:oeff(k](ltJ; 
for<j = k; j <= num; j••l 
::oedHkJ[ j): coeff(kJ(jJ * temoi 
ans(ltJ = ans(ltJ * temp; 
for(j = -J i j <= num; j••) 
{ 
} 
if ( j !=le> 
{ 
) 
t~~P = coeff(j)(k); 
flr<l = ki l <= ,um; l••> 
coeff(J](l) = coeff(J)(lJ - coeff(k)(lJ *tempi 
ais(j) = ;rns(jJ - ans(k) .. tempi 
T in;: alpha in mwl!l/S 
fl:>3t alpha<tenip> 
float temp; 
{ 
float dlohas; 
te m ~ = Ctemo • ~60.~>/l.8i 
if« te111p >= 200. O> ~& <temp <= 7: ':0. on 
alphas: 10.3 • <<temp - 200.0>/SO.O> * 5.SOi 
els~ if<<temp >= 250.0> && <te~p <= 300.0>> 
alphas= 15.3 • CC temp - 250.C>/3~.0> • 6.60; 
else if<<te~p >= 300.0> && <temp <= 350.0>> 
alohas= 22.s • <<temp - 300.j)/SO.O> • 7.40i 
els~ if<<te~p >= 350.0> && <te~o <= 400.0>> 
alphas: 29.9 + <<te~p - 350.G>/50.0> • 8.-o; 
els~ ifC<temp >= -oa.o> && <te~o <= 4SO.O>> 
alphas = ~8.3 • <<temp - 400.u>/SO.Ot • e.90; 
else it<<te~p >= -jJ.O> '' tte~p <= 500.0>> 
alohas= ~7.2 • <tt~:11p - ASO. C· >l :=:: O.O> • ?.:;c; 
elst-
prl, tt( • •••FAT~L••• T out of ranqe in alpha •••~ATAL•••\n•>; 
~lohas I= 11 0 000~. ~ i 
re-t.Jrn< alohas>; 
•I 
•I 
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I• 
I• 
I• 
I• 
I• 
I• 
I• 
} 
T in F pran ts unitless From Incropera ana DeWitt 
fl!> .1t ;:.ran<te'11Pl 
fl:Ht te:11pj 
temJ = <t ~~P • 460.0>ll.P.; 
tt<Cte~p >= 200.0) i& <temp <= 250.QJ) 
~rans = .737 - C<temo - 2 0 0.0)/~ J .0) • .011; 
els~ H<Cte:i:p >= 250.0> && Cterr.p <= 3n.on 
orans = .120 - <<temp - 2so.0>/'51.o)• .c13; 
else ifC<te ~ p >= 30 0 .0> && <te~o <= 35J.Q)) 
prans = .707 - <<temp - 300.0>/50.0) • .001; 
else if<cteMo >= 350.0> && <tell'::> <= 4CJ.0)) 
r> rans = .70 C - C<te"lp - J :i~ .j>/5j.0) • . c 1c; 
els~ ifHte,,p >= 4rJ'J.O> !.j, <te!Tlp <= 4+5 iJ .O>> 
Pr an s = • :. 90 - < < t e !" p - I\.: .J . G > / 5 :i • 0 ) • • J '.) tt ; 
elc;~ if<Cte "l P >= o\'51J. '.J ) && <t~ !!! O <= SGC' .O» 
or3ns = . 6 86 - <<temp - 4 ~C .G>l ~J .O> • .002; 
el S:'! 
return<pr3ns>; 
} 
T out of range tn pran •••FATAL•••\n">; 
in: 1~ f.i / ~ '< c:r o 41 I · .cr'>cera Jnc OeJitt 
Thii function returns the ther m~ l conouctivity ~f 3ir 
tlnt cond<temp) 
float temp; 
{ 
float conds; 
te"'o = <te~o + 460.0>ll.8; 
HC<temc >= ~oo.o> u. ctemp <= 'so.c» 
cJn d <> = i i; .1 • < < te111p - 2J O. 'J l/'5·'.: .O> • 4.Z~i 
else H<<te'llP >= 250.0> && <te"'P <= 3~0.0lt 
conds = 2 2.J • C<temp .- 25'J.O>l~::.o> • q.c> : ; 
els~ if(cte11p >= 3JO ... » U, <teT.o <= 35 ·'.i.O» 
conas = 2.;.3 • <<t~mo - 3 0C' .u>l3 J .Cn • .3.7 .: ; 
els~ if((t~ll'p ): J'5(i.0) &.!. <tl" ':I O <= • OO .C» 
CJl"'l !S = 3: .J • ((temµ - S: '.'. ·:l/: :: . t: > ~. ::. ( ; 
e l s ! 1 t < < t '! :!' p > = q tl u • :J l i. K. c t p :11 o < = '+ ::i : • o > l 
c Jn ds = 3 3. 8 + < < temp - ~GO. 'J I / 5 C • 0 > • J. 5 0 ; 
.. f 
•f 
•I 
•I 
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.. 
el-;! HC<te"'P >= 'so.Gt s.& Ch111p <= soo.on 
conds = 37.3 • l<te~p - -S0.0)/50.0) • 3.-a; 
el$~ 
pr1itft• •••FATAL••• Tout of range in cond •••F~TAL•••\n•>; 
co~js I= !O OO . J ; 
rpt.Jrn<con'ls>i 
} 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL TBER~~L ANALYSIS 
The following were read from "termin" 
The number of occupants is: 1 
The heat dissipated by lighting is: 27 8. 00 w 
The heat dissipated by op. air is: 888.00 w 
The she:lter is 16.00 ft lon9, 8.00 ft tall, and 8.00 ft wide. 
Tr,e: heat dissipated by the r.· C' , .... int. rack tc.ys ic.. 1.00 w 
Th12 heat dissipated by thE RS e:>: t • racl: tays i ~. 13422.00 w 
The heat dissipated by the cs int. rack bays is: 3503.00 w 
The heat dissipated by the cs ext. rack bays is: 6600.00 w 
SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time ic• ..,,. O.OOhr 
The ambient ternpen.ture is: 90. 80 F 
The "main()" required 4 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 98.22F 
RS External rack structure Trse 121.58F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 110.31F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 115. 71F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 88.12F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 97 .14F 
cs Int. rack cooling e.ir Tei a 87.83F 
cs Ext. rock ccoling air Tc ea 96.23F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 98.66F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tse a 86.76F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 14685.82 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Orsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
-2032.15 
-12.23 
38512.58 
9785.52 
19104.15 
.OB 
53.53 
113. 26 
44.71 
-61949.53 
3196.74 
2778.38 
1540.13 
15.24 
939.33 
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SATELLITE TERKINAL TRER~'.AL ANALYSIS 
The following were read from wtermin" 
The number of occupants is: 1 
The heat dissipated by lighting is: 278.00 w 
The heat dissipated by op. air is: 888.00 w 
Th € shelter is 16.00 ft lon9, 8.00 ft tall, 
'I'b e beet dis s i patc0 by the f•C ,..., iri t. ra ck b c:. y s 
The heat c~ issipc.teci by the P.E e: :>: t • racl·. tG.y f: 
The heat dissipated by the cs int. rack bays 
The heat Clissipated by the cs ext. rack t.ays 
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ana 8.00 ft \l;ic1e. 
i c.. 1.00 w 
i c. 13422.GO w 
is: 3503.00 w 
is: 6600.00 w 
SATELLI 'I'E TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RES UL'I'S 
The local solar t i me is: O.OOhr 
The ambient temperature is: 80. OOF 
The "main()" required 4 iterations to converge. 
System tempE.·ratures are as follows: 
RS Internc.l rack structure Trsi 86.61F 
RS External rack structure Trse 110.0SF 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 98.33F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 104.16F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tri a 70.48F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 86.16F 
cs Int. rack cooling air 'Icia 69.70F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 85.24F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 87.38F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tse a 68.33F 
The cooling load on the ECU ic· 19585.01 Btu/h 
T~_BLE OF HEAT 'I'RANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
QCS€ 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qc«=a 
Qria 
Qcia 
-2506.64 
-21.55 
38082.13 
9201.92 
18799.47 
.13 
42.84 
183.55 
39.21 
-56168.27 
5121.34 
332~.30 
1906.57 
24. 32-
1197. 29 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL A~ALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 1. OOhr 
The ambient temperature is: 79.70F 
The "main()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are (lf. follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 86.33F 
RS External rack structure Trse 109. 77F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 98. 07F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 103.88F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 70.39F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 85. 86 F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 69.62F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 84.95F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 87.09F 
Shelter cooling air {op) Tse a 68.25F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 19450.45 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol -2517.37 
Qrsi -21.27 
Qrse 38096.14 
Qcsi 9219.70 
Qcse 18809.11 
Qsrs .13 
Qsre 43.10 
Qscs 181.42 
Qsce 39.34 
Qenv -58258.75 
Qs·s.a 5063.60 
Qrea 331.2.82 
Qcea 1895.60 
Qria 24.04 
Qc i a = 118 9 • 5 6 
I . 
SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANP.LYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 2.00hr 
The ambient temperature ic· 79.30F 
The "main()" required 3 i t e r a ti.on s to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 85.96F 
RS External rack structure Trse 109.39F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 97. 71F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 103.SlF 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tri a 70.26F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 85.47F 
cs Int. rack cooling air 'Icia 69.51F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 84.SSF 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 8€.70F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Ts ca 68.lSF 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 19271.39 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
-2531. 56 
-20.90 
38114.83 
9243. 4] 
18821.96 
.13 
43.46 
178.57 
39.51 
-58379.48 
4986.62 
3290.86 
1880.98 
23.68 
1179.26 
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SA TELL I TE TERMINAL 'I'HERMAL ANALYSIS RESUl.TS 
The local solar time is: 3.00hr 
The ambient temperature iE>: 79.00F 
The "main()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Tni 85.66F 
RS External rack structure Tr Ee 109.llF 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 97.44F 
cs External rack structure Tcse l03.23F 
RS Int. rack cooling air ~Tria 70.16F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 85.17F 
cs Int. reek cooling air Tei a 69.42F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 84.26F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 86.42F 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Tse a 68.0BF 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 19137.33 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol -2542.13 
Qrsi -20.62 
Qrse 38128.84 
Qcsi 9261.19 
Qcse 18831. 60 
Qsrs .12 
Qsre 43.73 
Qscs 176.43 
Qsce: 39.64 
Qenv -58470.08 
Qssa 4928.89 
Qrea 3274.39 
Qcea 1870.01 
Qris 23.41 
Qc i a 11 71 • 5 4 
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SATE LL I TE: TERMINAL THF:RMAL A?-JAI.Y SIS RESUVJ'S 
The local solar time is: 4.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 78.70F 
The "main () " required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Inlernc.l rack structure Trsi 85.4GF 
RS External rack structure Trse 108.83F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 97.17F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 102.95F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 70.06F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 84.88F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 69.34F 
cs E~t. rack cooling air Tc ea 83. 96F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 86.13F 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Ts ca 68.0lF 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 19003.49 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse: 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qscc 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
-2552.63 
-20.34 
38142.85 
9278.96 
18841. 23 
.12 
43.99 
174.30 
39. 77 
-58560.76 
4871.16 
3257~91 
1859.04 
23.14 
1163. 81 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS · RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 5.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 7 8. 30F 
The "main()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as fellows: 
RS Internal rack structure 'Irsi 85.0 3F 
RS External rack structure Trse 108.46F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 96.82F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 102.5BF 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 69.93F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 84.48F 
cs Int. rack cooling air 'I'cia 69.23F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 83.57F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 85.74F 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Ts ca 67.91F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 18825.36 Etu/h 
TABLE OF' HEAT 'l'RANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
.:..2566.52 
-19.97 
38161.53 
9302.66 
18854.08 
.12 
44.35 
171.45 
39.95 
-58681.76 
4794.19 
3235.95 
1844.42 
22.77 
1153.51 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 6.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 78.00F 
The "main()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 84.82F 
RS External rack structure Trse 108.24F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi = 96.61F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 102.36f 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 69.85F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 84. 20F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 69.17F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 83.29F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 85.52F 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Ts ca 67.85F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 18716.48 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol -1998.43 
Qrsi -19.75 
Qrse 38163.45 
Qcsi 9316.20 
Qcse 18856.83 
Qsrs .12 
Qsre 46.50 
Qscs 169.82 
Qsce 41.05 
Qenv -59310.60 
Qssa 4750.22 
Qrea 322.2.99 
Qcea 1835.85 
Qria 22.57 
Qc i a 114 7 • 6 3 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THE.R1'1AL ANAI.YSI S RBSULTS 
The local solar time is: 7.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 81.0 0F 
The "main<)" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS In tern~l rack structure Trsi 87.S3P 
RS External rack structure Trse 111. 34F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 99.60F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 105.47F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 70.95F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea e7.23F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 7C.10F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 86.32!'' 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 8S.75F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tse a 68.67F 
The coolin9 l oa d on the ECU is: 20038.35 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcce 
Os rs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qr.ia 
Qcia 
978.37 
-22.88 
37963.29 
9117.39 
18726.24 
.14 
53 . 22 
193.71 
44.56 
-61074.70 
5395.81 
i::: 340.5 . 14 
1 957.42 
25 . 61 
= 123 4 .0 2 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time ic:. 8.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 84.00F 
The "main()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack str ucture Trsi 91.15F 
RS External rack structure Trse 114.SSF 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 102.69F 
cs External rack structure Tcsc 108.68F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 72. 0 8F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 90.29F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 71. 06F 
cs Ext. ro.ck cooling air Tee a 89.38F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 92.08F' 
Shelter cooling air ( c.p) Tse a 69.52F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 21392.05 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 4916.85 
Qrsi -26.12 
Qrse = 37742.99 
Qcs i 8911. 45 
Qcse: 18564.18 
Qsrs .15 
Qsre 63.10 
Qscs 218.47 
Qsce 49.69 
Qenv -63733.36 
Qssa 6064.26 
Qrea 35Q3.12 
Qcea 2082.97 
Qric. 28.76 
Qcia 1323.46 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL A~ALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 9.00hr 
The ambient tempe ra.ture is: 87.00F 
The "main<>" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System ternpe-ratures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structu_re Trsi 94.35F 
RS External rack structure Trse 117. 74F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 105. 77F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 111. 87F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 73.20F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 93.35F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tei a 72.0lF 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee-a 92.44F 
Overall Shelte-r structure Ts he 95.40F 
Shelter cooling a.ir (op) Tse a 70.37F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 22727.04 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 8680.62 
Qrsi -29.34 
Qrse 37526.33 
Qcs i 8706. 71 
Qcse 18444.19 
Qsrs .17 
Qsre 72.42 
Qscs 243.09 
Qsce 54.54 
Qenv -66229.39 
C:ssa 6728.56 
QreQ 3780.04 
Qcea 2207.79 
Qria 31. 90 
Qcia 1412.34 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time iss 10.00hr 
The ambient temperature iss B9.30F 
The wmain()R required 3 it~rations to converge. 
System temperatures are as followss 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi c 96.76F 
RS External rack structure Trse s:: 120.14F 
cs Internal rack structure Tes! a:: 108.0BF 
CS External rack structure Tcse a ll4.27F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria • 74.05F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea a:: 95.68F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia c 72.73F 
CS Ext. rack cooling ai~ Tcea a:: 94.77F 
OveEall Shelter structure Tshe = 97.89F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tsca = 71.00F 
The cooling load on the ECU iss 23795.39 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 11150.97 
Qrsi a:: -31.76 
Qrse -= 37368.91 
Qcsi s:: 8552.74 
Qc s e = 1 8 341 • B 2 
Qsrs a:: .18 
Qsre a:: 78.23 
Qscs a: 261. 61 
Qsce c 57.57 
Qenv a -67756.82 
Qssa a:: 7227.98 
Orea a:: 3920.33 
Qcea a:: 2301.77 
Qria • 34.25 
Qci a .. 14 7 9 • 16 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL TBERMAL A~ALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 11. OOhr 
The ambient temperature is: 91.70F 
The "main()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 99.02F 
RS External rack structure Trse 122.41F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 110.24F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 116. 54F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 74.84F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 98.05F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 73.41F 
cs Ext. rack cool ins air Tc ea 97.lSF 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 100.23F 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Ts ca 71. 60F 
The cooling loao on the ECU is: 24817.22 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 11493. 70 
Qrsi -34.02 
Qrse 37251.48 
Qcsi 8408.42 
Qcse 18261.68 
C:srs .20 
Qsre 76.96 
Qscs 278.97 
Qsce 56.97 
Qenv -67271. 89 
Qssa 7695.96 
Qrea 405·4.18 
Qcea 2390.59 
Qria 36.46 
Qcia 1541. 77 
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SATELLI'I'B Tf.RMIN/i.L THE'.Ff<lAL ANALYSIS RESliL'J'S 
The local solar time is: 12.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 94.00F 
The "main ()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are OE follows: 
RS Interncil rack structure Trsi l00.97r 
RS External rack structure Trse 124.38F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi = 112 .llF 
cs External rack structu.re Tcse 118.SlF 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 75.53F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 100.26F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tei a 73.99F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air ~cea 99.37F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 102.25F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tse a 72.12F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 25717.61 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
QSCE 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
9931. 60 
-35.98 
37178.61 
8283.94 
18207.47 
.21 
69.55 
293.95 
53.20 
-65048.96 
8099.49 
417-0.52 
2467.88 
38.37 
1595.76 
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SATELLI'l'E: TERMIN~. L THEFMAL ANALYSTS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 13.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 94.30F 
The "main{)" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack E>tructure Trsi 101.55F 
RS External rack structure Trse 124.94F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 112.67F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 119.07F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 75.74F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 100.65F 
cs Int. rack co cling air Tei a 74.17F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 99.74F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 102.BSF 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Ts ca 72.27F' 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 25957.14 Btu/h 
TABLi OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 12611.64 
Qrsi -36.57 
Qrse 37108.65 
Qcsi 8246.55 
Qcse 18165.96 
Qsrs • 21 
Qsre 78.05 
Qscs 298.45 
Q~.Cc 57. 57 
Qenv -67 441.16 
Qssa 8220.70 
Qrea 4203.18 
Qcea 2469 ~ 90 
Qria 38.94 
Qc i a 1611. 9 7 
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SATELLITE: TERMINAL 'l'Hf~RP.AL A~ALYSI f. RE:SUr.'I'S 
The local solar time is: 14.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 94.70F 
The "main ()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure: Trsi 101. 9fF 
RS External rack structure Trse 125.38F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 113.09F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 119.SlF 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 75.89F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 101.06F 
cs Ir.t.. rack cooling ·air Tcia 74.30F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 100.lSF 
Overall Shelte-r structure Ts he 103~31F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Ts ca 72.39F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 26150.17 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFF.FS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 13198.74 
Qrsi -37.00· 
Qrse 37077.97 
Qcsi 6216.60 
Qc SE 1 81 4 6 • 2 7 
Qsrs • 21 
Qsre 79.57 
Qscs 301.82 
Qsce 58.37 
Qenv -67853.25 
Qssa 8311.30 
Qrea 422e.62 
Qcea 2506.89 
Qria 39.37 
Qcia 1624.09 
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SATELLI 'l'f : 'l'ERMI NAL THERMAL M~ALY SIS RESDl.'J'S 
The local solar time is: 15.00hr 
The ambient temperature iB: 95.00F 
The "main () n required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as fellows: 
RS In terr.al rack structure Trsi 102.llF 
RS External rack structure Trse 125.52F 
cs Internal rack structure Tc.:si 113.21F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 119.65F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 75.94F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 101.32F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 7 4. 3 4F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 100.41F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 103.44F 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Tse a 72.42F 
The cooling load on the ECU ic· 26220.86 Btu/h 
TAELE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse: 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
11888.39 
-37 .13 
37091.67 
8210.47 
18152.42 
.21 
74.98 
302.80 
56.01 
-66534.19 
8337.63 
4237.09 
2512.40 
39.49 
1627.61 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 16.00hr 
The ambient tempera lure is: 93.30F 
The "main ()" required 3 iterations lo converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Intern"l rad: ~tructure Trsi 100.17F 
RS External rack structure Trse 123.59F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 111. 35F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 117.71F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 75.25F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 99.56F 
cs Int. rack cooling 2ir Tei a 73.76F 
cs Ext. reick cooling air Tee a 98.64F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 101.42r 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Tse a 71. 91F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 25402.43 Btu/h 
TAELE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
8592.48 
-35.17 
37238.79 
8335 .13 
18245.63 
.20 
65.86 
2e?.79 
51.29 
-64038.45 
7933.54 
4124 .11 
2436.85 
37.58 
= 1573.55 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL TH~RMAL ANALYSIF RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 17.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 91.70F 
The "main()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 98.22r 
RS External rack structure Trse 121.67F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 109.48F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 115.79F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 74.57F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 97.88F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 73.18F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 96.96F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 99.41F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tse a 71. 40F 
The cooling load on the ECO is: 24588.82 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsn. 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qric. 
Qcia 
4493.52 
-33.22 
37398.14 
8459.75 
18345.25 
.19 
54.02 
272.80 
45.18 
-60761.99 
7529.52 
4011. 7 4 
2361.62 
35.68 
1519.50 
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SATELLITE. TERMINP.L THERrt.AL A?.ALYSIS RESUl/J'S 
The local solar time is: 18.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 90.00F 
The "main()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System ternpereitures are oS follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 96.22F 
RS External rack structure Trse 119.69F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 107.56F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 113. 80F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 73.87F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 96. llF 
cs Int. rack cooling air Te;ia 72. 58F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 95.18F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 97.33F 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Tse a 70.87F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 23743.40 Btu/h 
TP.BLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
709.54 
-31. 20 
37555.46 
8587.93 
18444.26 
.18 
43.33 
257.37 
39.65 
-57811.88 
7113. 82 
3895.80 
2284.05 
33. 72 
1463.88 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The locc:l solar time is: 19.00hr 
'l'he ambient temperature is: 87.70F 
The "main () n required 3 i ter.ations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure 'Irsi 93.84F 
RS External rack structure 'Irse 117.31F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 105.27F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 111. 43F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 73.03F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 93.78F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tei a 71. 87F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 92.86F 
ov·erall Shelter structure Ts he 94.87F 
Shelter cooling air Cop) TE Ca 70.24F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 22738.06 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
-1498.35 
-28.81 
37707.29 
8739. 97 
18543.45 
.17 
38.41 
239.09 
37.08 
-56528.43 
6620.63 
3756.60 
2i'91.15 
31.39 
1397.90 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 20.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 85.30F 
The "main ()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS InternC1l rack structure Trsi 91.53F 
RS External rack structure Trse 115.00F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 103.06F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 109.llF 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 72. 22F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 91.39F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tei a 71.18F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 90.47F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 92.48F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Ts ca 69.63F 
The cooling loao on the ECU is: 21742.96 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS. <Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
-2305.74 
-26.49 
37834.40 
6887.61 
18629.11 
.16 
38.18 
221.33 
36.92 
-56580.95 
6141. 60 
3620.42 
2100.41 
29 .13 
1333. 80 
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SATELLI 'l' f: TERMINAL THERMAL A:NALY SIS RESUL'l'E 
The local solar time is: 21. OOhr 
The ambient temperature ic• 83.00F 
The "main()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rac k str ucture Trsi 89.39P 
RS External rack structure Trse 112. 85F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 101. OlF 
cs External rack structure Tcse 106.96F 
RS ~nt. rack cooling air Tria 71. 46F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 89.12F 
cs Int. rack ccoling air Tei a 70.54F 
cs Ext. rock cooling air Tee a 88.20F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 90.26F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Ts ca 69.06F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 20815.22 Btu/h 
TAB1E OF HEAT TRANSFERS CBtu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
-2395.60 
-24.35 
37941. 94 
9024.05 
18703.06 
.14 
40.19 
204.93 
37.91 
-57267.34 
5698.78 
34·94.07 
2016.28 
27.04 
1274.55 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSif RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 22. OOhr 
The ambient temperature is: 82.00F 
The "main()" rec.~uired 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 88.4/F 
RS External rack structure Trse 111. 91F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 100.12F 
cs External rack structu.re Tcse 106.03F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 71.14F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 68 .13F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 70.26F 
cs Ext. rack ccoling air Tc ea 87.22F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 89.30F 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Tse a 68.82F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 20406.32 Etu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
-2433.39 
-23.42 
37988.68 
9083.35 
18735.21 
.14 
41. 07 
197.80 
38.34 
-57566.89 
5506.28 
3439.14 
1979.71 
26.13 
= 1248.80 
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SAT ELLI TE: 'l'ERMI NAL Tl-JE;FMAL ANALYSIS RESUL'J 'S 
The local solar time is: 23.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 81. OOF 
The "main()" requirec 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RE Internal rack structur~ Trsi 87.54F 
RS External rack structure Trse 110. 98F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 99.22F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 105 .I.OF 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 
. 
70.BtF 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 87.lSF 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tei a 69.98F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 86.23F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 88.34F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Ts ca 68.57F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 19994.62 Btu/h 
TAELE OF HEAT 'I'RANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol -2470.39 
Qrsi -22.48 
Qrse 38035.41 
Qcsi 9142.64 
Qcse 18767.34 
Qsrs .13 
Qs re 41. 95 
Qscs 190.68 
Qsce 38.77 
Qenv -57867.26 
Qssa 5313.80 
Qrea 3384.22 
Qcea 1943.14 
Qria 25 .2-2 
Qcia 1223.04 
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SA TELL I TE TERM.I NAL 'l'HEFMJ\L At\ALY SIS RESUL~'S 
The local solar time is: 24.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 80.00F 
The "main()" required 3 iterations t.o converge;. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internc.l rack structure Trsi 86.61F 
RS External rack structure Trse llO. 05F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 98.33F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 104.16F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 70.48F 
RS Ext. rack coolins air TrE:a 66.16F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 59.70F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 85.24F 
Overall Shelte:r structu.re Ts he 87.38F 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Ts ca 6E.33F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 19585.01 Btu/h 
TAELE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr} 
Qsol -2506.64 
Qrsi -21.55 
Qrse 3 8082 .13 
Qc s i 9201 • 9 2 
Qc s e 1 8 7 9 9 • 4 7 
Qsrs .13 
Qsre 42.84 
Qscs 183.55 
QSCt 39. 21 
Qenv -5816 2. 34 
Qssa 5121.34 
Qrea 3329.30 
Qcea 1906.57 
Qria 24.32 
Qcia 1197. 29 
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SATELLITE TERJt,INAL THER~.AL ANALYSIS 
The following were read from •terrnin" 
The number of occupants is: 1 
The heat dissipated by lighting is: 278.00 W 
The heat dissipated by op. air is: 888.00 W 
Th€ sht·l ter is 16.00 ft lon~, E.00 ft. tall, 
Tbe: beet dissipate-o by the re int. rack tc. y~ 
'IbE he:at c: issipc ted by the: EE' €>:t. racl: tc:ys 
The heat dissipated by the cs int. rack bays 
The heat dissipated by the cs ext. rack bayE. 
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and 8.00 ft wide. 
i c.. J..00 w 
i c. 13422.00 v: 
is: 3503.00 w 
i C'.. VO 6600.00 w 
SATELLITE TERMINAL THER~AL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: O.OOhr 
The ambient temperature is: 98.00F 
The "main ()" required 4 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure TrE-i 103.34F 
RS External rack structure Trse 126.87F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 114.39F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 120.97F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 76.37F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 103.93F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tei a 74.71F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 103.00F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 104.71F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tse a 72.75F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 24312.70 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qen•; 
Qssa 
Qrea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
-1730.69 
-3 8. 35 
37239.63 
8133.03 
18220.17 
.22 
27.26 
312.12 
31. 56 
-52864.03 
8588.58 
4318.62 
2565.28 
40.f,7 
= 1661.19 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: .SOhr 
The ambient temperature is: 96.SOF 
The "main()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 101.94F 
RS External rack structure Trse 125.47F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi ll3.05F 
cs External rack structure Tcse ll9.57F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 75.88F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 102.45F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tei a 74.29F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 101.52F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 103.26F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tse a 72. 3 BF 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 23741.93 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
-1805.87 
-36.95 
37309.97 
8222.26 
18268.52 
.21 
28.55 
301.38 
32.19 
-53296.64 
8299.40 
4236.ll 
2510.35 
39 .·31 
1622.50 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THER~AL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 1. OOhr 
The ambient temperature is: 95.00F 
The "main ()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 1C0.55F 
RS External rack structure Trse 124.07F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 111. 71F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 118.17F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tri a 75.39F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 100.97F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 73.88F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 100.04F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 101. 82F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tse a 72.02F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 23171.65 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs. = 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qrea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
-1879.05 
-35.55 
37380.28 
8311. 46 
18316.87 
.20 
29.82 
290.64 
32.81 
-53730.69 
8010.26 
4153.61 
2455.42 
37.95 
1583.82 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 1.SOhr 
The ambient temperature is: 94.SOF 
The "main () n required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 100.08F 
RS External rack structure Trse 123.60F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 111. 26F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 117.70F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 75.23F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 100.48F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 73.74F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 99.SSF 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he l01.33F 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Ts ca 7L89F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 22998.83 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
-1903.01 
-35.08 
37403.73 
8341.19 
18332.98 
.20 
30.24 
287.06 
33.02 
-53875.53 
7913.89 
4126.11 
2437.11 
37.49 
1570.92 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 2.00hr 
The ambient temperature ie• 94.00F 
The "main()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 99.62F 
RS External rack structure Trse 123 .13F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 110. 82F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 117 .24F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 75.06F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 99.98F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 73.60F 
cs Ext. reek cooling air Tc ea 99.0SF 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 100.85F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Ts ca 71.77F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 22825.56 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
'Qria 
Qcia 
-1926.74 
-34.61 
37427.16 
8370.91 
18349.09 
.20 
30.67 
283.49 
33.23 
-54020.84 
7817.52 
4098.62 
2418.80 
37.04 
1558.03 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 3.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 93.00F 
The "main()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 98.69F 
RS External rack structure Trse 122.19F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 109.93F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 116.30F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 74.74F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 99.00F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 73.32F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 98. 07 F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 99.89F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tse a 71. 52F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 22444.82 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
-1973.55 
-33.68 
37474.01 
8430.35 
18381.30 
.19 
31.52 
276.33 
33.65 
-54312.06 
7624.81 
4043.63 
2382.19 
36.13 
1532.25 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 4.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 92.00F 
The "main<>" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 97.76F 
RS External rack structure Trse 121.26F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 109.03F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 115 .37F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 74.41F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 98.0lF 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 73.04F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 97.0BF 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 98. 93F' 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Ts ca 71. 28F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 22096.12 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol -2019.50 
Qrsi -32.75 
Qrse 37520.85 
Qcsi 8489.78 
Qcse 18413. 51 
Qsr s .19 
Qsre 32.38 
Qscs 269.18 
Qsce 34.07 
Qenv -54604.08 
Qssa 7432.12 
Qrea 3988.65 
Qcea 2345.58 
Qria 35.22 
Qcia 1506.47 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THE'Rl<!AL ANALYSIS RESlJL'IS 
The local solar time is: 5.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 91.00F 
The "main()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Interned rack structure Trsi 96.83F 
RS External rack structure Trse 120.32F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi l08.14F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 114. 43F 
t 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 7 4. 0 8F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 97.02F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 72. 76F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 96.09F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 97.96F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Ts ca 71.03F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 21714.87 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT 'l'RA:t-;SFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qc se 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
-2064.60 
-31.81 
37567.68 
8549.19 
18445.71 
.18 
33.24 
262.03 
34.49 
-54896.90 
7239.44 
3933.67 
2308.98 
3·4. 31 
14~0.69 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 6.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 90.00F 
The "main ()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 95.98F 
RS External rack structure Trse 119. 46F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 107.32F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 113.57F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tri a 73.78F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 96.05F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 72.51F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 95.13F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 97.08F 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Ts ca 70.81F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 21363.29 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
e>csi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
-1413. 91 . 
-30.96 
37599.94 
8603.50 
18469.61 
.18 
36.37 
255.50 
36.08 
-55836.83 
7063.32 
3882.92 
2275.25 
33.48 
1457.13 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 7.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 91. OOF 
The "main()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi - 97.28F 
RS External rack structure Trse 120.75F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 108.58F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 114. 86F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 74.24F' 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 97.12F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tei a 72.90F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 96.20F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 98.44F 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Tse a 71.15F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 21884.95 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qc~a 
Qria 
Qcia 
1955.07 
-32.28 
37483.48 
8519. 72 
18397.73 
.19 
46.41 
265.58 
41. 25 
-58635.11 
7335.02 
3958.05 
2.325. 62 
34.76 
1493.48 
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SATELLI 'l'E _TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESUr.'l'S 
The local solar time is: 8.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 95.00F 
The "main<>" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 101.SlF 
RS External rack structure Trse 124.96F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 112.63F 
cs External rack structure Tcse ll9.08F 
RS Int. rack co61ing air Tria 75.72F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 101.18F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 74.16F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 100.27F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 102.81F 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Ts ca 72.26F 
The cooling 16ac on the ECU is: 23528.87 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Q~rs 
Qsre 
Qsc5 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
6564.03 
-36.52 
37203.32 
8249.54 
18216.03 
.21 
57.51 
298.09 
47.04 
-61581. 92 
8211. 01 
4204.80 
2490.36 
38.~9 
1610.67 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 9.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 101.00F 
The "main ()" required 4 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 107.56F 
RS External rack structure Trse 131.0lF 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 118. 45F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 125.13F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 77. 86F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 107.22F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tei a 75.97F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 106.30F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 109.09F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tse a 73.86F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 25990.32 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
. Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
11054. 38· 
-42.61 
36833.86 
7861.79 
17972.42 
.24 
66.26 
344.78 
51. 65 
-63749.5·2 
9467.38 
4560.24 
2727.44 
44.82 
1778.75 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL A~ALYSIS RfSULTS 
The local solar time is: 10.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 106.00F 
The "main()" required 4 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structurE Trsi 112.SJF 
RS External rack structure Trse 135.98F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 123.21F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 130.lOF 
RS Int. rack cooling c.ir Tria 79.61F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 112. 22F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tei a 77.46F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a lll .30F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 114.23F' 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tse a 75.18F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 27968.22 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
14081.49 · 
-47.60 
36541.06 
7543.71 
17778.00 
.27 
71. 23 
383 .11 
54.30 
-64890.41 
10497.35 
4852.10 
2922.06 
49.68 
1916.53 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THER~AL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 11. OOhr 
The ambient temperature is: 110.00F 
The "main()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack str ucture Trsi 116.29F 
RS External rack structure Trse 139.76F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 126.SlF 
cs External rack structure Tcse 133.88F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 80.93F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 116.lSF 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tei a 78.58F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air 'Ice a 115.26F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 118.12F' 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tse a 76.17F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 29451.63 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 14587.87 
Qrsi -51.37 
Qrse 36347.16 
Qcsi 7303.20 
Qcse 17645.42 
Qsrs • 29 
Qsre 68.90 
('scs 412.10 
Qsce 53.18 
Qenv -64021.09 
Qssa 11275. 76 
Qrea 5073.98 
Qcea 3069.82 
Qria '53.35 
Qcia 2020.65 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 12.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 112. OOF 
The "main ()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 117.93F 
RS External rack str·ucture Trse 141.43F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 128.40F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 135.54F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 81.SlF 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 118.llF 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tei a 79.08F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 117.18F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 119.83F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Ts ca 76.61F' 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 30133.04 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRA~SFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce: 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
12815.19 . 
= -53.02 
36292.80 
7197.79 
17603.40 
.30 
61. 06 
424.81 
49.19 
-61703.53 
11616.82 
5172.65 
3135.32 
54.96 
2066.27 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 13.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 116. OOF 
The "main<>" required 4 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 122.0lF 
RS External rack structure Trse 145. 51F' 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 132.31F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 139.62F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 82.95F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 122.14F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 80.30F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 121.21F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 124. 0S F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tse a 77.69F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 31725.12 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRP.NSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
16178.74 . 
-57.12 
36038.92 
6936.13 
17436.65 
.32 
68.16 
456.38 
52.91 
-63492.34 
12463.20 
5411. 86 
3294.92 
58.95 
2179.47 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 14. OOhr 
The ambient temperature is: 118.00F 
The "main ()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 123.95F 
RS External rack structure Trse 147.45F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 134.17F 
cs External rack structure Tcse = 141.56F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria = 83.63F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 124.13F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 80.88F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 123.20F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he - 126.06F 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Ts ca 78.20F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 32512.20 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
16942. 76 . 
-59.06 
35931.32 
6812.03 
17364.29 
.33 
68.68 
471.35 
53.22 
-63532.58 
12864.55 
5525.90 
3370.91 
60.85 
= 2233.15 
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SAT ELLI TE TERMINAL THERMAL ANA LY SIS FESUL'l'S 
The local solar time is: 15.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 119. OOF 
The "main()" required 3 iterations to conve.rge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 124.71F 
F.S External rack structure Trse 148.22F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 134.90F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 142.34F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 83.90F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 125.08F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 81.1 OF 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 124.lSF 
Overall Shelter structure: Ts he 126.85F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tse a 78.40F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 32828.57 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qsc.s 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qrea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia = 
15495. 43 . 
-59. 83 
35916.01 
6763.42 
17350.04 
.33 
62.90 
4 77. 21 
50.27 
-61852.35 
13021.74 
5571.84 
3401.35 
61.59 
2254.18 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANJ'i.LYSI S FESUL'l'S 
The local solar time is: 16.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 120.00F 
The "main()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 125.22F 
RS External rack structure Trse 148.77F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 135.39F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 142.87F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 84.08F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 125.98F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tei a 81. 26F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 125.03F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 127.37F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Ts ca 78.54F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 33052.05 Btu/h 
TAELE OF HEA'I' 'I'RANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
11850.25 
-60.33 
35946.98 
6730.96 
17362.14 
.33 
49.86 
481.13 
43.59 
-58128.22 
13126.68 
5604.46 
3422.69 
62.08 
2268.21 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 17.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 119.00F 
The "main{)" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 123.76F 
RS External rack structure Trse 147.34F 
CS Internal rack structure Tcsi 133.98F 
CS External rack structure Tcse 141.44F 
RS Int. rack . cooling air Tria 83.57F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 124.87F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 80.83F 
cs E:xt. rack cooling air Tcea 123.92F 
Overall Shelter structure Tshe = 125.86F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tsca 78.lSF 
The cooling loao on the ECU is: 32475.06 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrz 
Qsre 
Cscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
·Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
7142.33 
-58.86 
36091.77 
6824.82 
17450.15 
.33 
35.32 
469.81 
36 .11 
-54085.97 
12823.16 
5521.24 
3366.80 
60.65 
2227.62 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 18.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 118.00F 
The "main ()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 122.34F 
RS External rack structure Trse 145.95F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 132.62F 
cs External rack structure Tcse = 140.04F 
RS Int. rack coo.ling air Tria 83.07F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 123.77F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tei a 80.40F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 122.82P 
Overall Shelter structure 'I she 124.39F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tse a 77. 7 BF 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 31912.46 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
2771.57 
-57.43 
36229.46 
6916.19 
17534.12 
.32 
21.90 
458.78 
29.19 
-50356.52 
12527.64 
5440.04 
3312.30 
59.26 
2188. 09 
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SATELLI~E TERMINAL THERMAL A~ALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 19.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 114.00F 
The "main()" required 4 iterations to converge. 
System temper~tures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 118.33F 
RS External rack structure Trse 141.94F 
CS Internal rack structure Tcsi 128.78F 
CS External rack structure Tcse 136.03F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 81.66F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea = 119.76F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 79.20F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tcea 118.BlF 
Overall Shelter structure Tshe 120.24F 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Tsca 76.72F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 30288.63 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
57.96 
-53.41 
36469.46 
7173.08 
17692.97 
.30 
17.00 
427.79 
26.59 
-49171. 67 
11696.71 
5204.76 
3155.39 
55.34 
2076.95 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The locaJ solar time is: 20.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 108.00F 
The "main()" required 4 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure 'Irsi 112.64F 
RS External rack structure Trse 136.2.3F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 123.32F 
cs External rack st rue tu.re Tcse 130.33F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 79.65F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air T:rea 113.81F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tei a 77.SOF 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 112.86F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 114.35F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Ts ca 75.22F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 28028.81 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
= -1175.81 
-47.69 
36769.92 
7537.39 
17897.32 
.27 
19.00 
383.87 
27.51 
-50032.71 
10517.78 
4869.04 
2931.77 
49.78 
1919.26 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 21.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 105.00F 
The "main()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 109.85F 
RS External rack structure Trse 133.42F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 120.64F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 127.52F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 78.67F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea llO. 85F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 76.66F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 109.90F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 111. 45F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Ts ca 74.46F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 26936.35 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT 'J·RANSFERS ( P.tu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
-1352.33 . 
-44.89 
36910.96 
7716.22 
17994.25 
.25 
21. 46 
362.32 
28.71 
-50873.27 
9938.79 
4703.85 
2821.78 
47.04 
1841;.81 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 22.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 102.00F 
The "main()" requirea 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack st.ructure Trsi 107.06F 
RS External rack structure Trse 130.61F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 117.96F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 124. 71F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 77.68F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 107.89F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 75.83F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 106.94F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 108.56F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tse a 73.74F 
The cooling loae on the ECU is: 25837.49 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
-1520.12 
-42.09 
37051.89 
7894.93 
18091.12 
.24 
23.94 
340.79 
29.93 
-51721.38 
9360.00 
4538. 72 
2711.83 
4·4. 31 
17&4.38 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 23.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 100.00F 
The "main()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack stz:ucture Trsi 105.20F 
RS External rack structure Trse 128.74F 
cs Internal rack structure Tcsi 116.17F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 122.84F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 77.03F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 105.91F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tei a 75.27F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 104.97F 
Overall Shelter structure Tshe: 106.63F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Ts ca 73.25F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 25074.61 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
QCS€ 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
-1627.25 
-40.22 
37145.79 
8014.00 
18155.66 
.23 
25.60 
326.45 
30.74 
-52291.04 
8974.25 
4428.65 
2638.55 
42.49 
= 1712.78 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL 'l'HERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The local solar time is: 24.00hr 
The ambient temperature is: 98.00F 
The "main ()" required 3 iterations to converge. 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 103.34P 
RS External rack structure Trse 126.87F 
cs In terr.al rack structure Tcsi 114.39F 
cs External rack structure Tcse 120.97F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria = 76.37F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 103.93F 
cs Int. rack ccoling air Tcia 74.71F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 103.00F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 104.71F 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Tsca 72.75F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 24312.72 Btu/h 
TABLE OF HEAT TRANSFERS (Btu/hr) 
Qsol 
Qrsi 
Qrse 
Qcsi 
Qcse 
Qsrs 
Qsre 
Qscs 
Qsce 
Qenv 
Qssa 
Qr ea 
Qcea 
Qria 
Qcia 
-1730.68 ' 
-38.35 
37239.62 
8133.03 
18220.17 
.22 
27.28 
312.12 
31. 57 
-52864.32 
= 8588.59 
4318.62 
= 2565.28 
40.67 
1661.19 
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,. Th ts fu,c:t1on will s~l11e the transient temprrat ure resp 1>nse 3f 
I• the tPr"linal tor MIL-~T0-~10. The technique '""olwes .. lump~d ,. PcJra'11:> t er mocl~ling of the s ya t eJW • ana a solution to the IT'd tr f x 
'. equat;ons th~t fol lo• from an rn er gy balance 011 t~ e system I• 3n a ;:;> ::i l l c .J t 1 o n of the : r.Jnk-'11 t c!l ls on !l!eth od. 
I• 
I• ~ote the following d~tinition 
I• 
I• TLC' J T-!n:oerature 
I• T;- ,., ~ .. .J = Te:n>::er:3t •..Jre 
I• TC 2 J = f'! .T.Perature 
I• TL 3 J T?mperature 
I• TC.:. J = TeT.perdture 
I• TC'S J = T~rr.oerature 
I• TC 6 J = Te,,perature 
,. T[ 7J Te:nperature 
I• TC a J ::: Temperature 
I• TC 3 J = T~:nperatu re 
'* 
T:: l 'J J = T~mperature 
b;ncluce<;tdio.h> 
:incluce"c-~3th.h" 
:tdefine NJ O 
CS define E3 1 
!:define .:-=> s '.: • 2 C· 
of the 
of the 
of the 
of the 
of the 
of the 
of th'! 
of the 
of the 
of the 
of the 
I• 
of vari..Jbles: 
~n v 1 ronment <F> 
roe; aside in terr.al raclc ( c: ) 
ro.:dsld~ ~x terT'\al ,.~ck CF) 
curosiije in tern al ra ca: ( F) 
curbs hie external rack. F) 
rs internal rac le cool t n g air 
rs P. • t e rna l rack cooling at r 
cs \ntern-ll rack cooli~g~air 
cs ex tC"rnal rack cooli!'!g a1 r 
shelter st r uc tu re ( !=' ) 
shelter CO-:>llng air ( =) 
S~ecific "eat of r a cit, an rl 
aid 
pq 
( = ) 
(-= ) 
( =) 
sh~lt 
C: ;jefin<? :p o .2~ v /• :p~cific h ed t of a; r 3 t ·_; / l bF 
=*define TE: IN :: ~. ) 
"cefine R-1 IN (.. 3 J 
:S•jefine v~r~ !17".'.C 
:trjef 1 ne (MA)( 3:,r,:; C· . '.) 
:faefine SI Z€. 11 
:tdefine C( r.iv envirl 
floJt .,; 
FILt: • ir.,~ 0.J t; 
~?.; .. , ( ) 
I• 
I• :: cu P~~A;"t::T::RS 
I• 
I• .. d)( i '!' •.J!TI ecu capacity 
I• J e tine the en1tironment o"f 210 
f LH t TC l.i .J , ci: 11 J, o [ 11 .i[ l l J • -3[ 11 ][ l 1 J, ~ [ 5 J[ ~ J , e ~ v[ ~ J , 'II C 11 J; 
tl~3t ~r~i.~r~e.~c~i.~cse.~r;a,~r~~,Mcid,~Cc3t~~he,~sca; 
f l :> -, t d u m'ft '/ , i t co u n t , t 1 .,, e , T en v , e '> ::t 1 , x,. > i < > , x c 3 i < ) , w c s i < > ; 
float qsolC>txsai< >,ut~3(),ursa<>,ut3~C >thintoi 
fl:> at u en v < > , us s a < > , x r a i < > , i n p u t < > •err:> r, ou t put< > ; 
oouole '3ir<>,envirl<>eenvir ?. <> ,qauss<>; 
1nt 1 ej ,n,:;:;tate; 
out = fopen<•t~r~out•,•w•>; 
1n = fo~en<"termin•,"r">i 
esai = airlTCIN,RHIN>; 
inout<q,m>; 
en v C IJ J = "'r: ·'J J; 
CT :~ J < e n v J ; 
ft/ 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
.,, 
.,,, 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
., 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
I 
•I 
for <1 .::~ ; i<=1:; i·-1 
TC i J = «! n vl: 1 ] ; lll T•s initi~lized to inH t emo •I 
to r < i = C ; i < = 1 G ; ; • • ) ; 
f~r Cj=~; j<=lO; )••); 
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I• 
f'4she 
,.. ,. <; i 
Mrs~ 
Mesi 
~cs~ 
Mr id 
,.,,.!!'3 
"1c i '.i 
~ce3 
ctC t JC} l = cC 1 J = 0. Ji 
= 
= 
= 
= 
:: 
= 
= 
= 
111(1 ]/C2.0•m(2J•CPS>; 
"'[1Jf<2.C*"' ·: .5J•~?S>; 
m [ l 1 / ( 2 • J *'II [ 4 ] • · ~ f.i S ) ; 
m(l J/(2.0•m[5 )• CPS>; 
~(lJ/<2.~*"'C~J•:PS>i 
,,.(1 Jl<2.u•m[7 J• CP>; 
~c1J1c2.a•mC6J• CP>; 
m(l J/(2.0•m[~ ]• CP>; 
m[lJ/(2.0•m[lO )•C:P>; 
I• Matric~s to zero •I 
I• 
,,, 
I• 
The •nverse of •/ 
the ctpprnpriate •/ 
mass sceclf heat •I 
proo~ct. •I 
N~te the shelter •/ 
I• cooling atr is •/ 
assumed to occupy•/ I• 
I• len•~ld•4 cutt •/ 
f'ls ca = m C 1 JI < 2 • 0 * o [ O JC 3 J • Cl C O JC = J * 4 • O • O • 0 7 5 • C ? > ; 
time = 0. lj; 
Mh t le ( :; :; t a·t e : = N '.) 
{ 
e!'tv(O) = 111(0J; 
=~~V<<?nv>; 
r~nv = env( l J; 
c[ C] = 
c: 1 J 
J •a; 
: • a; 
cc 2 '] = ·~ • 'J' 
c: 3J J.c; 
c:4-J = u.o; 
'"' I•
I• 
input t;me into env vector •/ 
call the ~nv1ron~e~t at this time •/ 
set T~nv equal to envlr te"lp •I 
~Jo t e t !'i J t t he a; s s i Pat i o "1 s have 
been turn e d otf for this transient •I 
•I 
c:SJ = 2.o•'"'ria•xrai<o>•CP•<T(l'.:J-TCSJ>; 
c:5J = 2.C•~rea,,xr!;i<o>• ·:P• (T(IJJ-T(6 J>; 
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c: 7] (:.'.l•"1cia•xcai<q>•'.:P•< T(l ·jJ-T:7JH I• peop • ligl'lt are left on•/ 
c ~S J = 2.0•~cea•xcsHql•CP•<T(J1-T[R)>; 
c:9J = 2.J•Mshe•qsol<TC7J,m(~),env(2),q); 
h i ., to= ~ r c:d < q > • •: ;:. • T ( <=. ) • x r. a 1 < a > * <: ? • TC 1 J - 111 s 3 i < VF I "' J • C P • TE T N ; 
n;nto•= ~J .J•O.JTS•Sj.~•<airCenv[l],env[J))-air<T~l~tRHI~>>; 
it < hint~ >= ~MAX > 
hinto = :: ."l~X; 
~into-= 20.0•0.075•~J.O•<air<env(lJ,env(3J>-air(T~IN,~HINl>; 
~; nto-=< xra Ho>• ':P• T( 5 J•x cai <o>•·:P•T( TJ>; 
hinto•= -1.0; 
c : l J ) : 2 • C • Ms c a • ( q [ u ] ( l J • o( 0 J( 2 ) • ( h i n t o - x s a i ( II = ! N > • C P • TL: 1 0 ) > ) ; 
c:lO]= 2.o•,.,sca•Co(JJ(l]•Q(OJ(2J•<xsa1<VF!Nl•CP•<Hnto-T[lOJ>>>; •/ 
for<i=:J; 1<=10; i·•> 
for<j=O; j<=10; j••> 
b[ 1 J( j ) = c. ·J ; 
::>:01:0J = 1.0; 
b ':: 1 )[ 1 J = l.O - C utss< a(l J[O J> • 
u r s.:i < 1, o, TC~ J , 1 > > 
= ""r:ai • urs.:ic1,o.r(SJ,1> :>': l ]( 5 ) 
":J:1J['?) 
b:lJ[.i. •)J= 
"'rs i 
'1r'> \ • 
u ts s ( q( 1 )[ 0 :; ) i 
u t ~ ~ < a[ l J [ r; : > ; 
I• 0 row f1ll~d ., 
I• 1 row filled 
~tsa<oCl J(OJ> 
• "1rsi; 
•I 
b(2)(2J = l.IJ - <utss<oC2J(!lJ> • utsa«1[2J~'.;J) • 
ur3a(2,q,T(6Jtl>> • ~rse; 
b(2J[6J: Mrse • ~rsa<2,QtT(.;),l) 
:>(2J:9J = .,.,.se • utss(Q(2JCO:>; 
o: 2 J ( 1 ') J = ~ r s e • u t s a < Q( 2 J ( 0 H ; 
~C3J[3J = l.') - <utss<c.(3](J~> • uts-3(q(3J(OJ> • 
ur~a<3•QtTC7Jtl>> •~cs!; 
oC.31(7] .'-'csi • urs.JCJ,a,T[7J,l> 
b(3](9J =Mesi• uts:-;(q(.3J(OJ>; 
t>C.3][1C;:: Mesi• uts:l(q[3-:!C -J:>; 
bC 4 JC ~ J 
b( 4 ]( 3] = 
bC ~JC 1 OJ: 
bC 5 JC 1 J = 
b( 5 J::: 5 J = 
bC 5 JC 9 J = 
b:61:2J = 
b[5J(f) = 
o:oJ:7J 
bf 7 J C j J 
o: 7)[ 7] 
bC 7 JC 91 = 
1.0 - <utss<a[4][CJ> • utsa<a(4)(0J> • 
ursa<4,q,f(qJ,l>> • "4cse; 
~cse • ursiC4tQtTC -:J.,l>i 
Mcse • ut:;5(q(4 J(O :>; 
Mc:;e • uts-i(q(4)('J :>; 
Mr i il * u rs ;J < l , q, T( 5 J t 1 > ; I• S r 1> w f t l led 
1. C -Mr i a•< ur s a< l , q , T [ 5 J ,2) • ur sa <l , a, TC S ) , l > ) ; 
~ria * ur-;a<ltChT(!:J,2>; 
Mrea • urs~c2,q,T(fJ,l>i I• 6 row filled 
l.O-Mrea•<ursa<2,q,T(flt2>•ursa<2,q,T[5Jtl>); 
!'1rea • ursdC2,q,T(cJ,2>t 
"1cia • ursac3,q,f[7 J .t>; I• 7 row fill~d 
i.a-Mcia•<ursaC3,q,T(7J,2>•ursa<3tOtTC7J,l>>; 
Mc;a • ursa<3t'l•TC7J,2>; 
oC ~J: 4] 
bCBJC8J 
:>C SJ: 3] 
= Mcea • ursa(4,q,T(~J.1>; /• 8 row f\ll~d 
1. C - Mc ea•< ur s a< ~, q , T( >) 1, 2 > • ur s a<,. , Q, T( !'.' J, 1 ) > ; 
= !1cea * ursa<~,q,T(8J,2>; 
b(; J[ c ] 
:>( 9J: lJ 
b[ 3 :''.: 2 J 
'> (91(3] = 
b(q)[4] = 
b( 3 )[ 5 J = 
b(3][6) = 
b( g )[ 7 J = 
bC9J:aJ 
b~ 9 )[ 9] = 
b[9)(10J: 
b( 10 ) ( 1 J = 
o(l~JC2J = 
b(l'JJ(3) = 
b[l'JJ(4) 
oC l 1 J::: '3 J = 
b( 10 J(l:J J= 
'1she • uenv<o~; 
M 'i h ~ • u t s.; < o( 1 ) ( 1 J l ; 
·1 s ~ e • u t ;; s < a[ 2 : C ': J I ; 
Mshe * utsc;C q(3 J(O :H 
!'1s h e • u t s s < q( 4 ~ C •J J > ; 
Ms he • u rs a< 1, q • TC 5 J, 2 l ; 
Mshe • ursd<2tatTCEJt2>; 
Mshe • ursa<3,q,T[ 7),2>; 
Mshe • urs::t<o\tQtTCSJ,21; 
I• 9 row fill~d 
l.O-Ms"\e•<uenv(q) • utss(Q[3J(t!J> • utsstq[~J[OJ> • 
utss< q[-2 )[] )) • utss< q[l J[O J> • 
ussa<q> • ursa(4,q,T:9Jt2> • ursa<2,q,T:6J,2> • 
urs3(j,q,T(7],2> • ursa<l,q,T(SJ,2>); 
Mshe • ussa<QH 
M s c a • u t s .::i < q ( ! )( "'1 ] l ; 
I"' 'i Ca • U t Sd ( Q( 2 )( ·) l) t 
~'ica • utsa<q( 3)( ".:J>; 
~'iCd • ut:> iJC:J:~J::::Jlj 
~Asca • u:>sa<q>; 
l. G - ~ s ca~ <us s a< a> 
• u t:; '.I < aC 1 J[ o J > • u t c;a < q( 2 ][OJ> 
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•I 
., 
•I 
•I 
• u t s a c Q( .3 J ( o J > • u t s a c ~ • Jr o J > > ; 
f~r<i=Oi i<=lOi i·•> 
for<j='.)i J<=lv: f··J 
.;t(ij(jJ=C:.:. 
a~ 0 )[ ') J = l. 'J; 
I• O row filled •I 
I• 1 row filled •/ 
a C 1 ] ( 1 J = 1 • O • < u t s s < Q( l J( ') : > + u ts a < o ( 1 J ( O J> • 
urs'3<l,a,TC.::.Jtl» • Mrsi; 
a(l](5]: -Mrsi r ursa<ltQtTCSJ,lH 
aClJ(5] -Mrsi • utss<,:i(i][OJJ; 
a(l](lOJ= -"1rs1 utsa<oClJ(~J>; 
a~2JC2J = l.O • <utss<o(~JCOJ> + utsa<q(2J(Q]) + 
ursa(2,q,T(<;J,l» • Mrse; 
-3[2J(6J = -"1rse • ur:;;ac2,a,r(~Jtl>i 
a C 1 J'.: 9 J = -Mr se • u ts s < q( .: ]( ~ J >; 
'!(2](10]: -Mrse .. utsa<oC2J[.J:>; 
a ·:3JC3J = 1.0 • <:..1tss<~['JJC:J:> .. utsa<q(3J[OJ> + 
•Jr s ·J < 3 , ·1 , T:: 7 : • l > > • '>! c '> i 
3:3J'.:7J -M.c:d ur -;a C.3 , q ,r[7J,:>; 
-3(3)(:;] = -"'1cs1 • utssC .1[3J(JJ>i 
a[3J[1C:J= -Mesi • uts3Cq(3J(OJ>; 
a(~J[~J = 1.0 + <utssCQ(~J( .: J> • utsa<or:ct:::cJ> • 
3[ 41!: 2 J 
a: 4 .,[ :. J 
-'3 ·:4JC1CJ= 
arSJ[l] 
aC5J[5J = 
a: 5 J(; J = 
aC o JC 2 J = 
a: 6 J[ 6 J 
~(5J:3J= 
ursaC4,q 9 T( f ] 9 1>> • Mcse• 
-~C'>~ • ur;1(4,q,T(?],1>; 
-~c s ~ T utc; -; Cq[!lJf'-:-: >; 
-~cse • ut<;.1<~:4JC:JH 
-~ri~ r urs3Cl,~,;~~~.1 >; I• 5 ro~ filled 
l .C •!'1r 1 a•< ur sa < 110, T(:: J ,2 > • ursa CL, Q• T: 5], 1 >); 
- Mr i ~ • u r -; -'l < 1 , r1 , T [ 3 J , 2 > ; 
-~rea • ursdf21QtTC ~ J,1>; I• 6 row filled 
l • () .. Mr ea• < u rs a< 2 • Q , T( 6 J, 2 > • ur s a< 2, Ch T( ; ) , 1 l > ; 
-~rea • ur~~c2,q,T[~J,?>; 
aC 7 JC 3 J 
a ·:7JC7J 
aC 7 JC g J 
= -Mcia • ursa<3,q,T(iJ,1>; f• 7 row filled 
1 • 0 • ~ C' a• (..Jr Sa ( ~ 1 Q t ;( 7) t 2) •Ur S3 ( 3 t Qt f C 7 J t l ) ) ; 
=-~eta• ur3a(J,q,T[7J,~>; 
a [ ~JC ,. J = 
::i ·: 3 ][ ~ J 
aC'3J:9J= 
8 row filled 
1 • J - ~ c e 3 • < u r :> d C A • !l • ... Cf:.. ) , 2 > • u rs a l ~ , q, !C ~ ) , 1 1 > ; 
-Mcea • ur~~<~101'!"[ ·.J1,:.:>; 
-"'lshe • uemd q J; I• 9 row ftlled 
-M ·,; he • u t 'is ( Q[ l ][ (, ] ) ; 
d 7 J[ J J 
a 7J: 1] 
.J 3 ~[ 2 ] = -Mshe • ut:os<q[ 2 J[~~>; 
•I 
•I 
•I 
•I 
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I• 
I• 
I• 
/• 
I• 
} 
T '11 s 
a: 7 JC 3 l = d: 9 )( .\ J = 
i:9l~5] : 
d: 9 J[ 6) = 
~: ·n: l] : 
a:~]( 8 J : 
~C31[1J : 
-Ms he • u ts s < Q[ 3 ]( I) J) ; 
-~-;he• utss(Q(41(0)); 
-~~he • ursa<ltQtT(5J,~>; 
-Mshe • ursa<2,q,T(~J,2>; 
-~sh~ • ursa<3tQtT[71.2>i 
-Mshe • ur~a<~,q,r~ 3 J, 2; ; 
l.O•Mshe•<..Jenv<ol • uts!>(Q(~JC:':'J) • ut:r;s(q(~](IJJ> • 
u t:. ': ( Q ( 2 J [ ) ) ) .. u t :; :; ( ~[ 1 J ~ : J ) • 
ussa<q> • ursu(~,q,i(SJ,2> • ursa<2t:ltTC6Jt2> • 
urSl(1,c,TC7J,2> • urs.ic1,q,T(5;,2>>; 
3~'1](101= -M :: he • us-::;1( r~t; 
a: l ') JC l J = - "1 s ca • u ts a< q( 1 J ( :j J > ; 
a:lOJ(2) = -M!>ca • utsaCq[2J(JJ>; 
a:lOJ(31 = -Msca • uts<:i(q[3J!: i J>; 
aC13][4J: -~sea • uts~<q(~J(OJ>; 
a:l0)(3J =-~sea • ussaCq>; 
3:lOJ(lGl= l.u • ~sca•<ussa(ql 
• uts~<oClJ(O)l • uts~Cq(2](0J) 
• utsa(c(1JCOJ> • utsa<q(~ )(OJ>>; 
I• ~ow the •g• ~3trix is ~~d~•/ 
I• by performing the rhs of •I 
/" ~quatio11 {l'S~} •I 
j.Jm:ny = J.o; 
hr<i=u; i<=lO; 1••> 
c 
f~r<j=O; J<=10; j••> 
::i U mm y • : b [ i 1 [ j J r T( j ] ; 
c( i J •: dU1'1tny; 
1 u-r. !ft y :: 0. ·;; 
} 
, SIZO: - li 
Q:3 U:>SCatCtn>i 
s state = y;:_ 5; 
f1r <i=O; i<=1 n ; i-·> 
{ 
error= Cc(iJ - i(iJ>IT(iJ; 
if << ~rror <= -C.'JCJl t : : < error >= O.GCl )) 
sstat~ = NOi 
} 
if < sstate == Y~S 
fprintf<out,•\n\n Steaoy State has been achiewea\n•>; 
t1m~ •= 11(1); 
,~tput<f,~yenv,time,ninto>; 
f"Jr<1=0; t<=tG; i••) 
H l J = c( i ]; 
} 
f .J.., ct ion re.Jr1S r1 :it a trom a t 1t e "'ter11tn• a:id ass?~bles H ,n •I 
a rn .3 tr i lC "a•• Q 1 s 5 JI[:, :sr1d is defined as follows: ., 
') 1 :? j ~ •I 
J •,he ::lo Jl ·~e L w H •I 
r :a i Ol.:>d)IS Cbl ao2 I) b3 Qb~ r.b5 •I 
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I• 
I• 
I• 
I• 
,. 
I• 
I• 
,., 
I• 
I• 
2 rse !Sh a Y'> 
.3 c ~; ~ :fb ~y-; 
~ cs~ tt~ ays 
The ; n'.) u t -30j~d 
_., 15 1 x ! l '"ltj 
') l 
ti ~e :l ~ t t 
libl •1o2 '.Hl 3 ab~ 
Qol t;ib2 Ob3 Q:,4 
Jbl Jt>:! 1'.l b ~ Qb'\ 
f '),. th"!' t r -3ns t ~n t -in ..i l y c; is 
is d : ~ t i fl~ .1 .-i'.i t ") l t c ... -; : 
Qb~ 
Qb5 
Co5 
is ;J 1.J t 
'" 
3 "'OI tr 1 X 
7 2 
Mr3i f"lrae ""ca1 
"' 
•I 
•I 
•I 
.. , 
•I 
.. , 
.. , 
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I• J3ta r~qui red for input are: 
1 :J •I 
"4cae •I 
•I 
•I 
•/ 
.. , 
I• card l - ~peonle, Qli~hts. QequiPtLen~th,~idth,~e~ght 
I• cards 2 to ~ - ~l l data required 
I• card .; - time<hr>• delta t <s>. ~she,rsi,rse,csi,cse<lbs> 
I• 
•I 
•/ 
I• 
I• 
flo3t inputCQ,m) 
fl:>3t :tC5JC6J,tr.(llJ; 
{ 
ext~rn ~IL~ •int•out; 
pri,tf<• I~ in input \~"•i 
int i,j; 
for- <i= l ; i<::11; i•-> 
t J r < j = ·) ; j < = 5 ; - ... ) 
a!: i J ( J J = !J. O; 
for <i =J i i <=4i i-·> 
( 
fsc ;rnf(iflt" lf Xt \f Xt Xf Xt "• 
•I 
~ a C 1 Jr: 'J J, &. q C i ~( 1 J, & q[ i JC 21 , .\qC i JC~ J, & ar i J: ~ J, & a( i JC 5 J > ; 
')etch .Jr( >< 
} 
fSCH~f(int" '.'r.f ';f •,f ";t "(-f ~ f 'f ", 
il, 1;1 ': I) J , ~ m [ 1 J , ~ "'( 2 ) , ~ m[ "'. ~ , fl..., C - ] , ~ m ( S ) , II. :r. [ 6 J > ; 
yet c h cJr(); 
fprintf<out,"1\n\n\n 3~T7LLI T ~ r~q~l~AL J~~q~4L !N~LYSIS\n">i 
f p ri~tf<ou t,"\n\n\,\~ The foll~wing were r~ad fr~~ \•ter~in\•\n•>; 
fprintf<a•.;t,•\n The nu~b~r ot oce!.Joa~ts 1s: ~.ct•,o('.i)[ OJ >; 
fprintfCout,"\n The heat dissipdted by lighting 1s: %.2f W"1q[Q](lJ>; 
f::>dntf<out,"\n ~he hedt dissi:>.ated by o;>. air is: ~.21 -"\n\n•,q(0](2J>; 
fprintt<out,• The sh~lter 1s %.21 tt lon1• l.2f ft t3ll1 and 1.2t ft wide.•, 
Q ( ·J J!: ) ] , Q [ .J )( -=-. 'J t Q [ '.) )( A J) ; 
fprintf<out,•\n The heat dissip-)t~a by the RS int. rack bays is~ X.2f w• 
,q[ u:: l J•q[ 1](2]•q!: 1 ][ >1•q: l )[ •J•Q[ !. )[5)); 
forinttCo :J t,"\n The '":eat di:;sip::t eG ':>y t.,t? RS ext. r3clc ::>3ys is: %.2f w• 
, q[ 2J( l J-cC 2 JC 2. J-~( 2 '}[ ~ J•q[ ~ )[4 ~·aC2 J(5 J>; 
fo~intf(oyt,"\n !he ~edt ~issicJted ':>y the CS i~~. rack ~ays is: ~.2t ~· 
' •l( 3 ][ l J - 1:: j 1 ( 2 J - q[ } J !: 3 J - Q!: .3 )( 4 J- q ( 3 J [ 5 J) ; 
f:>rlntfCout,"\n :i:-~ '°\~at -~ 1s s ipdted oy th'!" CS el<t. rack ~ays 1s: ~.2f W" 
• q ( ~ ] [ l ] - .-i ~ 4 J ( 2 j • q ( ~ J [ -; J .. q ( \ ]'.:: ~ ) • ~ [ 4 J ( s J , ; 
f ;; r i n t t ( ·J Li l , " \ :i . n i ·~ l n . , l y s i '.i i .; f o r t 1 "!: :: .:: t • :- f ~ r , p e r ~ I L - 3 T ') - : 1 C • 
' 111;,. : ] ) ; 
fpr1ntf<out."\ri The ti'T'e 1ottll bt:c" tncrementf."d by: J:.2f s~conds.• 
, m( l J > i 
I• 
forintf <out •"\n Th~ 
f;:irintf (out,•\n The 
forintf <out •"\n The 
fprintf<out,"\n The 
f ·p r I n t f ( o u t , " \ n Th ce-
a[) J[j J 
·= 2so.o; c,[: ~~lJ ·= :;.~1 3 ; 
·~.: 'i ] : .:: ] 3 • 't l j ; . 
for <i=l; i<=<+; l••) 
tJr <j:;li J<=S; }••) 
Q(i l(j l ·= 3.~1.3; 
'T'[ l J I= ! .:, O 0 • O ; 
111 :1 s !'; of 
mdSS I) f 
"'ass I) f 
r.-:ass of 
,,,d SS of 
111( 7] 1 • 2 • ( ".l( 1) [ 0 ) ) • t. 2 • 
m( q] = ! • 2 • < q( 2] ( •J J > • S • .') • 
!!!( ~ J l • 2 • ( q( 3 J c :J J J • 6 • ".l • 
m(lJJ= 1.2 • (q[4](0Jl • 6.r; • 
} 
th~ :;ht""lt~r 
thf!' 'lS f,, t. 
the ~ '.: e • t. 
the <: 5 l" t • 
the : <; ext. 
~ .ns; I• 
'J .:J75i ,. 
o.•ns; I• 
G . 0 15; I• 
is: 
f s : 
1 s: 
is: 
1 s: 
mass 
based 
by 5 
x. 2 f l b s ... ' 111( 2 ] ) ; 
l. 2f los.•,m: 3)>; 
i. 2 f lbs. •, mC ~ J) ; 
X.2f lbs.•,m:SJ>; 
x.21 lbs.\n",:n[6)>; 
of rack cool a 1 r •I 
ftft ar-ea•/ 
times std•/ 
Dn l • 2 
ft t3ll 
density. •I 
I• This fJnction is called only upon convergence, and it writes the •I 
I• outout file •T :RM0UT" •I 
flo,t outout<T,Q,env,tt~e,n;nto> 
fl~3t T[llJ,ti~e,q:SJ!:~],e'1v[4J,ni,to; 
{ 
iX t~rn FIL::: •oYt; 
fl:lit o:>cu,airC>,itr-.Ji<), .. c a i<>,itsrtir>; 
t ::: .-;..,tt< .. 1ut1"!.\n\r.\., 5A T '.:'. LTT : T ~ ~"1l'P.L TH::P~~L \NlYS!5 ~:::suL:5•)_ ; 
t p r i :i t f < ::i •J t • " \ n \ n \ , .:. t t i · ~ ~ = -~ • ;:_ f s ~- c;o n d s \ n \ n " , t i :n e • .3 €> 0 0 • ) ; 
fprintfCout," System temp~ratures are as follo~s:\n•>; 
f pr i n t f < o u t , • P. 3 I n t ~ r n .i l r .3 ck s t r uc t u re T r .:; i = X • . ? f ~ \ n \ n • , T ( l J > ; 
f ;; r i n t f C o u t , • R ~ ::: x t e r n a l r ~ c k s t r uc t u r-e T r ::. e = ' • 2 f F \ n \ , " , T : 2 ) > ; 
fprintf<out," C.3 Intt:'rnal r-.:tc': structure irsi = t.2fF'\n\rt•,T(~J>; 
fprintf<out,• SS ~xternal rac~ structure Trse = %.2fF\n\~•,f[~J>i 
for;ntf<out," RS Int. rack cooli:i~ air Tr.,a = X.2fi=\n\!'1•,r['5~>; 
f D r i , t f C -:> u t • " ~ .3 :: " t • r -3 c lr: c o 'J l i ., q 3 i r T r e ;:i ": • '.'.! f = \., \ ,-, " , T ( 6 : > ; 
fprintf<out.• -" !!'1t. rac~ ccolin~ air Tcia ~.2to=\n\~•.T[7]>; 
ft:rintf<out,• - ... ;::id. r.Jcr. cooli:iq 3ir Tcea = t.2f-\n\n"1T(8J>; 
forintt<out,• Overall Sh<?lter structur-e Tshe = t.2fF\n\,•,rr:c::J>; 
fprintf<out,• Shelter co o linG air <oo> Tsca = X.2f~\n\n•,T[l0]>; 
ec u = xra1<q>•~ 0 •r:s1 + xcai<q>,:~·T[7J - hi,to; 
e c u • = 2 0 • 1 • J • J 7 5 .. ,. !J • . J • < u i r < en°" [ l ] , env [ 3 ) > - a i r < TE I Ii , RH I N > ) ; 
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f~rintf<Jut,•\n\n\n T~e cooling lo~d ~n the £:U ts: X.2f atu/h\n\n•,ecu>; 
/flt 
I• 
I• 
} 
Th!s fu,ctiun will find the ~verall - ~eat transfer coeff,cetnt 
for- t~e r-~ck stuctur~ to the ~helter str-ucture. 
•I 
•I 
•I 
I• •I 
fl:>3t utsstoays> 
fla-3t OdY~t 
{ 
fl:J'lt a .hi ,u; 
d = tJ.l ·:Ji 
hi= '2g::.0: 
u-:: ::iuys • J • h'; 
retJrn<u>; 
} 
NOTE: 
,.. 
I• 
T~e ar~3 of cont~ct ~er bay •/ 
T~t~rf3ce coeff~c1~nt!Ste1,berQ•I 
The remaining functions are typical to 
those used in the "steady state" program. 
SATELLITE TERMINAL THERM/~L ANALYSIS 
The following were read from "termin" 
T~e number of occurants is: 1 
The heat dissipated by lighting is: 278.00 ~ 
The heat dissipated by op. air is: 888.00 W 
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The shelter is 16.00 ft long, 8.00 ft tall, and 8.0C ft wide. 
The heat. dissipated by the RS int. rack bays is: l. 00 w 
The heat dissipated by the RS ext. rack bays is: 13422.00 W 
The heat dissipated by the CS int. rack bays is: 3503.00 w 
The heat dissipated by the CS ext. rack bays is: 6600.00 ~ 
This analysis is for time = 16.00 hr, per MIL-STD-210 
The time will be incremented by: 2.00 seconds. 
The mass of the shelter is: 3000.00 lbs. 
The mass of the RS int. is: 1.00 lbs. 
The mass of the RS ext. is: 2000.00 lbs. 
The mass of the CS int. is: 1500.00 lbs. 
The mass of the CS ext. is: 2COO.OO lbs. 
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SA'I'ELLI 'l'E TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESUL'I'S 
At time = 2.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 120.00F 
RS External rack structure Trse: 120.00F 
cs Internal rs.ck structure Trsi 120.00F 
cs External rack structure: Trse 120.CCF 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 120.00F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 120.00F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tei a 120.00F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 120.00F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 120.00F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tse a 1.20.00F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 3~000.00 Btu/h 
SA'I'ELLI 'l'E: TERMINAL THERf-iAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 4.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure 'frsi 120.00F 
RS External rack structure Trse 120.00F 
cs Internal rack structure Trsi 120.00F 
cs External rack structure Trse 120.00F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 120.00F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 120.00F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 120.00F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tce:a 120.00F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 120.0lF 
Shelter cooling air (op) Ts ca 118.16F 
The cooling load on the ECU 1. c. ii:J. 36000.00 Btu/h 
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SA 'I'ELLI 'J'F: TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESUL'I'S 
At time = 6.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 119. 99F 
RS External rack structure Trse 120.00F 
cs Internal rack structure Tn:i 120.00F 
cs External rack structure Trse: 120.00F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria = 119.97F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 120.00F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 116. 83F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea = 120.00F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 12C.02F 
Shelter cooling ai:r Cop) Tse a 116.SlF 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 36000.00 Btu/h 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At timt = 8.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 119.98F 
RS External rack structure Trse 120.00F 
CS Internal rack structure Trsi 120.00F 
CS External rack structure Trse 120.00F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria = 119.92F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 120.00F 
CS Int. rack cooling air Tcia 116.56F 
CS Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 120.00F 
Overall Shelter structure Tshe 120.03F 
Stelter cooling air (op) Tsca 114.79F' 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 36000.00 Btu/h 
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SA'l'ELLI 'I'E 'I'ERMI NAL THERM/',L ANA LY SIS RESULTS 
1'. t time = 10.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure T.rEi = 119. 96F 
RS External rack structure Trse 120.00F 
cs Internal rack etructure Trsi 120.00F 
cs Externe:l rack structure Trse 120.00F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 119. 84F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 120.00F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 113. 82F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 120.00F 
Overall Shelte-r structure Ts he 120.04F 
Shelter cocling air (op) Tse a 113.22F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 36000.00 Btu/h 
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SATELLITE TERMI~AL-THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 20.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 119.83F 
RS External rack structure Trse = 119.99F 
CS Internal rack structure Trsi 119.99F 
CS External rack structure Trse 120.00F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 119.llF 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 120.00F 
CS Int. rack cooling air Tcia 107.53F 
CS Ext. rack cooling air Tcea 120.00F 
Overall Shelter structure Tshe 120.07F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tsca 105.78F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 36000.00 Btu/h 
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SATELLI 'l'E 'l~ERMI NAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 30.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 119.64F 
RS External rack structure Trse = 119.98F' 
cs Internal rack structure Trsi 119.98F 
cs External rack structure Trse 119.99F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 117.93F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 120.00F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 100.88F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 120.00F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 120.lOF 
Shelter cooling c: i r <cp) Tse a 99.41F 
The cooling load on the ECU i~· 36000.00 Btu/h 
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SATELLITE: TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 40.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 119. 44F 
RS External rack structure Trse 119.97F 
cs Internal rack structure Trsi 119.96F 
cs External rack structure Trse 119.98F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 116.39F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 120.00F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 95. 80F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 120.00F 
Overall Shelter structure TE> he 120 .llF 
Shelter cooling air <op) 'I sea 93.88F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 36000.00 Btu/h 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 50.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 119.23F' 
RS External rack structure Trse = 119.96F 
cs Internal rack structure Trsi 119.93F 
cs External rack structure Trse 119.97F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria lH. 60F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 120.00F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 91.0SF 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 120.00F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 120.12F 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Tse a = 89.12F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 36000.00 Btu/h 
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SATELLI 'l'E TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 60.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 119.02F 
RS Externa .. ::-c:.ck structure Trse 119.94F 
cs Internal rack structure Trsi 119.91F 
cs External rack structure Trse 119.96F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tri a 112.62F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 119.99F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 87 .14F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea = 120.00F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 120.12F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Ts ca 85.00F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 36000.00 B~u/h 
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SATELLITE TER~INAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 70.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi ll8.82F 
RS External rack structure Trse 119.93F 
cs Internal rack structure Tr£:i 119. 88F 
cs E.xternal rack structure Trse 119.95F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 110.SlF 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 119.99F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 83.66F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea = 120.00F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts be 120.12F 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Ts ca 81.44F 
The cooling locd on the ECU is: 36000.00 Btu/h 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 80.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 118.64F 
RS External rack structure Trse 119.91F 
cs Internal rack structure Trsi 119.85F 
cs External rack structure Trse 119.94F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 108.34F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 119.99F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tei a 80.99F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tce·a 119.99F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 120 .llF 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Tse a 78.75F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 32724.24 Btu/h 
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SA'l'ELLITE 'I'ERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 90.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 118.49F 
RS External rack structure Trse 119.88F 
cs Internal rack structure Trsi 119.BlF 
cs External rack structure Trse 119.92F' 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tr-ia 106.18F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 119.98F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 79.39F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 119.99F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 120.lOF 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Tse a 77.18F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 30697.36 Btu/h 
SATELLI'l'E TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 100.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 118.36F 
RS External rack structure Trse 119.86F 
CS Internal rack structure Trsi = 119.78F 
CS External rack structure Trse 119.91F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 
CS Int. rack cooling air Tcia 
CS Ext. rack cooling air Tcea 
Overall Shelter structure Tshe 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Tse a 
104.12F 
ll9.98F 
78.46F 
119.99F 
120.09F 
76.25F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 29522.69 Btu/h 
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SATELLI'l'B TERMINAL THERMAL ANJ\LYSI S RESULTS 
At time = 120.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 118.18F 
RS External rack structure Trse 119.82F 
cs Internal rack structure Trsi 119.71F 
cs External rack structure Trse 119.88F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tri a = 100.35F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea = 119.97F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 77.59F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 119.98F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 12C.07F 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Tse a 75.39F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 28417.31 Btu/h 
SATELLI'l'E: 'l'ERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 140.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 118.08F 
RS External rack structure Trse 
CS Internal rack structure Trsi 
CS External rack structure Trse 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 
CS Int. rack cooling air Tcia 
CS Ext. rack cooling air Tcea 
Overall Shelter structure Tshe 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Tse a 
119.78F 
119. 64F 
119. 85F 
97. llF 
119.96F 
77.28F 
119.97F 
120.04·F 
75.09F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 28028.65 Btu/h 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 160.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi = ll8.01F 
RS External rack structure Trse ll9.74F 
cs Internal rack structure Trsi 119.57F 
cs External rack structure Trse 119.82F 
RS Int. rack cooling air 'l'r ia 94.36F' 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 119.95F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 77.17F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 119. 96F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 120.02F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tse a 74.98F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 27885.68 Btu/h 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 180.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 117.97F 
RS External rack structure Trse 119.69F 
cs Internal rack structure Trsi ll9.50F 
cs External rack structure Trse 119.79F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 92.0SF 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea = 119. 94F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 77 .12F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 119. 96F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 120.00F 
Shelter cooling air (op) 'I sea 74.94F 
The cooling load on the ECU 1. c. ...... 27827.lB Btu/h 
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SATELLI 'l'E TERMINAL THERMP..L ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 200.00 seconds 
Syetem temperatures are as follows: 
F.S Internal rack structure Trsi 117.93F 
RS External rack structure Trse 119.65F 
cs Internal rack structure Trsi 119.44F 
cs External rack structure Trse 119. 76F 
RS Int. rack cooling a.;.,... ...... Tria 90.lOF 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 119. 93F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 77.lOF 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 119. 95F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 119.97F 
Shelter cooling air {op) Tse a 74.92F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 27797.91 Etu/h 
SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL AKALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 220.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 117.90F 
RS External rack structure Trse 119.61F 
CS Internal rack structure Trsi 119.37F 
CS External rack structure Trse 119.73F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 88.47F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air 'I' r ea 119.92F 
CS Int. rack cooling air Tcia 77.08F 
CS Ext. rack cooling air Tcea = 119.94F 
Overall Shelter structure Tshe 119.95F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tsca 74.90F 
The cooling load on the ECU ic· 27778.91 Btu/h 
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SATELLITE TER!v;INAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 240.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 117.88F 
RS External rack structure Trse 119.57F 
cs Internal rack structure Trsi 119.30F 
cs External rack structure Trse 119.70F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 87.lOF 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 119.91F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 77. 07F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a = 119.94F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 119.93F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tse a 74.90F 
The cooling load on the ECU ic· 27763.67 Btu/h 
SATELLITE TERMINAL THEIDl:AL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 260.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 117.SSF 
RS External rack structure Trse 119.53F 
CS Internal rack structure Trsi 119.24F 
CS External rack structure Trse 119.67F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 85.95F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 119.90F 
CS Int. rack cooling air Tcia 77.06F 
CS Ext. rack cooling air Tcea = 119.93F 
Overall Shelter structure Tshe 119.91F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tsca 74.89F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 27749.93 Btu/h 
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SA'I'ELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 280.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 117.83F 
FS External rack structure Trse 119.49F 
cs Internal rack structure Trsi 119.17F 
cs External rack structure Trse 119.64F 
RS Int. rac k cooling air Tria 84.99F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 119.90F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 77.0SF 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 119.92F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 119.89F 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Tse a 74.88F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 27736.90 Btu/h 
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SATELLITE 'l'ERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time 
-
300.00 seconds 
System tempe:ratures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 117. 81F 
RS External rack structllre Trse 119.45F 
cs Internal rack str ucture Trsi 119.llF 
cs External rack structure Trse 119.61F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 84.18F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 119.89F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 77.04F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 119.92F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 119.88F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tse a 74.87F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 27724.31 Btu /h 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 320.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 117.79F 
RS External rack structure Trse 119. 41F 
cs Internal rack structure TrEi 119.0SF 
cs External rack structure Trse 119.59F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 83.49F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 119.88F 
cs Int. rack c9oling air Tcia 77.03F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 119. 91F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 119.86F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Te.ca 74.87F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 27712.04 Btu/h 
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SP..TELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 340.00 seconds 
Sy stem temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 117.77F 
RS External rack structure Trse = 119.38F 
cs Internal rack structure Trsi 118 . 98F' 
cs External rack structure Trse 119.56F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 82.92F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air ',J:'rea 119.87F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 77.02F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 119.90F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 119.84F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Ts ca 74.86F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 27700.04 Btu/h 
SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 360.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi = 117.76F 
RS External rack structure Trse 
CS Intetnal rack structure Trsi 
CS External rack structure Trse 
119.34F 
118.92F 
119.53F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 82.44F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 119.86F 
CS Int. rack cooling air Tcia 77.0lF 
CS Ext. rack cooling air Tcea 119.90F 
Overall Shelter structure Tshe 119.82F 
Shelter coolin g air (op) Tsca 74.85F 
The cooling load on the ECU ic· 27688.30 Btu/h 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 380.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
R.S Internal rack structure Trsi 117.74F 
P.S External rack structure Trse = 119. 30F' 
cs Internal rack structure Trsi 118.86F 
cs External rack structure Trse 119.SOF' 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 82.04F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air 'Ire a 119.86F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tei a 77.0lF 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a = 119.89F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 119.81F 
Shelter cooling air <op) Tse a 74.85F 
The cooling load on the ECU ic· 27676.78 Btu/h 
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SATELLITE TEfiliINAL THER1'~AL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 400.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 117.72F 
RS External rack structure Trse ll9.27F 
cs Internal rack structure Trsi 118. 80F 
cs External rack structure Trse 119.47F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tri a 81.70F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 119.85F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 77.00F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 119.88F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 119.79F 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Tse a 74.84F 
The cooling load on the ECU l.. C' • ...,. 27665.49 Btu/h 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 420.00 S€:COnds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 117.71F 
RS External rack structure Trse 119.23F 
cs Internal rack structure Trsi 118.74F 
cs External rack structure Trse 119.45F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 81. 41F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 119.84F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 76.99F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 119.88F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 119.78F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tse a 74.83F 
The cooling load on the ECU ic· 27654.40 Btu/h 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 440.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 117.69F 
RS External rack structure Trse 119.20F 
cs Internal rack structure Trsi 118.69F 
cs External rack structure Trse 119.42F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 81. l 7F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 119.83F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 76.98F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 119.87F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 119.76F 
Shelter cooling air Cop) Ts ca 74.83F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 27643.51 Btu/h 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL A~ALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 460.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 117.68F 
RS External rack structure Trse 119.16F 
cs Internal rack structure Trsi 118.63F 
cs External rack structure Trse 119.39F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 80.96F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 119.83F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 76.97F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 119.87F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 119.75F 
Shelte:r cooling air (op) Ts ca 74.82F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 27632.81 Btu/h 
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SA'lELLI 'l'E TERMINAL THERMAL A~ALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 480.00 seconds 
Syst~m temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 117.66F 
RS External rack structure Trse 119.13F 
cs Internal rack structure: Trsi 118.57F 
cs External rack structure Trse 119.37F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 80.79F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 119.82F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 76.96F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 119. 86F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 119.73F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Ts ca 74.81F 
The cooling load on the ECU ic· 27622.29 Btu/h 
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SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMP.L ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 500.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 117.65F 
RS External rack structure Trse 119. lOF 
cs Internal rack structure Trsi 118.52F 
cs External rack structure Trse 119.34F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 80.65F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 119.81F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 76.95F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tee a 119.85F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 119.72F 
Shelte-r cooling air (op) Tse a 74.elF 
The cooling load on the ECU ic· 27611.95 Btu/h 
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SATELLITE: TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RES DI.TS 
At time = 520.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Tr.si 117.63F 
RS External rack structure Trse 119.06F 
cs Internal rack structure Trsi 118.46F 
cs External rack structure Trse 119.31F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 80.52F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 119.80F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 76.95F 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 119.BSF 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 119.70F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Ts ca 74.80F 
The cooling load on the ECU ie· 27601.78 Btu/h 
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SATELLITE TERMI NAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 540.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 117.62F 
RS External rack structure Trse ll9.03F 
cs Internal rack structure 'I'rsi 118.41F 
cs External rack structure 'I'rse 119.29F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 80.42F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 119. 80F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tcia 76.94F" 
cs Ext. rack cooling air Tc ea 119.84F 
Overall Shelter structure- Ts he 119.69F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tsc2 74.BOF 
The cooling loaa on the ECU is: 27591.77 Btu/h 
SATELLITE TERMINAL THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 560.00 seconds 
System temperatures are as follows: 
RS Internal rack structure Trsi 117.61F 
RS External rack structure Trse 119.00F 
CS Internal rack structure Trsi 118.35F 
CS External rack structure Trse 119.26F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria 80.33F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Tr ea 119.79F 
CS Int. rack cooling air Tcia 76.93F 
CS Ext. rack cooling air Tcea = 119.84F 
Overall Shelter structure Tshe 119.68F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Tsca 74.79F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 27581.92 Btu/h 
Steady State has been achieved 
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SATELLI'I'E TERMINAL THERMP.L ANALYSIS RESULTS 
At time = 562.00 seconds 
Sys.tern tempe:ratu:res a:re as follows: 
RS Internal :rack structure Trsi 117.60F 
RS External :rack st:ructu:re T:rse 119. OOF 
cs Internal rack structure T:rsi 118.35F 
cs External rack structure Trse 119. 26F 
RS Int. rack cooling air Tria = S0.32F 
RS Ext. rack cooling air Trea 119. 79F 
cs Int. rack cooling air Tei a 76~93F 
. 
cs Ext. rack cooling ai:r Tc ea 119. 83F 
Overall Shelter structure Ts he 119.67F 
Shelter cooling air (op) Ts ca 74.79F 
The cooling load on the ECU is: 27580.94 Btu/h 
[l] 
[2] 
[3] 
[4] 
[5] 
[6] 
[7] 
[8] 
[9] 
[10] 
[ll] 
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